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“All the works of God proceed slowly and in pain;
but then, their roots are the sturdier
and their flowering the lovelier.”
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Preface to Volume 2
Volume 2 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger includes documents written during the years
1841 through 1848 when the motherhouse was transferred
to Munich and new missions were founded in both Bavaria
and North America. Documents referring to the latter can
be found in Volume 6, Mission to North America, 1847-1859.
As part of the process leading toward the beatification of
Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger on November 17,
1985, 5,337 documents, which she either wrote, signed, or
commissioned, were gathered and copied by hand. These
copies were notarized, numbered, packed in a large trunk,
and delivered to Rome. On December 17, 1929, they were
presented to the Sacred Congregation of Rites for further examination. In this series, this material is referred to as the
beatification collection, which is now held in the archives at
the Generalate of the School Sisters of Notre Dame in Rome.
Since it was beyond the scope of this work to locate original letters still extant in numerous archives, translations
were done from the notarized copies in the beatification collection. Some of the material in this collection was copied from
archival copies of the original documents and these
copies did not always include a signature. This does not imply
that the original document was unsigned.
A few documents in the beatification collection were undated or misdated. Further study of these documents and
their context helped determine probable dates, which are indicated in brackets. Since the documents in this volume are
arranged chronologically, they do not always appear in numerical sequence. A list of documents in numerical order
can be found at the end of the book.

x

Preface to Volume 2

Words that appear in brackets were added for clarification. Bavarian currency consisted of florin and kreuzer until
1873. An approximate equivalent in American currency at
the time is given in brackets.
Italics are used to indicate underlined text found in the
documents of the beatification collection.
Mother Theresa’s use of the name, Poor School Sisters
(Arme Schulschwestern), as well as the word order, has been
retained in this translation.
Place names are those commonly used in Mother
Theresa’s time. If the same place is known today by a different name, a footnote supplies this information. Unless
indicated otherwise, cities and towns mentioned are currently located in Germany.
Efforts have been made to identify the recipients of each
letter. Titles are used in the headings and salutations, but
the nineteenth-century practice of repeating titles throughout the text and closing of a letter has been dropped for the
most part in this translation. Formal closings have been
simplified and are usually given as “Respectfully yours.”
In this volume, documents not included in the beatification collection are classified as (1) a transcript or (2) a typescript. A transcript is an early, handwritten copy of an
original document. A typescript is a typewritten copy of a
document.

xi

Introduction
“Thanks to your sincere persistence, which seeks and
finds hope and support in God alone, the seedling, whose
care was entrusted to you ten years ago, has been nurtured
so well that, with God’s help, it has grown into a tree which
promises to extend its beneficial shade over the entire land
and to bring forth fruit that is rich in blessing for our country. Receive now the key to this state-owned building which
is yours to preserve, maintain, and use for the purposes of
the order.”1
On October 16, 1843, Joseph von Hörmann, President of
the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria, addressed these
words to Mother Theresa during the solemn ceremony of the
opening of the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters of
Notre Dame in Munich.
Archbishop Lothair von Gebsattel had called the Poor
School Sisters to the archdiocese of Munich and Freising on
December 19, 1837. During the years that followed, diverse
opinions on the location of the motherhouse were expressed on
every side. Decisions were made and immediately contested by others. Mother Theresa remained steadfast. “A
hidden interior strength held her back from any unwise acquiescence. She prayed and left the outcome to God’s loving
care.”2

1. See M. Traugott Schindlbeck, Vom Orden der Armen Schulschwestern von Unserer Lieben Frau, zusammengestellt 1933/34 (Typescript, Munich), 168.
2. See M. Liobgid Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, Mutter Theresia von Jesu
Gerhardinger. Stifterin und erste Generaloberin der Armen Schulschwestern von Userer Lieben Frau. Ihr Leben und ihr Werk, 1797-1879
(Typescript, Milwaukee) 153

xii Introduction

Mother Theresa’s letters from 1841 through 1848 reveal
the visible fruit of her deep trust in God—a growing congregation with annual ceremonies of reception and professsion, a motherhouse which was suitable for a congregation
whose members were dedicated to the education and character formation of girls and young women, and numerous
requests for sisters from Bavaria, neighboring Austria, and
far distant North America.
There was another side to the picture, however. Although
the restoration of religious life was allowed as a result of a concordat signed by Bavaria and the Holy See in
1817, letter after letter written in the 1840s testify to continuous opposition to the sisters’ life and ministry.
Poverty was no stranger to the sisters, especially in the
suburbs of Munich where factory laborers settled with their
families and whose children the sisters were called to care
for and to teach. In 1839, Mother Theresa wrote, “We are
poor in Neunburg, but never as poor as in the Au Suburb.”3
Crop failures in 1845-46 led to widespread food shortages, higher prices, and even greater impoverishment
throughout Europe. Emigration increased and unrest
reached its climax in revolutions that swept across Europe
in 1848.
When King Louis I abdicated the throne in favor of his son,
Maximilian, in March 1848, Mother Theresa was teaching at
St. Michael School in Baltimore. When she returned to
Munich in August of the same year, Mother Theresa and
the congregation which she founded faced an uncertain future, but the tree was not bent. The large number of
candidates and novices gave promise and hope, and the words
of Bishop Wittmann continued to find fulfillment: “All the
works of God proceed slowly and in pain; but then, their roots
are the sturdier and their flowering the lovelier.”4

3. Quoted in Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 147.
4. Quoted from Document 2277 in Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus
Gerhardinger, Vol. 10, Mission to Upper Austria (Elm Grove: School Sisters
of Notre Dame Printing Department, 2008) 54
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January—July 1841
239:

To President Joseph von Hörmann
Munich
J!M!

Au Suburb
February 1, 1841

Noble President of the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
Building for the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters1
In response to the royal district architect’s inquiry if a
width of seven feet (2 m) would be sufficient for the cells and
if the cells should be heated, the respectfully undersigned
ventures to state that the sisters certainly cannot live in unheated cells when they are ill or when it is cold, especially in
the winter.
If the cells would be only seven feet wide, the sisters
could not even place a chair next to the bed and walk around
it. Moreover, almost half of the bed would be in front of the
window. Since the door would be directly across from the
window, this could have deplorable consequences for sisters
in poor health, especially during the stormy winter. The
cells should be approximately ten feet wide (3 m).
I would like to take this opportunity to add that, for ourselves, we sisters are satisfied with a poor dwelling, but only
1. On January 11, 1841, Louis I (1786-1868), King of Bavaria (182548), ordered Joseph von Hörmann, President of Upper Bavaria (1840-47),
and Canon George von Oettl to find in the city of Munich a building that
would be suitable for use as the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters.
Two days later, Canon Oettl asked Mother Theresa to view the former Poor
Clare Convent in Munich. Although the building was very old and
dilapidated, Mother Theresa accepted the offer. See M. Liobgid Ziegler,
Magd des Herrn: Mutter Theresia von Jesu Gerhardinger. Stifterin und erste
Generaloberin der Armen Schulschwestern von Userer Lieben Frau. Ihr Leben
und ihr Werk, 1797-1879 (Typescript, Milwaukee) 154-155.
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if it is appropriate for the purpose of our institute, that is,
the preparation of our young people who must first develop
in mind and body, gain strength, and complete their education so that they can be sent to teach anywhere in our country. This purpose demands, above all, living quarters that
are bright, pleasant, and clean—even if they are poor. With
so many people living here, a dry basement with a few partitions is as necessary as the kitchen. This is something that
I considered superfluous to mention in my first statement
regarding the place.2
These essential characteristics are lacking in the building on the Anger.3 Due to the great lack of cleanliness
caused by vermin over a very long time, decontamination of
the old walls will be very difficult, even if all the woodwork
is removed. This lack of cleanliness will have pernicious effects on the health of the sisters, something I can speak
about from experience because a similar old convent building was arranged for one of our missions. 4
2. See Document 144, which can be found in Letters of Mary Theresa
of Jesus Gerhardinger, Vol. 1, Sowing the Seed, 1822-1840 (Elm Grove: School
Sisters of Notre Dame Printing Department, 2010) 157-162.
3. In the early thirteenth century, the first Franciscans arrived in
Munich and lived outside the city walls by St. James on the Anger, a
chapel for pilgrims on their way to Santiago de Compostela on the Iberian Peninsula. (Anger is the German word for meadow.)
After the Franciscans moved into the city of Munich in 1284, four Poor
Clare Nuns were called to the area. They moved into the Franciscans’ former quarters by St. James Church. In the first half of the fourteenth century, a new city wall was built and the Anger with St. James Church and
the Poor Clare Convent was a district within the city of Munich.
As a result of the Secularization, the Poor Clare Convent was dissolved on November 27, 1803, and twenty-nine nuns and thirteen lay sisters were sent to a former monastery in Dietramszell. The building that
formerly housed the Poor Clare Convent was then used as a spinning mill
to provide employment for poor people. See Fritz Demmel, Angerkloster
und Kirche St. Jakob in München (Passau: Kunstverlag Peda, 2005) 4-7,
and Christian Lankes, “St. Jakob am Anger - das älteste Kloster in
München,” Bayerisches Staatsministerium für Wissenschaft, Forschung
und
Kunst
/
Haus
der
Bayerischen
Geschichte,
Augsburg.
http://www.hdbg.de/kloester/kloester_detailansicht_basisdaten.php?id=K
S0250&templ=relaunch_vorlage_detail_geschichte
4. The congregation’s first mission was opened in one section of the
former Dominican Convent in Schwarzhofen in 1836.
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With this unfavorable situation, as well as the supposedly large sum of money involved, I consider it my obligation in conscience to request your careful consideration of
this so that, if objections arise later, before God and my superior, I will be free from reproach.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
242:

To King Louis I
Munich

Au Suburb
February 17, 1841

Most Illustrious Monarch!
Most Gracious Majesty, King and Lord!
From Naples, Your Royal Majesty has already graciously
granted the Poor School Sisters the royal favor of receiving
letters without charge.
We gratefully acknowledge this royal favor which is so
helpful to us in our poverty. Our fervent prayer rises daily
to almighty God for the preservation of the most gracious
ruler of our land and the protector of our faith and our most
holy religion.
We hardly dare to place another similar petition before
the throne of Your Royal Majesty, but our poverty forces us
to do so. May our poverty also be our intercessor and turn
away from us your royal displeasure.
The passive franking privilege releases us from payment
for letters coming into the motherhouse. In our poverty, it
is very difficult for us to maintain correspondence with our
order’s six mission institutes in the Au Suburb, Wolfratshausen, Hohenthann, Amberg, Schwarzhofen, and Spalt,5
as well as with pastors, school commissions, royal district
courts, and diocesan ordinariates. Correspondence is also
necessary when accepting candidates who have applied, candidates take their teaching examinations, novices are re5. In addition to Schwarzhofen, missions were opened in Hohenthann in 1838, in Amberg and the Au Suburb of Munich in 1839, and in
Wolfratshausen and Spalt in 1840, all in Bavaria.
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ceived, and sisters profess their vows. Since our lives are
centered on God and the fulfillment of our duties, it may be
assumed that this franking privilege will not be misused.
For these reasons, we venture to submit our petition
that, in your boundless generosity, Your Royal Majesty
would please release us from the fees for correspondence
with our mission institutes and with the church and royal
civil authorities mentioned above and graciously grant us
the active franking privilege.
It is even more difficult for us to use some of the alms
that we receive to pay the prohibitively expensive fees for
travel with the mail coach, either when the motherhouse superior is obliged to make important visitation journeys to
the mission institutes or when sisters are sent to these mission institutes (which often happens quickly because of sudden illness). Sometimes sisters must also be called from the
missions and return to the motherhouse.
Therefore, we also venture to submit our petition for
royal permission for the members of our order to travel on
the mail coach free of charge.
May Your Royal Majesty forgive this repeated and bothersome mention of our poverty and kindly accept the expression of our deepest respect!
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
243:

To President Joseph von Hörmann
Munich
Au Suburb

[Before February 21, 1841]6
J!M!
Noble President of the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
Building Plan for the Poor School Sisters’ Motherhouse
6. In Document 243, which can be found in its entirety in the beatification collection, this undated letter is followed by a second letter to
President von Hörmann dated February 21, 1841, as well as notes from a conversation with the chief architect.
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Returning the building plan for the motherhouse of the
Poor School Sisters, the respectfully undersigned ventures
to submit the following remarks in compliance with the
royal order regarding the above.
With deep gratitude, we acknowledge the royal grace and
favor of being granted the motherhouse under discussion so
that our order will be able to flourish and expand. As great
as this gift is, it is equally certain that His Royal Majesty
would want this motherhouse to be appropriate for
its purpose as an institute for the entire country. May this
very significant reason, as well as the admonition of my conscience to make a frank statement that is in accordance with
the statutes of our order, allow me to make the following remarks without venturing to set a goal for myself.
1. As I have already explained in person and in writing,
our three divisions of personnel—the candidates in secular
dress and the externs, the novices, and the professed sisters—should be carefully separated from each other because,
otherwise, deep wounds would be inflicted on the new order.
2. The better section of the building, that is, the front
wing to the west with twenty-one cells and four larger rooms
below them, could be assigned to the candidates, whereby
the actual convent will be closed off from the lay personnel
and remain undisturbed. This is an absolute necessity. In
the current building plan, however, the two floors do not provide sufficient space for even sixty candidates, to say nothing of the estimated eighty that we will soon have.
3. Moreover, the proposed candidates’ refectory (No. 24)
will have room for only about fifty candidates rather than
sixty to eighty candidates.
4. It also seems to me that the two dormitories (No. 79
and No. 80), already with very low ceilings, would be much
too crowded for sixty young people who perspire so much.
Some of the beds would be right next to each other with no
room in between for a night table or chair, to say nothing of
a large washstand.
5. With such a large community, spacious and bright
washrooms large enough for at least three or four persons
are necessary in each section. This is lacking in the current
building plan.
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6. I also miss the wide corridors and stairways needed
for so many people, something that I requested at the very
beginning. The corridors should be eight to nine feet wide
(2.5 to 2.75 m) so that the young people can walk there during the winter or in bad weather.
7. In a building with so many residents, it will require
more personnel and much greater effort if the kitchen is at
the far end of the building instead of in the center and if it
is separated from the main building.
8. The food storeroom is on the south side and the
baked goods are kept above the kitchen. These two rooms
should be right next to each other.
9. According to the current plans, there is insufficient
space to add the following necessary rooms: (a) a mortuary
and a burial crypt,7 (b) a small room inside the convent and
next to the entrance for the sister who serves as portress,
(c) a workroom close to the entrance for the superior, (d) a
chapter room and a small library, (e) an oven and a bakery.
These serious shortcomings could be best remedied by
making the front section of the west wing as wide as the back
section and adding a third floor. In this way, the needed
space would be gained and the entire building would be suitably divided into separate departments and arranged for future expansion. The kitchen could also be moved to the
center of the building, and the ground could be made level,
which would also insure that the front wing would be dry.
For this purpose, I venture to submit both a description
and a sketch of these changes in the building plan.8 I inspected the condition of the existing building and I believe
that this work could be done properly at this time. Of
course, this will raise the estimated cost, but it will be necessary so that we will obtain a suitable seedbed—a women’s
7. In a letter of November 24, 1841, President Joseph von Hörmann
informed Mother Theresa that King Louis I had approved the building of
a burial crypt under the new wing of the motherhouse. (Typescript, Generalate)
8. Since Mother Theresa could not accept the building plan that had
been drafted by the royal architect, she drew up a new plan which was approved by the royal building authorities and served as a basis for the entire construction. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 160.
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teacher-training college—as well as seclusion for the convent. The well-being of the whole depends on this.
Trusting in the mercy of God who will help us find benefactors, we will do without having the entire convent furnished because, even if everything is very simple and poor,
it will be a significant expense. We prefer to sleep on straw
sacks rather than mattresses, and we will be grateful to God
and to His Royal Majesty if we obtain enough to furnish only
the kitchen and the candidates’ quarters.9
a. If our petition cannot be granted, however, and the
west wing will have only two stories, I find no other solution
than to use the twenty-one cells and the four rooms beneath
them for the professed sisters [sic].10 Then we could also accommodate the externs there (I do not know how) and the
rooms where the candidates live, study, and sleep would be
separate from the convent.
b. It appears necessary to use the south wing of
the building for the novices. In any case, we will need the entire
width of the wing connecting the west wing with the south
wing for the rooms where the novices will live and work—
the actual novitiate. A new wooden walkway could lead into
the little cloister garden, restore the connection, and give
the building more fresh air.
c. The northeast section would have to be assigned to
the professed sisters, but the four large rooms and a chapter
room would be absolutely necessary.
Having submitted this open presentation of the situation, I leave everything to the wise judgment and benevolence of the sovereign king [Louis I], and I will quietly accept
what the merciful and loving God grants us.
In deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
9. In her letter to President von Hörmann on February 21, 1841,
Mother Theresa stated: “In exchange for the construction of a third story on
the west wing of the motherhouse, we will decline the gracious offer to furnish
the entire motherhouse. Therefore, only the candidature and the kitchen
will need to be furnished now.” This was followed by a list of furnishings
for the kitchen and the candidature. See the second letter in Document 243,
which can be found in the beatification collection.
10. The candidates were probably meant here.
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245:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg

Neunburg vorm Wald
March 8, 1841

J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!11
I still owe you an expression of my gratitude for your recent kind reception and for offering overnight accommodations. Nevertheless, this time I left Your Excellency with a
saddened heart because of the great unexpected change in
Reisbach, that is, that the sisters there will not have Holy
Mass in St. Salvator Church on Sundays and holy days.12
We were very consoled when Your Excellency initially assured us of this favor.
Under these new circumstances, it will be difficult to
send sisters to Reisbach because they will have to walk with
a great crowd of people all the way through town to get to
the church,13 which has not been the case at any of our missions up to now. Fr. [Dionysius] Fink14 also expressed his
agreement with me on this topic.
According to the plans now before me, the proposed
building in Reisbach is scarcely suitable for a school, but we
are very happy to begin there in great poverty. It is only the
situation mentioned above that gives me great concern and
sadness because I know from experience what dangers and
difficulties the sisters face on the missions. Since two bish11. Francis Xavier von Schwäbl (1778-1841), Bishop of Regensburg
(1833-41)
12. In his letter of October 2, 1840, addressed to Mother Theresa,
Bishop Schwäbl wrote that he was so impressed by the sisters in Hohenthann that he wanted to have Poor School Sisters teach the girls in Reisbach, the town where he was born. He assured Mother Theresa that
living quarters close to the church, a garden, and an adequate stipend
would be provided. A priest would be available to say Mass for the sisters,
hear their confessions, and serve as catechist in the school. See Ziegler,
Magd des Herrn, 129-130.
13. The building designated for the convent and school in Reisbach
was located near St. Salvator Church, which was on the opposite end of
the town from St. Michael Parish Church.
14. Fr. Dionysius Fink was the pastor in Hohenthann.
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ops are founding the mission in Reisbach,15 it should be a
model for the other missions.
Your Excellency, I urgently implore you to see to it that
there will be Holy Mass for the sisters at St. Salvator
Church. Surely Bishop [Francis Ignatius] von Streber will
do everything possible, since he also affirmed that the sisters should have Holy Mass there. Then, in God’s name, we
will begin our daily work in Reisbach and labor to the best
of our ability for the little ones in school and, with God’s
help, give Your Excellency joy and consolation.
In this consoling hope, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
246:

To King Louis I

Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
March 11, 1841
J!M!

Most Illustrious Monarch!
Most Gracious Majesty, King and Lord!
Through a royal communication of February 23, 1841,
Your Royal Majesty was pleased to assure us that, from now
on, the Poor School Sisters will also have the royal favor of
the active franking privilege and of traveling on the express
coach free of charge.16 We were informed of this by the general administration of the royal post office in a letter of
March 1 which we received on March 4.
Would to God that I could fall at the feet of Your Majesty
in order to show my heart’s deep gratitude for this royal
favor! My words are too poor to give my gratitude worthy
expression.
15. Francis Ignatius von Streber (1758-1841), Auxiliary Bishop of
Munich and Freising (1821-41), was born in Reisbach and contributed
1,000 florin ($400) toward the foundation of the mission there. See Paul
Mai, ed., Selige Theresia von Jesu Gerhardinger (1797-1879): Ein Leben für
Kirche und Schule (Regensburg: Verlag Schnell & Steiner, 1997) 49.
16. See Document 242, pp. 3-4.
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Please be assured that we will certainly make use of this
recent favor only for the noblest of causes—the glory of God
and the well-being of the young people of our land.
When considering Your Royal Majesty’s earlier act of
granting in your own handwriting the recognition of our religious institute,17 as well as the royal donations which you
gave us in our poverty, first in Neunburg,18 then for the
foundation of the mission convent in Amberg,19 and finally
to my dear sisters in the Au Suburb,20 this is yet another
favor in our behalf.
If the royally approved franking privilege will make the
expansion of the new order much easier, how much more
will our order grow as a result of Your Majesty’s subsequent
and far greater favor to us in our distress by calling to life
the motherhouse of our order in a location that is close to

17. In a statement of March 22, 1834, to the royal government of the
district of Regen, King Louis I wrote: “At the enclosed written requests
of Bishop [Schwäbl] of Regensburg and Caroline Gerhardinger, dated
March 16 and March 10 respectively, we grant our approval to both the
religious institute, which was founded by Francis Sebastian Job, the deceased confessor of our beloved sister, Her Majesty, the Empress of Austria,
and the foundation of a school for girls in Neunburg vorm Wald, which was
already confirmed by the royal government of the district of Regen on June
21, 1833. This latter foundation and the religious institute are to come to life
and be managed in accordance with the will of the founder, but no claim may
be made on state funds for their support.” See Mai, Selige Theresia, 228.
18.When King Louis I handed his decree of approval to Caroline
Gerhardinger on March 23, 1834, he also gave her 1,000 florin in Rhenish
currency ($332.50) from his private funds to help finance the new
congregation in Neunburg vorm Wald. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 76-77.
19. In 1839, King Louis I contributed 2,000 florin ($800) from his private funds to help the sisters purchase a building for the new mission in
Amberg. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 123-124.
20. In June 1840, King Louis I also made it possible for the sisters to
purchase a suitable building in the Au Suburb of Munich. See Ziegler,
Magd des Herrn, 149.
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the royal throne.21 Like a tree, our motherhouse will be
transplanted into better soil where it will grow stronger and
spread its branches over the entire land. Poor children will
be able to come, rest in its shadows, and refresh themselves
with its fruit. How long we have sighed for this, and with
us, personnel from more than forty school districts who recently applied for Poor School Sisters and whom we have
had to ask to wait for years!
Then through Your Royal Majesty’s mercy, God helped
us out of our great need when, with one stroke, the former
Poor Clare Convent in Munich was designated for the foundation of a suitable motherhouse. How our founders of
blessed memory, [George Michael] Wittmann22 and [Francis
21. On December 19, 1837, Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel (17611846), Archbishop of Munich and Freising (1821-46), called the Poor
School Sisters to his archdiocese. Archbishop Gebsattel and King Louis
I were soon convinced that the city of Munich was the most suitable site
for the motherhouse of the congregation, but they met with resistance on
the part of many influential people who were of the opinion that (1) the
motherhouse should remain in Neunburg vorm Wald, (2) the congregation
was founded for schools in small towns and country places but not in large
cities such as Munich, or (3) the motherhouse could be established in the
Au Suburb of Munich. On several occasions, King Louis I studied the situation and then ordered the resumption of negotiations regarding a motherhouse that would be located in the royal capital. See Ziegler, Magd des
Herrn, 133-158.
22. George Michael Wittmann (1760-1833) was ordained in
Regensburg in 1782. He was appointed subregent of the seminary in Regensburg in 1788 and became its regent in 1802. In this position, which
he held until his death in 1833, he guided the education and formation of
almost 1,500 priests. From 1804 until 1829, he was also the cathedral
pastor in Regensburg and, beginning in 1813, the school inspector in Regensburg and in Stadtamhof where Caroline Gerhardinger was a teacher
at the school for girls. Wittmann was convinced that women had a formative role in society, that the education of girls and young women was
essential for this role, and that women religious were their ideal teachers.
After Caroline expressed her interest in religious life, Wittmann prepared
her for her future vocation.
On June 28, 1829, George Michael Wittmann was ordained Auxiliary
Bishop of Regensburg. After Bishop John Michael Sailer died on May 29,
1832, Bishop Wittmann was appointed Bishop of Regensburg. Before his
appointment was confirmed, however, he died on March 8, 1833, and did
not live to see the foundation of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame in
Neunburg vorm Wald on October 24, 1833. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 215.
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Sebastian] Job,23 will praise and thank God for this! How
the royal princesses, whose remains rest there,24 will rejoice
before the throne of the Lamb of God that, through Your
Royal Majesty, their former holy dwelling place is being restored to its earlier purpose! Once again, God will be praised
and honored in these sacred halls, and prayers will be said
day and night for these princesses, for the entire royal family, and for our dear land. If God gives the grace, this will
certainly have a beneficial effect, even if I refrain from mentioning that the little adjoining church, unique because of its
architecture, will also be raised to its former dignity.25
We have always prayed for Your Royal Majesty as a matter of duty but, from now on, in all our houses and with all
the children entrusted to us, we will double our prayers for
the precious life and well-being of Your Royal Majesty, the
founder of our motherhouse. Upon hearing the pleas of so
many innocent souls, God will certainly reward, both now
and in eternity, all that Your Royal Majesty has done for us,
the least of all, in “full measure, shaken down and over23. Francis Sebastian Job (1767-1834), a native of Neunburg vorm
Wald, was ordained in Regensburg in 1791. He was a professor of philosophy and theology in Regensburg where he worked closely with Bishop
Wittmann until 1808. Fr. Job then served as court chaplain, first in
Stuttgart (1808-16) and then in Vienna (1816-34).
Deeply concerned about the education of girls in his birthplace, Fr.
Job founded a school for girls in Neunburg vorm Wald and promised to
support a small religious community of teachers for this school.
On August 14, 1833, Fr. Job completed his work, Spirit of the Constitutions for the Religious Congregation of Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame.
24. The Bavarian Princesses, Agnes (†1352), Barbara (†1472), and Maria
Anna (†1750) were buried in the convent crypt.
25. See Footnote 3, p. 2. In the middle of the thirteenth century, St.
James Church was built in order to accommodate the increasing number
of pilgrims. According to one source, it was the oldest Gothic church in
Upper Bavaria. The church collapsed at the beginning of the fifteenth
century, but it was soon rebuilt by the Poor Clare Nuns, who also richly
adorned the church at various times during the next 400 years.
After the Poor Clare Convent was dissolved in 1803, the royal government ordered the destruction of St. James Church but, at the insistence of the people, it was spared. See Lankes, St. Jakob am Anger.
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flowing.”26 God will not be surpassed in goodness and mercy;
God’s fidelity and promise guarantee this.
Please accept the assurance of our heartfelt gratitude
and prayer as an expression of our boundless and undying
reverence and love!27
With deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
248:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
March 23, 1841
J!M!

Most Reverend Bishop!
Most Reverend Bishop!
A thousand thanks to God and to Your Excellency for the
consoling contents of your very pastoral letter and for your
concern for us in our poverty! A hundredweight has truly
been lifted from my heart, because the sisters in Reisbach
will have services in their little church!
If God calls me back to Munich again, I will ask Bishop
[Francis Ignatius] von Streber to see to it that the sisters
will have Holy Mass in St. Salvator Church in accordance
with the promise that he recently made to me in person.
God is infinitely good and will give consoling help to Your
Excellency and to us! Having Mass there will redound to
the honor and glory of God’s most holy name because, when
the good sisters in Reisbach gather in prayer with hearts
filled with gratitude, they will praise God with greater fervor. As a result of their prayer and seclusion, they will leave
their quiet Nazareth home with greater recollection and, inspired by zeal and divine love, they will teach the little ones
through word and example, draw them to Jesus, and make
26. See Luke 6:38.
27. The copy of Document 246 which was prepared for the beatification process also included a letter to the general administration of the
royal post office and two reports of travel on the express coach in 1841.
28. See Document 245, pp. 8-9.
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his Precious Blood fruitful in them. Surely the memory of
this holy work which you brought to completion will be your
consolation for the rest of your life!
When the building is properly dried out, we will open the
mission in accordance with your wishes. I will have the
favor of speaking with you in person about this.
How can I thank Your Excellency for the consolation
given us by your resolute decision to do all you can so that
the suffering work of God will have a suitable motherhouse?
Then the desire for expansion, which is coming
from so many sides, can be better satisfied, and the work itself can grow and develop.
God knows our misery here. We did not conduct the
needlework school all winter. How will our sisters ever
learn to teach needlework if one or other child comes a few
times and then stays away again for six months? It is the
same with the small children and the children of school age
who could have this great benefit at no cost. In most cases,
however, their severe need keeps them away from school.
We should be summoning our new candidates now, but
we do not have room for them. Since we do not receive a single kreuzer as income, we cannot support the many candidates who come with nothing. It is just the opposite; poor
children and adults expect alms from us. Nevertheless, God
knows our need—now truly reaching a climax—and continues to send help. Yes, if God, who makes all things right,
sends us the Holy Spirit, God can also do with us, the least
of all servants, whatever God wants.
It moves me to tears that, in place of our founders,
[George Michael] Wittmann and [Francis Sebastian] Job,
Your Excellency is generously offering to help the poor child,
who is growing out of a cradle that has become too small, to

29. On March 22, 1841, Bishop Schwäbl consented to the use of surplus church funds from the diocese of Regensburg for the renovation of the
former Poor Clare Convent in Munich so that it could serve as a motherhouse for the Poor School Sisters. Similar contributions were also requested from the archdioceses of Munich and Freising and of Bamberg, as
well as from the dioceses of Augsburg, Eichstätt, Passau, and Würzburg.
(Typescript, Generalate)
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find an appropriate resting place so that the reign of God
will be extended more widely and more quickly. I believe
that, moved by the prayers and sighs of the holy guardian
angels of so many neglected children who have been led
astray by their teachers, God is granting this grace. The
Poor School Sisters are being called to help these children,
but, in our present situation, we are unable to respond.
In closing, I would also like to tell you the joyful news
that King Louis has granted us the franking privilege.30
Thanks be to God and to our king!
Repeating the expression of my deep gratitude and
pleading for your episcopal blessing, I remain in deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
252:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
March 31, 1841
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Renewal of Vows for Three Years by Five Professed Sisters of the
Poor School Sisters
The vows professed for three years by our Sisters Mary
Weinzierl, Magdalena Steiner, Josepha Aichinger, Antonia
Jakob, and Walburga Haider will expire on April 17, 1841.31
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition
that these sisters may renew their vows for another three
years.
In deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters

30. See Documents 242, pp. 3-4, and 246, pp. 9-13.
31. Wasserburg on Lake Constance in Bavaria is located 225 miles (362
km) southwest of Neunburg vorm Wald.
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254:

To Fr. Köberle
Oberreitnau near Lindau
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
April 1, 1841
J!M!

Very Reverend Pastor and Dean!
Unfortunately, your esteemed letter of January 28, 1841,
regarding the coming of Poor School Sisters to Wasserburg32
remained here during my visitation journey which kept me
far from the motherhouse for a long time. Therefore, I must
first ask for your forgiveness that my response is so late.
I am moved and edified by your concerted and efficacious
love that wishes to ennoble the young girls of your birthplace through education and character formation which are
provided by a religious institute. Of course, this cannot be
attained through the detached education of the intellect
alone. It is indeed sad that the many salutary teachings and
efforts of priests bring forth so little fruit in our times simply because there is so little home training. Due to the lack
of devout mothers, nothing is built on the foundation laid by
pastoral care and instruction, and often the mothers, who
truly form the next generation, tear down the foundation instead.
I grieve over the innocent little ones! Would to God that
I could come to help all of them! We have already promised
to send sisters to several places, and we are now in the midst
of transferring our motherhouse to Munich. Therefore, I
must ask you to give us a little more time because we lack
both the space and so many other things required for the education and formation of many sisters who would make it
possible for us to respond to the numerous requests that we
receive.
If I may express my inconsequential opinion, I would advise you not to remain idle but to gather instead the materials needed for the realization of our plans so that, when
the time comes, we poor builders will be able to take up
32. Wasserburg on Lake Constance in Bavaria is located 225 miles
(362 km) southwest of Neunburg vorm Wald.
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God’s work as soon as possible. This should not be difficult
in a place like Wasserburg where one of the school buildings
next to the parish church can be obtained to serve exclusively as a school for girls and the sisters’ living quarters.
The sisters cannot live in the same building with other lay
people. There must be a little garden connected with the
building so that, after the heat and burden of the day, the
sisters can have some recreation there.
Since the price of food is not the same everywhere, I cannot give an exact sum for a stipend just now. Incidentally,
the stipend of 150 florin [$60], which is designated for the
teaching assistant who will no longer be needed, would be a
significant contribution to the cause. We sincerely love
poverty but, even if only two teaching sisters are required,
they will need a layperson for outside services. You and the
devout priests, all natives of the area,33 will best be able to
determine the annual sum needed by the small community
to cover its living expenses. Our clothing, which must always be respectable and clean, and the necessary firewood
are our greatest expenses.
Would you kindly let me know how much the noble society—which can easily bring about works that are often impossible for an individual—plans to give for three persons
or, if necessary, for four persons?
Some time ago, I received a call to come to the area near
Wasserburg and, if it would be agreeable to you, I would
take the opportunity to see the designated building and
school in Wasserburg. This could happen already in spring.
Hoping for a favorable response, I remain respectfully
yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister
33. Often one or more priests would contribute toward
establishment of a convent school in the place where they were born.

the
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257:

To President Joseph von Hörmann
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
May 13, 1841
J!M!

Noble Councilor of State and President!
Your Excellency!
At first sight of the royal letter of May 3 which we received on May 11 and to which I hasten to respond by return mail, I had no other thought than that you were
announcing the final arrangements regarding our motherhouse, but, alas, how far we still are from that!34
Your Excellency will not take it amiss if I express in
writing my thoughts about the new proposal to transfer our
motherhouse to the Au Suburb.
After it pleased His Majesty [Louis I] and Your Excellency to designate the Anger as the most suitable location

34. The archdiocesan council in Munich was unanimous in its opposition to the establishment of the motherhouse in Munich “because it was
inappropriate and contrary to the expressed will of the founder.” The
archdiocesan council also refused to consent to the use of surplus church
funds from the archdiocese for this purpose “because the motherhouse
could more easily be established in a rural place or at least in the Au Suburb.”
On April 23, 1841, Canon Brand wrote to the royal government and
stated that the former Poor Clare Convent was unsuitable for the intended
purpose because (1) the building was not conducive to the health of the
sisters, (2) there was insufficient space for a garden, (3) due to their high
demands, the schools in Munich were inappropriate for practice teaching by
the Poor School Sisters who were founded for schools in smaller places, and
(4) property had been offered for the establishment of a motherhouse in the
Au Suburb which would be a more suitable location for the sisters than the
city of Munich.
In his letter of May 3, 1841, President Hörmann presented these considerations to Mother Theresa. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, pp. 155-156.
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for our motherhouse,35 and after the bishops were requested to
contribute from the surplus church funds,36 I considered
these decisions as the expressed will of God. Since then, I
never faltered, not even now, because—according to my poor
insight—renovating the Poor Clare Convent on the Anger
would not cost any more than the construction of a motherhouse in the Au Suburb, where it would be absolutely necessary for us to build our own little church. Everything
under the sun has its bright and dark sides.
Incidentally, if our king would call us to the Au Suburb,
we would not refuse to go there. With deep respect and complete submission, I leave our sacred cause to His Majesty’s
most wise judgment.
I already had the great grace of presenting a detailed explanation of the necessary requirements for a motherhouse,
as well as the reasons why a new motherhouse is needed.37
Therefore, nothing remains to be said except that I hope that
either the two wings of the Poor Clare Convent that are still
standing or the buildings in the Au Suburb would be far

35. In his letter of March 14, 1841, Carl August von Abel (17881859), Secretary of the Interior and Cultural Affairs (1837-47), wrote to
Archbishop Gebsattel: “It is the urgent wish of His Majesty, King Louis,
that a spacious motherhouse for this religious institute would be established in Munich. Since the negotiations undertaken have led to the conviction that, if appropriately renovated and expanded, the former Poor
Clare Convent on the Anger . . . would be perfectly suitable for this purpose, steps are to be taken for its acquisition.” See M. Traugott
Schindlbeck, Vom Orden der Armen Schulschwestern von Unserer
Lieben Frau, zusammengestellt 1933/34 (Typescript, Munich) 23.
36. In the same letter of March 14, 1841, Secretary Abel continued:
“The renovation and expansion, which are needed to provide sufficient
space for forty sisters, forty novices, and sixty candidates, will cost approximately 96,000 florin ($38,400). Only 30,000 florin ($12,000) can be
provided from royal resources. The rest is to be taken from the surplus
church funds from the archdioceses and dioceses on this side of the Rhine
River. In accordance with the constitution, the archbishops and bishops
will be asked for their consent.” See Schindlbeck, Vom Orden, 23.
In his letter of March 18, 1841, addressed to the Bavarian bishops,
Secretary Abel asked for their consent regarding the use of these funds.
(Typescript, Generalate) See Footnote 29, pp. 14.
37. See Documents 104 and 144 which can be found in Letters, Vol.
1, 127-130 and 157-162.
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enough along so that we could be released from here as soon
as possible before we perish. Our distress becomes more
alarming each day, and soon we will succumb and prepare
corpses instead of strong new members. The lamentable
need caused by indescribable moral temptations, even
among small children, already urges pastors to ask for sisters. The only response that I can give to their requests for
Poor School Sisters—which are coming from all sides—is to
ask them to wait and to console them with the prospect of
the new motherhouse.
On Monday, May 17, I must leave for Wolfratshausen
because things are still not in order there.38
If Your Excellency would be pleased to give my sisters
in the Au Suburb any orders for me, I am at your command.
If it were otherwise, I would not venture to trouble Your Excellency further.
With deepest respect, I remain,
Theresa of Jesus
259:

To President Joseph von Hörmann
Munich
J!M!

Au Suburb
May 20, 184139

Noble President of the Royal Government of Upper
Bavaria!
Response to Objections to the Proposal to Obtain the Poor
Clare Convent on the Anger for the Poor School Sisters’
Motherhouse
38. Although a mission was opened in Wolfratshausen on November
11, 1840, the sisters’ stipend was still unsettled and the building plan for
the institute was still not approved by the royal government. See Documents 238 and 277 which can be found in the beatification collection.
39. In the beatification collection, this letter also appears as Document 189, May 20, 1840, but internal evidence indicates that it was written in 1841.
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Having been requested by Your Excellency to give a
frank and detailed statement of my thoughts regarding the
objections mentioned above, which were graciously communicated to me in a royal letter of May 3, 1841,40 I submit the
following remarks.
The selling price of the carpenter’s property, which borders the north side of our mission institute in the Au Suburb
and is being proposed for renovation for our motherhouse, is
not 40,000 florin [$16,000], as stated in the cited remarks,
but 50,000 florin [$20,000]. Furthermore, additional difficult stipulations are connected with the purchase of the
property (which is appraised at 17,000 florin [$6,800]). According to a statement by the royal Bavarian architect, the
three buildings on the property (workshops and storage
rooms for the most part and all empty shells) must be torn
down because of their random structure and thin walls.
Consequently, we would have to pay 50,000 florin for a small
vacant piece of property and construct a new building for
the motherhouse. It is indisputable that this would cost significantly more than renovating the already existing Poor
Clare Convent.
Moreover, since the motherhouse cannot exist without
its own church, we would have to build and furnish a church,
which would make the motherhouse even more expensive,
whereas there is already a pilgrimage church on the Anger.41
Since services are held there so often, our convent personnel
could attend services in this church at different hours, which
would be a priceless advantage for us. Everyone cannot attend Mass at the same time, even on Sundays and holydays.
In those places where there is only one Mass each day, sisters who have duties in the kitchen, at the door, and so forth,
which they absolutely cannot leave, must painfully do without Mass. This would also be our fate in the Au Suburb.
It is true that, by purchasing all of the carpenter’s property, we would obtain a somewhat larger yard than on the
Anger, but there is a deplorable condition in the Au Suburb
that cannot be remedied. This desirable open space is sur40. See Footnote 34, p. 18.
41. See Footnotes 3, p. 2, and 25, p. 12.
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rounded on all sides by taverns where, as we daily experience, most of the patrons come for drinking, singing, bowling, and dancing precisely in the evening when the sisters
could and should recreate outdoors. This is certainly a bad
situation with regard to the ascetical formation of the religious institute and must be very carefully considered and
dealt with because our sisters on the missions are exposed
to so many kinds of danger.
The courtyard on the Anger, however, is enclosed by a
wall on all sides, which makes it possible for the convent
personnel to have recreation there without being seen or disturbed by anyone. The courtyard would belong exclusively
to the sisters and, because our candidates in secular dress
are separated from the convent personnel and would be free
to go to the Au Suburb, the sisters would have even more
space.
It would be even more complicated and far more difficult
to carry out the earlier proposal to renovate for our motherhouse the parish house and the row of adjoining school
building in the Au Suburb. The city council would be forced
to build its own school, which would make us even more detestable. We could - although with deep sorrow - exchange
our pleasant, bright, and healthful mission house with its
nice yard for the gloomy parish house whose cramped little
garden is surrounded by buildings and can be seen from all
sides, but whenever the sisters would want to have recreation there, they would be exposed to the curiosity of outsiders, as Your Excellency saw when making a personal
examination of the place.
If either of these two plans is carried out in the Au Suburb with the situation there as it is now, it will soon be obvious that there are no advantages and, when compared to
the Poor Clare Convent, definite disadvantages instead.
In response to the reservations that were recently raised
about the dampness and gloominess of the Poor Clare Convent, this serious problem will be remedied by the intended
layout of the entire building, especially the rebuilding of the
west wing where the ground floor will be raised. Even if the
royal building authorities would not have already assured
us that the dampness can be overcome permanently by
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using mortar made from lime that hardens even if it is
under water, it would still be necessary to design the building so that it would be very pleasant for our young people.
If one keeps in mind the proper relationship between the
motherhouse and the mission institute, the last remaining
reservation raised against the transfer of the motherhouse
to the Poor Clare Convent would surely be eliminated in a
most thorough manner. The mission in the Au Suburb with
its institutes and classrooms would be considered an essential element of the motherhouse, directly connected with it,
and, as it were, incorporated into it. The negligible distance42 would hardly disturb this essential relationship, and
the institute in the Au Suburb would compliment the motherhouse. The ascetical formation and theoretical education
of teachers would take place, for the most part, in the motherhouse, and all supervised practice teaching could take
place in the classrooms in the Au Suburb. If the sisters and
candidates of the mission institute are under the direct supervision and guidance of the motherhouse superior, it
would assure unity, a living connection, and internal communication and interaction between both institutes. It
would not be difficult to direct both institutes because of
their proximity to each other; only the Isar River separates
them.
If one visualizes properly this living connection between
the motherhouse and the institute in the Au Suburb, all the
concerns that have been raised will be eliminated and all
the advantages that can be attained for a motherhouse will
be achieved for the following reasons.
1. We trust that, during the first few years in our new
motherhouse, demands will not be placed on us by other
schools so that, first of all, we can become interiorly organized, strengthened, and firmly grounded.
Nevertheless, we do not doubt in the least that, when
parents see how God blesses the work of our sisters who are
prepared to teach in accordance with royal laws, just as
every other teacher is, a significant school (as well as a
42. Approximately 1 mile (1.6 km)
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kindergarten,43 which we missed in Neunburg up to now)
will develop at our motherhouse on the Anger. This is already the case in the Au Suburb.
Formerly there was a school on the Anger which was
then closed44 and, therefore, we have even greater hope that
a significant school will develop there. After the school was
closed, all the schools in the area became so overcrowded,
especially the Servites’ school where the nuns are sighing
for relief from their great burden.45
Furthermore, according to the statement of our king
[Louis I], the Anger has the largest percentage of poor peo43. Kleinkinderschulen or Kinderbewahranstalten were organized to
provide care during the day for very poor children, ages two to six, whose
parents were working or otherwise unable to look after them. In 1840,
Frederick Froebel (1782-1852) founded the first kindergarten which was
designed for children of all classes and where emphasis was given to the
children’s growth and development in accordance with their age and capacity. Since the purposes of these two institutes were often interchangeable,
the word kindergarten is used in this translation.
44. A school for poor children was established in the former Poor
Clare Convent on the Anger, but it was transferred to another site in
1819. At the time of the move, 150 boys and 183 girls attended this
school. The school was finally closed in 1858, and the children attended
the city schools in Munich. See Joseph Gebel, Das Schulwesen der
königlich-bayerischen Haupt- und Residenzstadt München in seiner
geschichtlichen Entwicklung (Munich, 1896) 156.
45. In 1715, the Servites, also known as the Order of Servants of
Mary (OSM), were called to Munich where they established a convent and
instituted perpetual adoration. Later they opened an institute for girls
and, beginning in 1799, they were also required to conduct an elementary school for girls. The convent was dissolved in 1803, but the sisters
were allowed to stay and their schools were among the few which survived the Secularization in Bavaria.
In 1826, the Servites also began teaching at the school in St. Peter
Parish, which included the area around St. James Church on the Anger.
See Gebel, Schulwesen München, 203.
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ple in the city, and a separate school will be necessary for
the new parish that will be organized there.46
2. Even if we would not have a sufficiently large school
Even if we would not have a sufficiently large school on the
Anger (which we do not anticipate either) our boarding school, our school for aspirants, some of whom enter very
young, and the school in the Au Suburb would provide a perfect opportunity for the sisters to be given thorough practischool
cal training. Msgr. [Joseph Herman] Rabl,47 the
inspector in the Au Suburb, requested that we conduct all
the classes there this fall, and the royal government has already given its approval. If we conduct these classes, the
Au Suburb would complement the motherhouse in one of its
essential characteristics.
3. The mission in the Au Suburb also provides the
space needed to accommodate both the sisters sent there to
teach and the candidates. Nevertheless, we could seldom
assign candidates to the school for practice teaching, partly
because they must use all their time and energy for learning
theoretical subjects and for acquiring skills in needlework,
drawing, music, and so forth, and partly because we must
first give a sound education and practical training to our sisters who must soon go to the missions. In every respect,
therefore, this mission will develop into the most suitable
bridge between the motherhouse and the branch houses in
small places.
4. Combining the motherhouse with the institute in the
Au Suburb offers all the economic advantages that could be
46. Due to the constantly increasing population in Munich, new
parishes were urgently needed. Plans were drawn up and negotiations
continued for several decades. On October 10, 1842, Secretary Carl von
Abel proposed the reorganization or formation of six parishes in Munich
with between 7,000 and 20,000 parishioners in each parish. This proposal was accepted by King Louis I and Archbishop Gebsattel. See Dr.
Peter Pfister, “Pfarrstruktur und Kirchenbau in München von den
Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart. Ein Überblick,” Beiträge zur alt-bayerischen
Kirchengeschichte, no. 51 (2008) 55-79.
47. Joseph Herman Rabl (1778-1848) was the pastor and royal school
inspector in the Au Suburb. After meeting Mother Theresa and Sister M.
Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann in May 1839, he requested sisters for the
school in the Au Suburb. A mission was opened there in December 1839
and staffed by Sisters Philomena Blattner and Augustina Dostler.
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achieved by establishing a motherhouse in the Au Suburb.
The motherhouse superior will administer all the spiritual
and physical resources and thus help to bring about the
greatest living unity and communication. Moreover, since
the mission will also serve as a place where sick sisters can
recover, having two separate houses is particularly advantageous with regard to health. Enclosure will not suffer because the sisters sent to the Au Suburb for practice teaching
will live together as religious in the mission house under the
direct guidance of the motherhouse superior.
5. The schools in the Au Suburb offer precisely the type
of children who are very suitable for the Poor School Sisters
who dedicate themselves primarily (but not exclusively) to
teaching children in small towns and rural areas. Therefore, the completely unfounded reservations of those who
worry that the School Sisters, overeducated in the city
schools, will also overeducate the children in the rural
schools and, therefore, serve no purpose, will also cease to
apply. This concern has been expressed again, and it is even
maintained that higher education and the greater effectiveness of the Poor School Sisters is against the spirit of the
founder. Therefore, I feel obligated to mention that (a) the
founders set no boundaries on the activity of the Poor School
Sisters except need. The Poor School Sisters find a home
wherever the school for girls cannot be conducted by members of another order. Examples include the Au Suburb,
Amberg, and Spalt, where Poor School Sisters already are,
or places such as Freising, Laufen, Monheim,48 and so forth,
where sisters are requested.
(b) Even if, in the motherhouse in Munich or in the
practice school, the sisters acquire a higher education and
level of skills than is absolutely necessary for teaching in
smaller towns and rural areas, that does not make them in48. Missions were opened in Freising in 1844 and Laufen in 1846. In
his letter of January 12, 1841, Canon John Michael Friess requested two
sisters to staff a school for girls which would be established in a former
Benedictine abbey in Monheim in the diocese of Eichstätt. See Copia publica: Omnium actorum et documentorum, Processus informativi, 1929-32
(Transcript, Generalate), 4947-50.
Sisters were never sent to Monheim.
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capable of teaching in rural areas. The teacher must
know
more than the pupil. A well-educated teacher can accept
persons where they are and help them more easily than one
who is inadequately educated. Good will does not make up
for lack of competence.
(c) Moreover, the sisters require thorough formation of
mind and heart to teach basic concepts to unrefined and ignorant children from the country, to impart to them difficult elementary subjects, and to make the hated notion of
school into something pleasant for them. It is no easy task
to be entrusted with a class of children who often were led
astray by their own teachers and, completely lacking in
morals, are entrusted to us so that we can lead them back to
God and win them over to virtue. In some places, the teaching of religion is left for the most part to the sisters in
school.49 Does it not require higher education to present and
teach this most exalted subject in a way that is understandable to the children and beneficial for their lives?
(d) The concern about overeducating the children in
rural areas contradicts the very nature of things. How could
such children be overeducated when they have been unbelievably neglected with regard to learning household skills
and developing the intellect, and when they come to school
with little sense of the beautiful and noble things of life?
They attend school only during a few winter months at most
and seldom, if ever, during the summer. Since they also
have a vacation in autumn, they forget everything that they
were taught, even how to read. At the beginning of each
new school year, the teacher must start again from the beginning in all the subjects. How could one even consider
that these children would be overeducated when it requires
intense diligence and great skill to teach them the most
basic elementary subjects?
(e) Furthermore, religious moral development is always the main focus and a pure disposition that is directed
toward the one thing necessary will not overstep the proper
boundaries in the formation of the intellect or in the other
subjects. By the grace of God, we have this hope, which has
49. Religious instruction was ordinarily the priest’s obligation.
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been assured us in our vocation. Do not priests and doctors
obtain as much training as possible in order to go with even
greater skill into the abode of the poor as well as that of the
rich, make a thorough diagnosis, heal the malady, and give
a true explanation to the unknowing? The most outstanding persons are precisely those who are chosen as missionaries. Should the Poor School Sisters, who are in a similar
situation, be harmed by what is to their advantage?
The teaching sisters’ multifaceted qualifications are desirable on the one hand because city schools can be (and actually already have been) entrusted to them. Today,
extravagance and cold, dry, intellectual education (and these
alone, unfortunately) are given great emphasis in schools,
even in small towns, with the result that there is little difference between schools in small towns and those in large
cities (with the exception of the external behavior which
children bring from home). These are not only my words
spoken from experience, but the complaint and conversation
of all whose responsibility it is to deal with this. Would to
God that it were not so!
On the other hand, a multifaceted education cannot
cause any harm because it is always the responsibility of the
superior to assign the teachers according to the respective
need and to introduce each teacher to her specifically appointed position.
Since my experience up to now completely refutes all the
expressed reservations in this regard, all the misgivings presented in your esteemed letter also cease to apply. On the
other hand, with the above proposal, all the advantages
cited in your letter will be most perfectly attained.
Given the fact that renovating the building would already be a financial advantage, even more would be saved
if—as stated in Your Excellency’s esteemed letter—the superior of the order were placed in charge of the renovation of
the [Poor Clare] Convent.
It has become very clear that renovating the Poor Clare
Convent on the Anger for use as our motherhouse would be
much less expensive, far more suitable, and completed much
sooner than establishing a motherhouse in the Au Suburb.
From the very beginning, our king said that the Anger was
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the most appropriate place for our motherhouse.50 Therefore, I confidently believe that this is God’s will for us and,
since the finger of God unmistakably points in this direction, nothing can shatter my hope.
In closing, I venture to submit my petition that one of
the existing wings of the Poor Clare Convent would be renovated soon, even if only on a provisional basis, so that we
could move in before we perish in Neunburg.
With this consoling hope, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
268:

To President Joseph von Hörmann
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
July 3, 1841
J!M!

Highly Respectable Head of State and President!
Your Excellency!
My soul praises the Lord and my spirit rejoices in God,
my Savior! Through God’s almighty power and mercy, we,
in our poverty, have been given a building where our members will be able to grow in holiness and perfection as true
religious!51 From this place, they will be able to spread out
over the entire land in order to collaborate in the education
and sanctification of the young women of our country.
After God, whom do we have to thank most of all for this
great favor if not Your Excellency whose tireless effort made
this possible? Aware of my deep concern, you were pleased
50. See Footnote 21, p. 11.
51. On June 28, 1841, King Louis I issued the decree that “a motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters, which is necessary for the educational
needs of girls and young women, would be established in Munich, but the
institute founded in Neunburg vorm Wald would not be closed. The former Poor Clare Convent on the Anger in Munich . . . would be ceded to the
royal treasury and immediately handed over to the Poor School Sisters for
their use as a motherhouse until His Royal Majesty decrees otherwise.”
The religious institute was obliged to assume the cost of renovating
the building for this purpose. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 34-35.
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to communicate the first good news of this joyous event to my
profoundly moved heart on July 2.52 (It was an even hap- pier
surprise because, a few days earlier, my sisters in the
Au
Suburb woefully told me that the state of affairs was al- most
the opposite.)
I trust in God that Your Excellency will continue to experience joy in God’s work. This will be our daily prayer before God until you harvest the eternal reward of heavenly
bliss for your arduous sowing here below. Greatly overjoyed,
I immediately wrote the good news to all our missions and
added the statement that prayers for Your Excellency are
to be said in all our houses.53
Your sincere interest in the well-being of our institute is
a guarantee surer than any words that, until the work now
begun is completed, you will stand by us in our poverty. We
will need to knock on your door for help many more times.
In deepest respect, I remain,
Theresa of Jesus

52. In a letter of July 1, 1841, President Hörmann sent to Mother
Theresa a copy of the decree issued on June 28. In addition to the points
cited in the previous note, King Louis I also decreed that the renovation
of the building was to be carried out in accordance with the royally approved plans as soon as possible. The sum of 96,000 florin ($38,400),
which had been allocated for the renovation, was not to be exceeded.
(Typescript, Generalate)
53. A copy of this letter was not included in the beatification collection.
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
July 11, 1841
J!M!

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Acceptance by the Poor School Sisters of the Responsibility to
Oversee the Renovation of Their Motherhouse and the Resulting Need to Transfer the Motherhouse from Neunburg to
the Au Suburb for the Time Being
The respectfully undersigned submits the following response to the royal government resolution of July 1, 1841,54
with regard to the above.
We will have the renovations carried out according to the
royally approved building plan for the sum of 96,000 florin
[$38,400]. We also accept the obligation to finish the building and all its sections in a very appropriate manner. This
includes the crypt, a significant place that we missed in the
description and cost estimate. We also venture to submit
the following remarks.
1. We are very concerned about the need to achieve our
goal in the shortest possible time, and we think that it is superfluous to repeat the reasons here. We also know from experience that, in a major building project of this kind, delays
are detrimental to the building fund. The manual laborers
who work on nonpublic buildings in Munich always endeavor to finish them as soon as possible, which we venture
to cite here only as an example. Therefore, if the royal government would be pleased to vacate the building next to St.

54. See Footnote 52, p. 30. In the last paragraph of his letter, President
Hörmann also asked if, by virtue of the royal cabinet resolution of June
28, 1841, the religious institute could and would take responsibility for
overseeing the renovation of the motherhouse and, if so, what special conditions it would propose. (Typescript, Generalate)
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James Church that is being used by poor people,55 then,in
accordance with the royal request to hasten the construction as much as possible, we could and would begin the work
next week.
2. Since this rapid construction requires that we pay
the delivery personnel and laborers immediately, we submit our request that the building fund would be given to us
in a manner that would allow us to pay the laborers for their
work as soon as it is finished—of course, under the specific
conditions which, for our own security, we must impose on
the workers. Since spreading out the work over several
years will fulfill neither the purpose nor the royal request,
it will be necessary for us to receive the entire sum in one
royal payment.
3. From the 96,000 florin granted us, we will also employ, for our own benefit, a building expert to oversee the
renovation so that it will be carried out in exact accordance
with the plan and in a very accomplished manner. This
building expert will be obliged to watch carefully that only
the best building materials are used, will have overall supervision of the entire construction project, and will be expected to help us in word and deed when we negotiate with
the laborers.
With this measure, the royal government will see how
very concerned we are that the renovation will succeed.
Nevertheless, we also ask that it be understood that we are
not trying to free ourselves from a supervisor whom the
royal government will employ if necessary.
We also ask that the renovation would not be scheduled
for the winter months, and we will endeavor to have the roof
on the new building finished before winter.
The renovation of the convent building demands my personal presence. Nevertheless, it would be detrimental to our
convent personnel, that is, to the novices and candidates, if
55. By virtue of a royal cabinet resolution issued on July 28, 1841, a
state building was made available for the institute for poor people that
had been located in the former Poor Clare Convent. See 150 Jahre Arme
Schulschwestern von Unserer Lieben Frau am Anger in München (Munich, 1993) 33.
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I were absent from them until the renovation is completed.
Therefore, the double obligation demands that I submit my
petition for permission to move with our novices to our mission house in the Au Suburb until one section of the Poor
Clare Convent is completed. I would attempt to assign our
convent personnel and organize the mission house in such a
manner that we could easily take up residence here for this
purpose. At the same time, I would leave a sufficient number of sisters at the original house in Neunburg.
The transfer of our motherhouse requires many measures on our part. The elderly archbishop anticipates our arrival daily and recently assured me in person that, as soon
as we are here, he will fulfill his promise regarding the
legacy.56 For these reasons, I ask that we would soon hear
the gracious call.
With deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
270:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
July 13, 1841
J!M!

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Establishment of the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
by St. James in Munich: Building Supervision
It was not at her own discretion that the respectfully undersigned made her statement regarding the above on July
56. After the archdiocesan ordinariate’s proposal to transfer the
motherhouse to the archdiocese of Munich and Freising was rejected by
the district government on April 11, 1839, “because it was impossible to
raise the necessary funds,” Archbishop Gebsattel promised on April 22,
1839, to contribute 12,000 florin ($4,800) to the Poor School Sisters if their
motherhouse would be transferred to Munich. See Schindlbeck, Vom
Orden, 22.
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12,57 but on the advice of a building expert who thoroughly
investigated the matter and pointed out that, when work begins on the Poor Clare Convent, it is possible that some sections of the old building will collapse completely, whereby
the entire sum of money will be needed.
The royal government was pleased to inform me that the
building expenses may not exceed the sum allowed.58 I am not
disheartened, however, and I have no qualms about supervising the renovation of the building in exact accordance
with the building plans and in a very accomplished manner,
taking the same precautionary measures, and collaborating
with a building expert, as expressed in my first statement of
July 11, for the sum of 75,000 florin [$30,000].
Nevertheless, I respectfully submit my request for permission to approach the royal government for help in unforeseen circumstances, that is, at the first sign of defects in the
old building, because I have no other intent than that of serving
as an instrument on behalf of the good cause, which means
being actively present at the building site, keeping careful
watch, conscientiously using every kreuzer, and not concealing
anything.
I would have been happy to have merely inspected the work,
but nothing would have been gained and, in the mind of the
royal government, it would have only driven up the cost.
Leaving everything to the wise judgment of the royal
government, I will return the plan and cost estimate as soon as
possible.
In deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus

57. A letter with this statement was not included in the beatification
collection.
58. See Footnote 52, p. 30, and Document 269, pp. 31-33.
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
July 19, 1841

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Since we began teaching all the classes at the school for
girls in the Au Suburb,59 there has been a significant increase in the number of our convent personnel there. Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition that
Your Excellency would graciously grant permission for the
celebration of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass at our mission
house in the Au Suburb. For this purpose, we have a separate oratory which is not used for anything else. Canon
[George von] Oettl60 recently examined the room and found
it very suitable.
The granting of this petition would be a great consolation to us in our poverty, because it would make it possible
for all of our sisters to attend Holy Mass. We cannot all go
to the parish church at the same time because we may not
wake our boarders to attend Mass with us at 5:00 a.m. and,
because of school, we cannot go to the later Masses at 7:00
or 8:00 a.m. If we would have our own Mass, the boarders
could also attend Mass daily, which, to our great sorrow,
they cannot do now. God will help us find a devout priest to
say this Mass.
If our petition is granted, we would also request an altar
stone. We will be deeply grateful for this great grace and
pray with even greater recollection and fervor.
In the consoling confidence that our petition will be
granted, I remain in deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
59. See Document 259, Paragraph 2, p. 25.
60. George von Oettl (1794-1866), Bishop of Eichstätt (1846-66), was
appointed to the cathedral chapter in Munich in 1832. He counseled
Mother Theresa in her search for a building in Munich that would be suitable for a motherhouse. From that time on, he was one of Mother
Theresa’s strongest supporters.
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273:

To the Royal City School Commission
Amberg
Au Suburb of Munich
July 28, 1841
Royal City School Commission!
Assistance by the Poor School Sisters in the Elementary
School in Amberg
It is my honor to respond to the esteemed letter with regard to the above, which was written on July 7, 1841, postmarked on July 16, and received on July 28.
We are deeply sympathetic with regard to the difficult
situation in which the royal school commission finds itself
due to the illness of three lay teachers,61 and we feel sorry for
the poor little ones of these classes, but we Poor School Sisters protest against the fact that all of this is being blamed
on us. I am also aware that, for years, this kind of thing has
happened repeatedly, as higher officials sorrowfully indicated to the respectfully undersigned.
We neither hired the married lay teachers nor brought
about their illness and, even now, we do not want to replace
them in any way. Nevertheless, in its first decree of royal
approval for the introduction of our religious institute in
Amberg,62 the royal government of the Upper Palatinate
stated that the elementary school should also be transferred
immediately to the Poor School Sisters. The honorable city
council repeatedly affirmed and reinforced this same statement which is recorded in the minutes of a public meeting.
(I cannot quote more precisely from the two documents here,
nor do I consider it necessary.) The royal school commission
61. In 1692, Visitation Sisters established St. Augustine Convent in
Amberg and began to teach girls. In 1804, the flourishing convent was
dissolved as a result of the Secularization. Lay teachers continued to
teach the boys and girls of elementary school age in the building vacated
by the Visitation Sisters. See Renate Gammel, ed., 150 Jahre Gymnasium und Realschule der Armen Schulschwestern v. U. L. Fr. in Amberg (Amberg, 1989), 15, 21, 43-44.
62. In November 1839, five sisters were sent there to conduct
a private secondary school for girls and a kindergarten. A few children
also boarded at the institute.
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will not take it amiss if I mention this. Using the same royal
government resolution as a basis, the royal school commission is imposing on the Poor School Sisters the obligation
that, in case their lay teachers become ill, the Poor School
Sisters must immediately provide whatever help is needed.
This could last one-half or three-quarters of the year, as was
the case this year, or even longer, and two or three sisters
may be needed.
Furthermore, the royal city school commission wants to
impose this obligation on us without any right to compensation, but we think this is only a test to which the royal city
school commission wishes to subject us. We may be poor,
but we cannot live on air any more than the other substitute teachers can. The royal city school commission gladly
gives these substitute teachers respectable pay for their
labors (which are equally arduous for us).
A city such as Amberg would consider it far beneath its
dignity and well-known sense of justice to impose on the
Poor School Sisters a burden which the royal city school
commission itself can scarcely endure, that is, finding the
means to support its teachers.
If, under more pleasant circumstances, an elementary
class would be definitely transferred to us, we would accept
it. In case of illness, the order would then see to it that one
of our sisters would come to help there. We would also follow the existing royal ordinances of the higher and lower authorities with just as much loyalty as every lay teacher does.
With regard to our enclosure, we ask that the royal city
school commission would not take the very different secondary school for girls, which is located in its own institute
building, as a model for the elementary school. It remains
the business of the order in Amberg, just as in every other
place, to provide for enclosure without endangering the purpose of the school.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
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To the Diocesan Ordinariate
Regensburg
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
August 3, 1841
J!M!

Most Reverend Diocesan Ordinariate in Regensburg!1
Through earlier royal resolutions which were announced
to the diocesan ordinariate, it was decreed that the religious
institute of the Poor School Sisters would be transferred
from Neunburg to Munich.2
According to a royal cabinet resolution of July 28, 1841
[sic],3 His Majesty [Louis I] graciously approved the establishment of this motherhouse in Munich to help meet the
educational needs of all the girls and young women of school
age.
A royal cabinet resolution of July 20 [1841] ordered the
complete renovation of the former Poor Clare Convent by St.
James on the Anger which had been designated for the
motherhouse. In accordance with the same decree, religious
personnel from Neunburg will move to our mission in the
Au Suburb for the time being.
The original institute in Neunburg vorm Wald will not
be closed, however, and it will remain there with all its distinctive elements as the cradle of the order in accordance
1. Bishop Francis Xavier Schwäbl died in Regensburg on July 12,
1841. Valentine von Riedel (1802-57) was appointed Bishop of Regensburg on September 12, 1841, and installed on March 13, 1842. During the
interim, the diocese was administered by the diocesan ordinariate, which
consisted of the vicar-general and others who normally assist the bishop
in the administration of the diocese.
2. See Footnote 51, p. 29.
3. This decree was issued and signed on June 28, 1841.
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with the conditions set at its foundation. Therefore, we will
appoint three teaching sisters to conduct the weekday, holiday, and needlework classes at the school for girls in Neunburg, which had only one teacher when we came. We will
also send a house sister and an extern,4 both of whom will be
needed there.
We will leave behind everything from the Job Foundation.5 The foundation fund was turned over by the founder
to the city council of Neunburg for its administration, but it
yields only 84 florin [$33.60] in interest.6 This is our entire
income in Neunburg and must also be used to pay taxes and
cover repairs on the building.
For very important reasons, the deceased Bishop Francis Xavier [von Schwäbl] expressed to the respectfully undersigned, both in person and in writing, his episcopal
consent to this transfer, so that, like the Sisters of Charity,7
the Poor School Sisters could also have a general motherhouse, and thus more easily grow and expand. After a more
detailed explanation and mature consideration of all the circumstances, His Royal Majesty made the same definitive decision8 and, from then on, there were no longer any
objections on the part of church or civil authorities. Finally,
urgent considerations make it imperative for the sisters to
move to the Au Suburb in October.
4. A so-called extern was a lay person who lived at the convent and
took care of necessary business outside the enclosure.
5. According to his official statement to the royal government of the
district of Regen on March 19, 1833, Fr. Francis Sebastian Job intended
to establish a convent school in Neunburg vorm Wald and promised to
give 1,200 florin ($480) on March 19, 1833; 600 florin ($240) in July 1833;
four bonds worth 6,144 florin ($2,457.60); and two restricted bonds worth
500 florin ($200) to build up a fund for this foundation. Fr. Job also promised to donate church vestments and a chalice with an estimated value of
1,100 florin ($440). (Typescript, Generalate)
6. According to Fr. Job’s foundation document, which was signed by
Bishop Schwäbl on August 10, 1834, the interest from the foundation fund
was to be given to the sisters in Neunburg for their support. (Typescript,
Generalate)
7. King Louis I called the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul
from Strasbourg to Munich in 1832. Their motherhouse was built in Munich between the years 1837 and 1839.
8. See Footnote 51, p. 29.
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Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition to the diocesan ordinariate for approval of the following:
1. That we may move from Neunburg to Munich in the
manner mentioned above, for which purpose I venture to
add the enclosed and to ask for its gracious return.9
2. That the diocesan ordinariate would graciously release our confessor, Fr. Matthias Siegert,10 to the general
motherhouse in Munich. Through his unique vocation to a
life of poverty and through [George Michael] Wittmann and
[Francis Sebastian] Job, God gave him to the order with the
understanding that he was never to leave it.11
We will not neglect to submit a separate petition that
another priest would be appointed as confessor for the sisters in Neunburg.12
In the confident hope that the requests we have submitted will be graciously granted,13 I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus

9. See Footnote 15, p. 42.
10. Matthias Siegert (1804-79) was ordained in Regensburg in 1828.
In December 1828, he was appointed assistant at the cathedral in Regensburg
and prefect of the Marian Congregation in Stadtamhof, which provided him the
opportunity to be under the spiritual guidance of Bishop Wittmann and to study
pedagogy in preparation for his life work with the new religious congregation.
11. On September 6, 1833, Fr. Siegert was informed by the diocesan
ordinariate in Regensburg that he was granted episcopal approval to
serve as confessor for the new religious association in Neunburg vorm Wald.
(Typescript, Generalate)
Fr. Siegert continued to serve the congregation until his death on May 28,
1879.
12. See Document 280, pp. 45-46.
13. On August 17, 1841, Boniface Urban (1773-1858), Auxiliary Bishop
and Vicar-General of Regensburg (1835-42), Archbishop of Bamberg (184258), responded affirmatively to Mother Theresa’s request to move from
Neunburg vorm Wald to Munich. Bishop Urban also stated that Mother
Theresa was required to write separate letters of petition for the release of Fr.
Siegert from the diocese of Regensburg and for the continuation of the daily
celebration of Mass at the convent school in Neunburg vorm Wald.
(Transcript, Munich) 15465
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
August 4, 1841

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
Through a royal cabinet resolution issued on June 28,
1841, His Majesty [Louis I] was pleased to approve the establishment of a motherhouse for the Poor School Sisters
in Munich to help meet the educational needs of all the girls
and young women of school age.14 In order to carry out this
purpose, a further cabinet resolution of July 20, 1841, ordered the renovation of the former Poor Clare Convent by
St. James Church on the Anger in Munich. This royal decree also allowed the religious personnel from Neunburg
vorm Wald to move to our mission house in the Au Suburb
for the time being until work on the motherhouse is finished.
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition for acceptance into the archdiocese for the purpose of
establishing the motherhouse described above. When we
send our petition to be released from the diocese of Regensburg, we will then be able to enclose a copy of this archiepiscopal approval.15
Pleading for your episcopal blessing on this step which is
of great significance to us, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus

14. See Footnote 51, p. 29.
15. According to a letter of August 6, 1841, signed by Dr. Martin von
Deutinger, the vicar-general of the archdiocese of Munich and Freising,
convent personnel from Neunburg vorm Wald would be accepted into the
archdiocese as soon as they were released from the diocese of Regensburg.
(Typescript, Generalate)
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To the Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate
and Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 19, [1841]16
J!M!

Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg!
(Department of the Interior)
Final Examination of Nine Candidates of the Poor School
Sisters of Notre Dame
The candidates for religious life, (1) Theresa Amann, (2)
Josepha Friess,17 (3) Rosina Greiderer, (4) Theresa Hadaller, (5)
Rosalia Hartmann, (6) Maria Martin, (7) Victoria
Merxmüller, (8) Frances Nagl, and (9) Josepha Schmid, have
been instructed in pedagogy, needlework, drawing, and
music at our boarding school, made outstanding progress in
these subjects, and demonstrated exemplary moral conduct.
With their ability to give beneficial service and their devout
religious spirit, I cannot refuse their petition for reception
into our order if the royal government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg graciously recognizes as their final examination the oral and written examinations taken and
passed before the royal school commission in Neunburg
vorm Wald. I would not speak for these young women if
they did not show promise of becoming capable members of
our order, to which their certificates also attest. Moreover,
16. Although the year is given as 1840 on the copy of this document
which was prepared for the beatification process, Josepha Friess entered
the candidature in Neunburg vorm Wald on October 1, 1840, passed her
final teaching examination on September 17, 1841, and was awarded her
certificate on October 6, 1841. (Transcript, Milwaukee)
17. Josepha Friess (1824-92) was born in Choisy-le-Roi, a suburb of
Paris, and moved with her family to Bavaria four years later. On September 8, 1842, she was received into the congregation in the Au Suburb
and given the name, M. Caroline. She professed her vows on October 15,
1845, and was a member of the first missionary group of sisters who arrived in New York with Mother Theresa on July 30, 1847. Appointed
Mother Theresa’s vicar in 1850 and installed as commissary general in
1881, Mother Caroline governed the congregation in North America until
her death in Milwaukee on July 22, 1892.
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their continued formation and education with us will continue
for some time.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
279:

To the Diocesan Ordinariate
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 21, 1841
J!M!

Most Reverend Diocesan Ordinariate!
Reception of Six Candidates and Profession of Vows by Ten
Novices of the Poor School Sisters
The respectfully undersigned submits her petition to the
diocesan ordinariate for permission:
A.
For the reception of the candidates, (1) Theresa Amann,
born September 28, 1822, (2) Rosalia Hartmann, born February 13, 1822, (3) Maria Martin, born January 21, 1822,
(4) Victoria Merxmüller, born January 15, 1821, (5) Josepha
Schmid, born August 18, 1822, and (6) Frances Knittlmeier,
born July 4, 1815.
The royal government has the qualifying teaching certificates for the first five candidates, as well as their examination papers which were given excellent grades by the
royal examination commission.
The enclosed certificates are for [Frances] Knittlmeier
who is qualified to teach needlework.
All these candidates show promise of becoming capable
members of the order. Their moral conduct has always been
exemplary.
B.
For the following novices to profess simple vows for three
years: (1) Maximiliana Gregor, born October 7, 1819, (2)
Rosa Panzer, born February 1, 1820, (3) Johanna Jochner,
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born November 25, 1814, (4) Bernarda Hummel, born October 26, 1820, (5) Gertrude Gattinger, born August 4, 1817,
(6) Lidwina Heck, born March 6, 1817, (7) Mechtildis Sachsenhauser, born November 26, 1816, (8) Pelagia Andrä, born
August 11, 1812, (9) Alexia Lindmeier, born October 10,
1811, and (10) Angela Bartl, born November 11, 1820. (The
fourth and tenth novices will profess their vows only after
they reach the legally prescribed age.)18
These novices requested to profess their vows and, during their time of probation, proved that they are very willing
to strive for perfection.
The transfer of the motherhouse will not take place until
late autumn, and therefore, if the grace of profession and reception is not granted at this time, it will be impossible for
us to send sisters to Regenstauf19 and Reisbach20 as requested.
Repeating this request, I remain respectfully yours,
Th. of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
280:

To the Diocesan Ordinariate
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 21, 1841

Most Reverend Diocesan Ordinariate!21
After the motherhouse is transferred from Neunburg,
the sisters staying here will need a different confessor and
someone to say Holy Mass in the convent chapel.22 The
schoolgirls also attend Mass daily in our chapel.
18. According to Bavarian law, novices were required to be twentyone before they professed their vows.
19. Fr. George Hettenkofer gathered sufficient funds to build a school
for girls in Regenstauf, the place of his birth. On October 22, 1841, this school
was entrusted to two Poor School Sisters. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 50.
20. See Documents 245, pp. 8-9, and 248, pp. 13-15.
21. See Footnote 13, p. 41.
22. The convent in Neunburg vorm Wald is approximately .5 mile (.8 km)
from the parish church.
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With regard to the position of a confessor for the sisters
staying in Neunburg, I submit my petition that the assistant, Fr. [George] Käs, be permitted to hear the sisters’ confessions because such a burden could not be expected of the
dean [Fr. John Baptist Käs] who is ill.
As far as Holy Mass is concerned, I offered the dean in
Neunburg the 80 florin [$32], which the remaining foundation fund yields as annual interest. If this is not sufficient,
I will try to raise the amount to 100 florin [$40] annually
and give this to the dean so that daily Mass will be celebrated in the convent by the priests of the parish and, if it
is not too much, that the priests will also give short instructions to the weekday and holiday pupils who go there
for Mass on Sundays and holy days.
Due to illness, the dean cannot carry out his pastoral duties in the parish, and the difficulties of pastoral care and
parish correspondence are too much for the two assistants.
Already last winter, the dean asked for a third assistant who
would share the pastoral duties with the other two assistants. Therefore, the respectfully undersigned is of the opinion that it would be to the advantage of both the parish and
the dean if an annual contribution of 100 florin [$40] would
be made by the convent to support the third assistant
needed now. Due to the large number of Mass stipends in
Neunburg, this assistant would hardly cost the dean his
daily bread and, in addition to saying Mass, would also be
available to take care of parish correspondence and other
matters.
Therefore the respectfully undersigned submits her urgent request that, in the best interests of the poor institute
in Neunburg, which the order must still support completely,
the diocesan ordinariate would graciously make a decision
in this regard. It is certain that such a decision would neither harm nor bind the dean.
In deepest respect, I remain,
Ther. of Jesus

August—December 1841
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To the Diocesan Ordinariate
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 29, 1841
J!M!

Most Reverend Diocesan Ordinariate!
In its episcopal resolution of August 17, 1841,23 the diocesan ordinariate left it up to the conscientiousness of the respectfully undersigned to determine if the financial
contributions (in addition to the interest from the Job Foundation), which were given to us while we were in Neunburg,
were also designated for Neunburg. If they were, these contributions must also remain in Neunburg.
With confidence and humility, I venture to respond that
I would never dare to take along even one penny that belongs to Neunburg. Why should I? God is only changing the
house, and our sisterly association and our mutual love and
support will remain because, together, we form one body.
The diocesan ordinariate knows, as does everyone else,
that up to now—having no reserve fund and receiving no tuition—we lived completely from the alms received for the
most part from Munich. Already at our first reception, I had
to refer to this when the bishop demanded proof of the
means available to support those who were to be received.
Incidentally, I ask that the diocesan ordinariate would
kindly take into consideration how our beginning and our
difficult continued existence here were supported. Often I
did not know where to find bread for so many people.
The convent building in Neunburg was handed over to
us without any right to ownership of the entire building or
one kreuzer to furnish it. On the contrary, with our few
kreuzer, we also had to cover the cost of enclosing the convent and many other things.
Furthermore, many of our candidates had no means to
cover the cost of their clothing, bed, books, and board. With
great hardship, we educated and trained some of these can23. See Footnote 13, p.41. This statement was included in Bishop
Urban’s response to Mother Theresa’s request for permission to move from
Neunburg vorm Wald to Munich. (Transcript, Munich) 15465
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didates, often for years, and then had to dismiss them. After
we had given them everything and sent them back to their
families, they repaid us with the most disgraceful and ungrateful slander.
Some of our reception ceremonies cost us several hundred florin so that the young women would be able to approach the Altar of the Lord as respectable religious.
Expenses for physicians, medicine, and burials also consumed many florin.
Ever since the convent’s beginning, I have had to make
many long and expensive journeys on convent business. I
was called to inspect proposed missions and then to accompany sisters there, but I was never asked how we covered
these expenses. On some missions I found absolutely no furnishings or, at most, inadequate furnishings. Since we had
to provide for these missions from our own means, every
new mission placed a heavy burden on the motherhouse.
In consideration of all this, the diocesan ordinariate will
hardly be upset if I say that our house is still so poor that,
when the sisters lie down to sleep, they do not even have a
chair by their beds on which they can place their clothing, or
if I say that it was a great miracle of the power and goodness
of God that—to the amazement of all—we were always able
to survive, clothe ourselves, and extend the order far and wide,
and that—thanks be to God—we can move from Neunburg
without leaving any debts.
Reporting this for the greater honor and glory of God, I
beg forgiveness in Jesus’ name for all the failures and mistakes that I have committed against the diocesan ordinariate, though never with malicious intent.
With deep respect, I remain,
Theresa of Jesus

August—December 1841
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To President Joseph von Hörmann
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au
September 8, 1841

Noble President of the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters by St. James on the
Anger in Munich
In the protocol drawn up for the state archives at the
time the former Poor Clare Convent was handed over to us
on August 20, 1841, the respectfully undersigned finds three
noteworthy points to submit to the royal government for its
gracious consideration and settlement.
1. Paragraph B in the protocol stipulates that the dividing wall behind the secondhand shops must be built six
feet (1.8 m) away from the back of these shops.24
2. Paragraph C states that the wall surrounding the
firewood supply and courtyard will become the full property
of the royal treasury. This must be mentioned here because
the storage places for the booths for the annual fair25 are attached to the outer side of this wall.
3. When the Poor Clare Convent was handed over to the
religious institute, not one word was mentioned about the
convent church.
If every friend of the good cause already considers the
secondhand shops as very unpleasant neighbors, contrary
to the purpose of a religious institute, and regrets that the
old stain remained on the new dress, it is even more unfair
24. In his decree of June 28, 1841, King Louis I also stated that the
secondhand shops located west of the former Poor Clare Convent were reserved for the council for the guardianship of the poor and were not included in the property that would be handed over to the Poor School
Sisters. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 34-35.
25. Beginning in the early fourteenth century, an annual fair was
held on the meadow near St. James Church for the growing number of
pilgrims who came to celebrate the feasts of St. James on July 25 and the
Portiuncula on August 2. These fairs continued to be held in the square
near St. James on the Anger until 1791 when they began to be moved to
other parts of the city. Since 1905, they have been held on Mariahilfplatz
in Munich-Au.
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to demand that we relinquish an additional six feet of property from the already cramped courtyard, plus two feet (.6
m) for the wall, that is, eight feet (2.4 m) in all, for this
worthless scrap. Although the gate is our main entrance,
we could no longer drive through it and up to the institute
buildings.
Furthermore, the surrounding wall mentioned in Paragraph C was formerly used by both the council for the
guardianship of the poor and the city council, and was maintained jointly by both parties. Since the city council still
uses its side of the wall, it needs a roof. Are we Poor School
Sisters expected to pay all the expenses for this wall?
Since Paragraphs B and C are in the interests of state
property, we hope even more that the royal government will
dismiss these unjust demands.
With regard to the third point, the church is an absolute
necessity in every respect for the religious institute. In all
my previous enumerations of what a motherhouse needs, I
have always pointed this out in great detail.
Nevertheless, when the Poor Clare Convent was handed
over to us, no mention was made of the reincorporation of
the former convent church into our motherhouse, something
which the purpose of the religious institute requires now as
much as before. From the very beginning, this reincorporation was included in the plans for the new foundation which is
now developing.
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petitions (a) that the royal government would see to it that the
former convent church is reincorporated into our motherhouse, now rising from the ruins of the former convent
through the gracious favor of His Majesty; (b) that the wall,
which will protect us from the secondhand shops but was
not included in the royal government cost estimate, will be
built right next to the secondhand shops; and (c) that the
city council will jointly maintain the surrounding wall as before, because the city council also uses this wall.
In the consoling hope that our petitions will be granted, I
remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus

August—December 1841
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To the Diocesan Ordinariate
Regensburg

Most Reverend Diocesan Ordinariate!

Neunburg vorm Wald
September 26, 1841

Introduction of the Poor School Sisters in Reisbach
We were called by the royal government of Lower
Bavaria and the market town of Reisbach to conduct the
school for girls in Reisbach this fall.
The royal government allocated an annual sum of 250
florin [$100] to support the two sisters who will be sent to
Reisbach, as well as the lay person who will help them, and
then asked if we would be satisfied with this.
The respectfully undersigned stated that, if church matters necessary for the success of the institute under consideration are arranged as our deceased bishop promised they
would be,26 and if the house is sparsely furnished for the intended purpose, then, for the love of God and the sake of the
children who are in need, we are willing to honor and carry
out his last will in Reisbach. We also confidently hope that
the royal government of Lower Bavaria will make a small
contribution to the good cause, because it is as clear as day
that an annual stipend of 250 florin will not provide food
and shelter for three persons, no matter how much they love
poverty. The bishop’s premature death prevented him from
making the arrangements for the institute which he had described earlier with such pleasure.
In regard to church matters, Bishop Schwäbl promised
repeatedly, both in writing and in person, that the sisters
will have daily Holy Mass, that the Blessed Sacrament will
be reserved in the little St. Salvator Church, and that Fr.
[George] Hoffmann, a devout priest who is sincerely interested in the institute, will be their confessor and catechist.
Therefore, I submit the petition that the diocesan ordinariate would graciously guarantee these points, because I
told the bishop that it was only on this condition that I could
26. See Footnote 12, p. 8.
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send sisters to Reisbach.27 If cases of necessity prevent it, for
the sake of the good cause we are willing to do without one or
other Holy Mass on weekdays—even if it is painful, since Holy
Mass is our single consolation on this earth.
With regard to support for the sisters, we also ask that the
diocesan ordinariate would speak a powerful word to the
royal government of Lower Bavaria, as it graciously and successfully did when the mission in Schwarzhofen was established, because the existing laws, that is, the Concordat,28
clearly state that the royal government must cooperate in
the advancement of such institutes.
From all sides, we are urged to send sisters to Reisbach
and open an institute there this fall. If the diocesan ordinariate offers us a helping hand for this beautiful, living memorial to the deceased, which he longed for even on his
deathbed, we are willing to bring sisters to Reisbach by the
middle of October because later it will no longer be possible.29
In the consoling hope that this request will be graciously
granted, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus

27. See Documents 245, pp. 8-9, and 248, pp. 13-15.
28. A concordat or formal agreement between the Holy See and
Bavaria was signed on June 5, 1817, and formed the basis for the relationship between the Catholic Church and the Kingdom of Bavaria during the next century. Through the concordat, the state declared, among
other things, its willingness to allow the reestablishment of religious orders and congregations, especially those involved in education, pastoral
care, or care of the sick. See Georg Schwaiger, ed., Das Erzbistum
München und Freising im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert (Munich: Erich
Wewel Verlag, 1989) 16-25.
29. In its response of September 28, 1841, the diocesan ordinariate
stated that Fr. George Hoffmann would be appointed the sisters’ confessor and catechist, and that the former pastor, Fr. Eggerl, would say Mass
for the sisters in St. Salvator Church. Since this was a public church, the
Blessed Sacrament would be reserved there. The diocesan ordinariate
would contact the royal government regarding a supplement to the sisters’ stipend, but little hope could be offered because “the coffers were almost exhausted.” See Copia Publica, 4535-36.
On October 11, 1841, a mission was opened in Reisbach and staffed
by Sisters Xaveria Götzfried and Sebastiana Zwinger.
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
September 28, 1841
J!M!

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
The transfer of the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters from the diocese of Regensburg into the archdiocese of
Munich and Freising and, for the time being, to our mission
convent in the Au Suburb, requires that we have both a
larger chapel, so that we can accommodate all our personnel,30 and the reservation of the Blessed Sacrament, so that
we may receive Holy Communion there.
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition that Your Excellency would grant us this permission.
Provision has already been made for the suitable furnishing
of the chapel and the sanctuary light.
We will be deeply grateful for this great grace, and we
will submit soon a list of all the personnel of the motherhouse.31
In the consoling hope that our petition will be granted, I
remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
294:

To the Royal City School Commission
Amberg
Mission Convent in Amberg
October 21, 1841
J!M!

Royal City School Commission!
Substitute Teacher in the Third Class at the School for Girls
in Amberg

30. By September 30, 1841, seven sisters, thirteen novices, and forty
candidates had moved from Neunburg vorm Wald to the mission in the
Au Suburb. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 159.
31. See Document 310, pp. 74-75.
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Complying with the royal city school commission’s request
of October 20, the respectfully undersigned submits the
following response.
It can be foreseen that the teacher, Frances Hebensberger,32 who is approaching her sixtieth year and breaking
down from infirmities, will not be able to take on the difficult
work of teaching for another year. Therefore, we Poor
School Sisters—having only the honor of God and the wellbeing of the poor children in mind—are willing to provide a
substitute teacher for the third class of girls in Amberg for
the salary of 150 florin [$60], which was graciously determined by the royal government of the Upper Palatinate and
Regensburg. Nevertheless, we must urgently insist that:
1. If definite employment and employment rights cannot be given to the Poor School Sisters, we will be released
from this substitute position at the end of August 1842.
2. If other teachers in Amberg make the same demands
for substitutes from the Poor School Sisters, we have the
right to object because three lay teachers made these demands already last year.
3. Needlework classes for the third class of girls would
also be taught by the Poor School Sisters and not by another lay
teacher. Although we are burdening ourselves with two
additional class hours and much work, the school’s success
requires this.
4. We will be given the school supplies, firewood, cleaning materials, tools, and so forth that are required for the
girls’ third classroom.
5. We will be free to begin by teaching the basics in all
the subjects, whereby nothing splendid will come to light,
even if it is the third class. This also needs to be kept in
mind when considering the requirements and achievements,
especially because there will be approximately 100 girls in the
class.
6. The required good order and discipline which must be
introduced will not be regarded as severity. For example,
32. Immediately after the Visitation Sisters left Amberg in 1804,
Frances Hebensberger began teaching at the elementary school. See M.
Hermanna Glink, Vita I: Lebensbild der Ehrwürdigen Mutter Maria
Theresia von Jesu Gerhardinger (Typescript, Munich) 19
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we must strive to have the girls come to school on time
whenever possible and attend school regularly.
Furthermore, the question of conducting holiday classes
still needs to be settled and a decision needs to be made.
With regard to living quarters for the Poor School Sisters and candidate in the German school building,33 I
must simply explain that, if I would send one sister by herself, I
would be acting against our religious statutes. A vine torn
from its branch soon withers, and to expect any fruit from it
would be to no avail. In other words, the required educational purposes would not be achieved.
After inspecting the school building, I must also say that,
under the current prevailing circumstances, our sisters
could neither live in the building nor conduct classes there
because many families also live in the same building and
must have frequent contact with the outside. This would be
very disturbing, since the classrooms do not share the same
hallway and cannot be closed off from the rest of the building. The boys’ classrooms34 are not separate from the girls’
classrooms, and the boys and girls both have one and the
same entrance and exit in the building, which is a deplorable
situation for the older girls, and especially the holiday
pupils!
In addition to my sacred duty, which makes me responsible not only for the order but for my sisters above all, I am
also very much inclined, for the reasons mentioned above, to
set aside a suitable classroom in our convent institute building for the third class of girls. Since this is the will of the
royal government, I invite the royal city school commission
to come and see this proposed classroom. If this move is
made, we will be consoled that, for at least one year, the deplorable situation mentioned above will be remedied for the
benefit of the young women in Amberg.

33. The terms German schools or lower schools were used for common elementary schools where both boys and girls were taught. Latin
schools or higher schools were attended by older boys who were taught
Latin and secondary subjects. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 201.
Living quarters for the teachers at the German school were also provided in the former Visitation Convent building in Amberg.
34. See Footnote 61, p. 36.
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In the hope that the royal city school commission will
kindly recognize our good will and take into consideration
the burden and work in every respect that we are willing to
take on, I would like to close by adding that, under the present circumstances, it is too much to expect one sister alone
to teach this class with thoroughness and conscientiousness.
Therefore, I submit my petition for your most powerful support and remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of J.
297:

To the Diocesan Ordinariate
Regensburg
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
November 6, 1841
J!M!

Most Reverend Diocesan Ordinariate!
My dear sisters who are still in Neunburg wrote to me
and poured out their sorrow that no priest has arrived to say
Mass for them.35 They did not even have Mass on Sundays
because the dean in Neunburg36 would not allow the beneficiary37 to say Mass in the convent chapel.
Once again, therefore, I submit my petition that one of
the many priests of the diocese would be sent to Neunburg
so that the institute there will not perish.
Fr. [Fredrick] Eckstein offered to go there if he would obtain a titulus mensae.38 If absolutely no one can be found,
then surely Fr. [Joseph] Lehner from Pleystein will go there
for the time being.
Until God has mercy on us, I submit my petition that the
diocesan ordinariate would graciously prevail upon the pas35. See Documents 280, pp. 45-46, and 290, which can be found in the
beatification collection.
36. Fr. John Baptist Käs
37. In order to make it possible for a priest to provide spiritual and
pastoral care in a particular place, a wealthy benefactor would often provide a benefice or endowment that would guarantee the priest, known as a
beneficiary, a fixed income for his services.
38. A titulus mensae was a legally valid arrangement whereby a
priest would be assured of his support in case he became incapacitated.
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tor in Neunburg to allow the beneficiary, Fr. [Sigmund]
Wolf, to say Mass in the convent.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
305:

To the Royal City School Commission
Amberg
J!M!

Munich
November 20, 1841

Royal City School Commission!
Conducting the Third Class in the School for Girls by the
Poor School Sisters
The respectfully undersigned responds to the esteemed
letter regarding the above, which was written on November
17 and received on November 19, 1841, that we Poor School
Sisters are in agreement with the new project of teaching
the girls who are repeating the third level this year.39 If it
is acceptable to the royal government, these girls will have
their own teacher in their own classroom in our institute
building which accommodates the secondary school for girls.
The school year is already far advanced and this will prevent any disturbance.
My sisters at the mission institute in Amberg have received suitable directives for this arrangement. I leave it
up to God’s wise judgment whether or not it will be advisable to entrust the other half of the children to a lay teacher.
From this statement, the royal city school commission
will see that we are willing to do whatever redounds to the
honor of God and the benefit of the young people.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

39. For the initial proposal regarding a teaching position at the elementary school in Amberg, see Document 294, pp. 53-56.
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
December 4, 1841
J!M!

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Construction of a New Hay Scale in the Convent Yard of
the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
When the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters was
established, His Majesty [Louis I] was pleased to give foremost consideration to the purpose of the institute. Therefore, the respectfully undersigned feels obligated to present for
your consideration the following reasons against the proposed hay scale.40
1. The section of the convent yard and future garden
that we are being asked to give up for the proposed hay scale
is the one and only area which is not connected with buildings that belong to others. The purpose of a religious institute of this kind urgently demands an area such as this.
2. Since this section is a spacious area where the sisters
cannot be seen by the prisoners in the jail41 or the occupants
of the neighboring buildings, it is the best place for them to
go for recreation, which is so necessary.
3. Although the area to be given in exchange (f, g, and h)
would be equally large, it is very different from the area to
be given up, since it is in a confined corner and would not
have as much sunlight. It is in full view of both the prison-

40. In addition to the annual fairs, the Anger District in Munich was
the site of frequent cattle and hay markets. Planning for a new hay scale
to replace the old one began in 1840, but ten years passed before it was
finally built.
41. A prison known as the Angerfronfeste was built on the southernmost section of the former Poor Clare Convent property during the years
1820-26.
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ers and the neighbors on the Stadtzwinger,42 and therefore,
the sisters would no longer be able to spend the little time
they have for recreation in the convent garden.
4. With the proposed exchange, the necessary and conveniently located entrance and exit gates would be eliminated and, even if a new entrance gate would be built,
nothing could be planted in the greater part of the convent
garden, which is already small. It would remain barren because the vehicles would have to enter, turn around, and leave
through the same gate, which is not the case with the
existing gates. With so many people living there, a large
supply of the many necessities of life, such as firewood, must
be kept on hand. On many days, the large crowd of people at
the new hay scale would cause a great disturbance right
next to the newly built entrance gate.
5. With the proposed removal of the wall, the sisters’
convent chapel would be exposed and, with the addition of a
hay scale, much of the necessary quiet would be lost.
6.
There will be so many young people living in the
motherhouse for the purpose of acquiring their education
and ascetical formation, but their physical well-being also
requires recreation outside. With this exchange, however,
they would be surrounded by disturbances from every side—
buying and selling to the east, prisoners pouring forth indecent songs and obscenities to the south, and secondhand
shops along the main wall to the west, all of which is clearly
contrary to the purpose of an institute of this kind. Anyone
who sees the new motherhouse building expresses the same
regret, which is why, for a long time, we have cherished the
fervent desire that His Majesty [Louis I] would order the removal of the inappropriate secondhand shops.
Submitting these reasons to the royal government for its
gracious consideration, I remain in deepest respect,
Theresa
42. In the fourteenth century, a new wall surrounding Munich was
built along the southeast wall of the Poor Clare Convent. Three centuries
later, this wall was reinforced and surrounded by another wall, bastions,
ramparts and moats. The open space between the inner and outer wall
was known as the Stadtzwinger. In 1791, the city wall was torn down in
order to make room for the growing population of Munich, but several
towers and other traces of the wall remained.
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To the Royal Bavarian District Court
Neunburg vorm Wald
J!M!

Munich
December 9, 1841

Royal Bavarian District Court!
Continued Existence of the Religious Institute of the Poor School
Sisters in Neunburg

Two Enclosures

In response to the esteemed decree of October 15, 1841,
the respectfully undersigned is compelled to make the following statement.
In their statement presented to His Majesty [Louis I] on
November 12, 1841, the city council and the city authorities
of Neunburg vorm Wald proposed (1) that a mission institute of the Poor School Sisters would remain in Neunburg
for the school for girls, (2) that funding to support the School
Sisters and a priest would be provided by the motherhouse
of the Poor School Sisters, and (3) that, as long as the mission remains in Neunburg, a statement giving an account of
this fund would be submitted.
Although the petitioners refer to various other points—
for example, that they supposedly had many expenses for
the convent and so forth—these do not pertain to the main
topic. Therefore, a response to the points cited above will
be presented first.
A.
In response to the petitioners’ proposal, neither the royal
department of the interior nor the royal government of the
Upper Palatinate took the opportunity to issue an order that
a statement of accounts was to be submitted for examination. Therefore, this point is already settled. There really
would be no just grounds for complying with such demands
either, even if the founder of the convent school for girls in
Neunburg had not expressly stipulated in the fifth paragraph of the foundation document that, because the Poor
School Sisters’ poverty and the statutes of their association
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provide them with fixed and secure norms regarding the
usage of funds, they are not required to give anyone an account of how they use their income.
The city council in Neunburg knows from the foundation
document the value of the foundation capital,43 or rather,
what assets still remain, which can be determined from the
building statements and the remaining cash that it administers. Whether or how the motherhouse obtained additional funds is of no concern to the city council.
At this time, however, the city council’s attention must
be drawn to the fact that, when the convent institute was
opened, the city council gave the Poor School Sisters nothing
but an empty building to be used for the school and their living quarters. There were no furnishings except the school
benches, which were obtained with money from the small
convent fund.
It was necessary for us to have the convent gate built
and to provide many other things for both the building and
church services so that the religious institute could come to
life, and we had to depend on alms from other places to cover
these expenses. After we had installed expensive pipes, the
water supply into the convent was cut off, and therefore we
had to build a place to do the laundry and to dig a well,
which alone cost several hundred florin.
The undersigned had to make two trips to Vienna in
order to settle the foundation and then to obtain the legacy
from Fr. [Francis Sebastian] Job.44 The city council issued
a useless power of attorney for the latter, but it did not give
the undersigned a single kreuzer in reimbursement for this
expensive journey.45 To this day, the city council is still owes
the undersigned a reimbursement.
43. See Footnote 5, p. 40.
44. In early March 1833, Caroline Gerhardinger traveled to Vienna
to confer with Fr. Francis Sebastian Job about the new foundation in
Neunburg vorm Wald. Shortly after Fr. Job died on February 13, 1834,
Caroline traveled to Vienna again to claim the legacy he left for the congregation. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 53-54, and 72-73.
45. According to the convent accounts for the years 1833-59, this second journey to Vienna cost 184 florin, 40 kreuzer ($73.87). (Transcript,
Munich)
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At the foundation of each mission institute, the superior
must travel to the site first in order to see the situation, and
then a second time to accompany the sisters to the new mission. Each of these missions must be completely furnished
—which makes no small demands on the motherhouse—but
we may not take anything from the foundation fund, and no
one ever asked us how we cover these expenses.
We always had some among us who were sick and several died, which also caused significant expenses.
Most of the candidates whom we admitted did not have
sufficient means to provide for their clothing and books, to
say nothing of covering the cost of their board for several
years, or of the most necessary items for reception or profession, which amounted to thousands of florin.
Moreover, we still had to provide food, clothing, firewood,
light, and a thousand other human necessities for thirty to
forty persons. We had to do all this with no income, no tuition,
and, except for some potatoes given us by a few good-hearted
people, no help through donations of food. Since the deceased
founder of the convent school for girls in Neunburg confidently
counted on this small sign of recognition, he also suggested to
the respectfully undersigned that we conduct
the school free
of charge for the children from Neunburg.46
In this situation, everyone recognized it as a miracle
from the infinitely good God that the institute in Neunburg
survived. With hearts that are deeply moved, we thank God
that we were able to move from Neunburg without any
debts. We are also grateful to God that the anxious concern,
which so many people expressed so loudly and so often,
never materialized—that is, that our house, which they and
many others thought had far too many inhabitants, would
become a burden to none other than the town of Neunburg.
46. In the sixth paragraph of his foundation document, Fr. Job stipulated that the Poor School Sisters were obliged to conduct the elementary and needlework schools in Neunburg free of charge. The sisters
would be allowed to accept tuition only if their income was no longer sufficient to provide their meager support, but they would never be allowed
to ask for tuition from poor children. (Typescript, Generalate)
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The respectfully undersigned immediately handed over
the decree of confirmation47 and the 1,000 florin [$332.50]48
from His Majesty [Louis I] for the convent building, which
the petitioners mentioned. This explains how this sum was
added to the convent fund which is held by the city council.
The respectfully undersigned used what Her Majesty,
Empress Mother [Caroline Augusta] of Austria,49 gave as
alms to the superior of the Poor School Sisters—who was
free to use them as she wished—for the completion of the
adjacent building and, therefore, this additional building is
our private property. It was absolutely necessary because,
until then, we had a building, but no place to do the laundry
and no oven for baking, and so forth. We always had to ask
well-disposed people of the town to allow us to come to their
homes to do the laundry and baking for everyone living in
our convent. Due to the increasing number of personnel and
crowded quarters, we would have had to move from Neunburg much sooner if we would not have had this adjacent
building and could not have transferred the school there

47. See Footnote 17, pp. 10.
48. According to Document 19, which can be found in Letters, Vol. 1,
pp. 35-37, this donation was given in Rhenish currency, which was used
in European international trade until the end of the nineteenth century.
The equivalent in American currency at the time was less for Rhenish
currency than for Bavarian currency.
49. Princess Charlotte Augusta of Bavaria (1792-1873) married
William I, the Protestant Crown Prince of Württemberg in 1808, and
called Fr. Francis Sebastian Job to Stuttgart to be her confessor in the
Protestant court. After her marriage was annulled in 1816, Charlotte
married Francis I (1768-1835), Emperor of Austria (1804-35) and, from
then on, was known as Caroline Augusta. She then called Fr. Job to serve
as court chaplain and confessor at the imperial court in Vienna. Empress
Caroline Augusta had no children and devoted her life to charitable
works. She also fostered and promoted several religious communities, including the School Sisters of Notre Dame, and established various educational institutes.
After Fr. Job’s death on February 13, 1834, Caroline Gerhardinger
traveled to Vienna to claim the legacy he left for the new congregation.
She also visited Empress Caroline Augusta, who promised to intercede
with her brother, King Louis I, on her behalf. The next day, Caroline received from the empress a letter to take to the king in Munich and a gift
of 1,000 florin. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 73-74.
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(which is why the petitioners call it the school building).
Complaints about the school building, which is only for the
petitioners’ benefit, pose a striking contradiction in their
statement.
B.
Nowhere is the religious institute of the Poor School Sisters obliged to support its missions. If local districts want to
have a mission, they must also support it. How else would
the motherhouse be able to survive?
In the third paragraph of the foundation document, Fr.
Job states that, in case the religious association of the Poor
School Sisters is dissolved, the portion of the foundation
fund that came from him is to be invested and draw interest
until another religious congregation emerges and conducts
the school for girls in Neunburg.
Our religious association has not been dissolved, however, and the motherhouse has only been transferred to Munich. His Majesty was pleased to order expressly that the
religious institute of the Poor School Sisters should continue
in Neunburg.
The royal cabinet decree of March 22, 1834, which was
cited by the petitioners, confirmed the religious institute
only as a foundation in Neunburg for the education of girls.50
According to the third and sixth paragraphs of his foundation document, Fr. Job himself designated his fund solely
for the establishment of a convent school for girls and demanded no other obligation. In complete accordance with
the will of the founder, the school for girls in Neunburg was
immediately conducted by the association of the Poor School
Sisters. We will leave behind in Neunburg the entire foundation fund, including everything that the founder gave us.51
What more, therefore, can or will the city council demand? It certainly cannot demand anything from our alms,
which, by the way, we did not receive from Neunburg and
which are already used up. Since the foundation fund was
practically zero, these alms were always necessary for the
survival of the local convent school for girls! Truly, such de50. See Footnote 17, p. 10.
51. See Footnote 5, p. 40.
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mands are more than arrogant—they are unmerciful!
The city council’s proposal that, from its own means, the
motherhouse should support a priest, who will be responsible for religious instruction in the school and other pastoral
duties in Neunburg, sounds even stranger. Fr. Job’s foundation document does not contain a single syllable about
keeping such a priest and even less about establishing a
fund to support him. No one who has requested Poor School
Sisters has ever thought of such a thing!
It is true that the religious institute of the Poor School
Sisters in Neunburg always had a priest who served as confessor, taught religion in the school for girls, and took on
other pastoral duties.52 Living in voluntary poverty, however, he did all of this of his own free will for the sake of God’s
cause and the children there. Nevertheless, a burden or obligation—instead of gratitude—certainly cannot be derived
from this. Under such impoverished circumstances, we
would not have been able to pay a priest any more than the
sisters remaining in Neunburg can pay one now. At all our
convent missions, the parish priests give religious instructions in the school, which is their responsibility in any case.
Therefore, it is as clear as day that the town of Neunburg must support the school. If it wants to make an exception with regard to a priest, then it is obliged even more
to support a school benefice.53
We will make every effort to see to it that, robbed of all
human comfort, the poor sisters in Neunburg will have daily
Mass in their convent chapel. Once again, we will do this of
our own accord but, for the future, we will not take upon ourselves any kind of obligation in this regard, and it is not up
to us to provide anything else.
C.
At the same time, the request was repeated that the religious association of the Poor School Sisters would continue
to conduct the school for girls in Neunburg. This is the actual request in the statement, but how would this convent
school for girls in Neunburg be able to continue?
52. Fr. Siegert
53. See Footnote 37, p. 56.
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In his foundation document, Fr. Job made it obligatory
for the Poor School Sisters to conduct the school free of
charge for children from Neunburg, but, until he could build
up a fund for our support, he also promised to give us his
annual pension of 800 florin [$320] which he received from
Bavaria.54 Therefore, the respectfully undersigned agreed
not to demand any tuition from Neunburg so that the institute would be accepted with open arms, since, for many
years, the people there had refused his offer.55
In the sixth paragraph of the foundation document, Fr.
Job stated that we may accept tuition only if our fixed income is insufficient for our support. Fr. Job died, however,
before the renovation of the convent building was finished.56
His foundation had not been confirmed, his legacy had not
been handed over for the renovation of the convent building,
and a fund certainly had not been built up to support us poor
orphans in Neunburg. With Fr. Job’s death, his pension, the
single source of livelihood for his Poor School Sisters, also
ceased. We received this pension for only five months, and
we received nothing from Neunburg’s city council.
We were in such a desperate situation that everyone expected and prophesied our dissolution, and Neunburg could
not have prevented it either. Since the fund that remained
after the convent was finished consisted of 1,984 florin
[$793.60] and was our single source of support, we were no
longer obliged to conduct the school free of charge for Neunburg. We would have had every right to require tuition, but
we were content to honor the expressed will of our founder
after his death in the hope that the people living there would
show their appreciation through donations of food. We were
disappointed, however, and therefore we turned to charitable individuals from elsewhere for support so that we could
54. See Footnote 49, p. 63. After Fr. Job moved to Vienna in 1816,
he continued to receive a pension from Bavaria for his services in Stuttgart.
55. Before 1829, Fr. Job offered to establish a convent school for girls
in Neunburg vorm Wald but met resistance on the part of the townspeople. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 47-48.
56. After a brief illness, Fr. Francis Sebastian Job died in Vienna on
February 13, 1834.
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eke out our poor existence. From that time on, we lived on
alms so that we would not have to harass the poor parents
of many school children by charging tuition.
This situation will continue (1) during the lifetime of Mr.
Ritter, the former girls’ teacher, whose salary will be given
to the Poor School Sisters after he dies,57 (2) until the royal
government of the Upper Palatinate keeps its promise and
contributes from the district school fund 150 florin [$60] for
our support, and (3) until the city council of Neunburg gives
to the sisters the entire annual interest—with no deductions—from the small foundation fund in accordance with
the stipulations made by the founder.
In the meantime, the order will support the Poor School
Sisters in Neunburg. More cannot be expected from us, and
the town of Neunburg will be satisfied. Therefore, no one
can deny that the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters is
making sacrifices for the mission in Neunburg and is more
concerned about Neunburg than it would have to be.
The petitioners speak as if the city council had such great
expenses, but this is refuted by the fact that the renovations
used up almost all the foundation fund, which can be proved
by the city financial statement.
It is true that the city council handed over to us the four
walls of the former Franciscan church which it had purchased for 800 florin [$320] so that it could be renovated into
a convent school for girls. Since the building was completely
renovated for school purposes and belongs to the city council, it is Neunburg’s gain rather than its loss.
According to the petitioners’ statement, the former
school building would have been adequate for the girls’
school, but this is absurd and untrue, unless they want the
girls—now divided into three classes—to be thrown together
again into one room with one teacher, just like the chaos

57. After work began in 1833 on the building that was to be the convent school in Neunburg vorm Wald, Mr. Ritter, a former teacher, objected to the new school because he thought he would lose the pension
that was due to him. He stirred up the townspeople and, in order to save
the foundation, Caroline Gerhardinger left to Mr. Ritter the money that
would have been given to the sisters for their support. See Ziegler, Magd
des Herrn, 62-63.
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known only to God which we found when we came to Neunburg. To build or buy the school building that was needed
for the girls would have cost the city council more than 800
florin, even with the use of the obligatory labor and teams
that were mentioned.58
When the convent was renovated, some of the expenses
could have been covered by the large sums of money that
were wasted by the building supervisors, which resulted in
the circulation of a great amount of money to the benefit of
the business people in Neunburg.
If the city council takes into account that, every day for
eight years, our five or six members worked in the previously substandard school, it will soon become evident
whether the city council or the Poor School Sisters made
greater sacrifices (even if the sisters would have been paid
a
very small amount).
Therefore, the petitioners have no grounds for their complaint about having made too many sacrifices, and still less,
about the alleged encroachment on the foundation fund.
According to the city council’s presentation, if the establishment of a convent school for girls had been the only intent, the petitioners would not have had to spend so much
money on the building.
These claims and accusations are directly refuted by the
facts that (1) the building was not left up to the arbitrary
decision of the city council now speaking in this manner, but
was ordered by the founder instead, and (2) the foundation fund
did not come from the city council, never belonged to
the city council, and does not belong to the city council now
either.
First of all, the second and third paragraphs of the foundation document—which the petitioners themselves enclosed—very clearly state that the specified fund is
designated for the foundation of a convent school for girls
which was to be conducted by the association of the Poor
School Sisters.
58. For building projects of a public nature, the people were obliged
to provide the use of their draft animals and a specified number of hours
of labor without pay.
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Secondly, the royal cabinet decree of March 22, 1834,
likewise quoted by the petitioners, contradicts this accusation because it clearly states that only the foundation of a
school for girls in Neunburg was recognized.59
Finally, this accusation is refuted by a separate communication from the city council of Neunburg itself, written on
September 9, 1833, which states verbatim, “A cabinet decree
of August 20, 1833, approved the establishment of the local
convent school as a school for girls and, according to a royal
government resolution of August 26, 1833, Caroline Gerhardinger was appointed as the teacher of the school for
girls in Neunburg. She was then invited by the city council
to conduct this school.”
In our great need after the founder’s death, which put us
into a desperate situation, we approached the city council
and asked if we could have a vacant lot, which was formerly
used to store lumber, for a garden so that our sisters could
walk there and grow a few vegetables. The city council approved our request, but only after a downright rebellion on
the part of many resentful people. Since cultivating the land
and planting the garden alone cost us three or four times as
much as the vacant lot was worth, we did not eat our vegetables from the garden without cost either. We could make
little use of the garden as a place where the sisters could
walk because some rough people smashed the little shutter,
climbed up on nearby woodpiles to see inside, screamed at
the sisters, and threw stones at them. Even now, this same
garden is the only place in Neunburg where the sisters can
raise their food! Is this also too much for the city council?
The second garden, which the petitioners so painfully
bring up, is hardly worth mentioning, since it is scarcely the
size of a cloister garden and would have been needed as a
yard for the convent. Since we did not have a courtyard, we
had to build a shed to store and secure from frequent theft
our firewood for the winter. Since this brick shed, which
also had one room that could be heated, as well as a little
room for a guard or lay help, was much too small and located

59. See Footnote 17, p. 10.
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in a swamp, we gave it to a resident of Neunburg and purchased another brick shed in its place.
Since all of this could not possibly have taken place without the knowledge of the city council, the reason given for
the complaint—that a new family had been added to the
town—is disconcerting, and the blame really cannot be
shifted to the institute.
The petitioners uttered many other invectives which
were not clothed in fine language because they did not originate from a pure source.
The motives which led to the transfer of the motherhouse are known to His Royal Majesty [Louis I]. The files
speak for themselves, and it would be superfluous to say any
more here. It matters little whether or not the petitioners
believe this, although their own report regarding the transfer of our motherhouse does not correspond to the truth. We
leave it up to the royal district court to determine how the
presentation with the arrogant demands and exaggerated
accounts made by the city council and the city authorities
can be justified. It is also as clear as day how empty and
unfounded the complaints about the transfer of the motherhouse really are.
It is well known that the town acted only in the interest
of its own school and did much less for the Poor School Sisters than the sisters did for themselves.
Therefore, a convent mission of Poor School Sisters will
remain in Neunburg and—putting aside both the situation
and such ingratitude—the sisters will spare no effort in providing the poor, dear children with instruction and character
formation in accordance with the will of the founder. Fr. Job
stated in his foundation document that, if devout, Christian
education in this new school results in increased strength,
vitality, and depth of the religious faith of the holy Catholic
Church in the heart of even one child, he would consider himself blessed and would see his heart’s desire fulfilled.
Through the above statement, we have complied with
the esteemed directives from the royal district court. In closing, however, we urgently submit the following petitions.
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1. We ask that, in accordance with the founder’s expressed stipulations stated in the fifth paragraph of the
foundation document, the city council in Neunburg would
please give to the Poor School Sisters the entire annual interest—with no deductions—from the foundation fund of
1,984 florin. We never received this small income at the
time it was due and, during the last years, the fire insurance premiums were deducted from this small payment, a
burden that we can no longer accept. As the third paragraph of the enclosed document proves, the convent school
building was renovated solely for school purposes and, with
the exception of our adjacent building, the convent school
building still is and will continue to be the city council’s
property.
2. For the same reason, we ask that the city council
would be responsible for the annual building repairs. We
will cover the cost of repairs in the rooms occupied by the
sisters, however, even though our sisters at other missions
or lay teachers never have to maintain their living quarters.
3. We ask that, after the death of the former teacher of
the girls, his salary would be transferred to the convent institute in Neunburg, which is in accordance with the decision already made when the institute was established.
4. We ask that the people outside Neunburg would
again be charged a small amount of tuition, just as they
were a few times at the very beginning. The request was
then ignored, even after we asked for tuition several times.
Although it is a very small amount, it helps the poor sisters
in their need.
Through the district court, we submit once again our petition that the royal government would be pleased to give
the promised annual subsidy of 150 florin [$60] from the district school fund to this orphaned institute which sacrifices
all its strength and energy for the school. Then the Poor
School Sisters will be satisfied and will trust in God who will
not allow them to languish in God’s service.
The transfer of the motherhouse will not separate us. As
one spiritual community and corporate body, we will continue to be united with one another and gladly do whatever
we can for Neunburg.
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Trusting that these petitions will be granted and requesting the return of the two enclosures, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
310:

To the Archdiocesan Ordinariate
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
December 27, 1841
J!M!

His Excellency’s Gift of 12,000 Florin to the Motherhouse of
the Poor School Sisters in Munich
Through a resolution of December 17, 1841, the royal
government of Upper Bavaria informed the respectfully undersigned that His Royal Majesty [Louis I] graciously
granted sovereign confirmation to His Excellency’s gift to
the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich60 and
instructed us to receive the capital gift from the archdiocesan ordinariate.
With the expression of my deep gratitude for Your Excellency’s great favor, I respectfully submit the enclosed receipt for this gift. I also wish to assure Your Excellency that
we will faithfully and conscientiously follow the stipulations
that are stated in the deed of gift,61 use for the honor and glory
of Jesus’ name the alms which are so welcome to us in
60. See Footnote 56, p. 33. Archbishop Gebsattel signed the deed of
gift on October 4, 1841, a few days after Mother Theresa, the novices, and
the candidates had moved to the Au Suburb. See Ziegler, Magd des
Herrn, 159.
61. According to the deed of gift, (1) the income accruing from the
12,000 florin would be administered by the superior of the motherhouse,
but any changes in the capital fund required the consent of the archdiocesan ordinariate; (2) the income was to be used for the support of the
sisters, and not for the construction of buildings; (3) a Mass was to be said
annually for the archbishop; and (4) if the motherhouse would cease to
exist, the capital was to be transferred to the city fund for the poor people of Munich. See Copia Publica 3788-90.
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our poverty, and daily present in prayer to the merciful God
this great act of charity so that Your Excellency will be rewarded a hundredfold for the good that you have done for
us who are the least of all.
In deepest respect, I remain,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Order
Receipt
The receipt of 12,000 florin (twelve thousand gulden)
[$4,800] which His Excellency, the archbishop of Munich
and Freising, was pleased to turn over as a gift to the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame in Munich,
and which the respectfully undersigned received in banknotes from the archdiocesan ordinariate, is hereby acknowledged with deep gratitude by,

Convent Mission in the Au Suburb
December 27, 1841

Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Order
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List of All the Members and Houses
of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame62
I. Motherhouse at St. James on the Anger, Munich
(Temporarily at the Mission Convent in the Au Suburb)
Theresa Gerhardinger
Magdalena Steiner
Augustina Dostler
Seraphine Pronath
Philomena Blattner
Benedicta Hietmann
Agnes Mühlbauer
Maximiliana Gregor
Bernarda Hummel
Vincentia Bauer
Caroline Lechner

Stanislaus Zeiler
Salesia Stauber
Crescentia Kugelmann
Cecilia Schmid
Aquinata Amann
Josepha Martin
Perpetua Merxmüller
Bonaventura Hartmann
Anselma Knittlmeier
Pelagia Andrä

II. Mission Convent in Neunburg Vorm Wald
Celestine Weinzierl
Johanna Jochner
Gertrude Gattinger

Angela Bartl
Walburga Haider
Alexia Lindmeier

III. Mission Convent in Schwarzhofen
Alberta Götzfried
Laurentia Schindlbeck

Francesca Schöttinger
Dominica Feiler

IV. Mission Convent in Hohenthann
Pia Fleissner

Antonia Jakob

V. Mission Convent in Amberg
Margaret Wiedemann
Mechtildis Sachsenhauser
Raphaela Landthaler

62. See Document 293, p. 53.

Aloysia Loibl
Lidwina Heck
Elizabeth Geisreiter
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VI. Mission Convent in Wolfratshausen
Mary Weinzierl
Monica Wenzl

Gabriela Eder

VII. Mission Convent in Spalt
Petra Heckl

Ignatia Wohlfelder

VIII. Mission Convent in Regenstauf
Ambrosia Hössl
Rosa Panzer

Michaela Niedermeier

IX. Mission Convent in Reisbach
Xaveria Götzfried

Sebastiana Zwinger
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321:

To Bishop Carl August von Reisach
Eichstätt
Mission Convent in Ingolstadt
April 9, 1842
J!M!

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!1
We wish to express our deep gratitude for permission to
have daily Holy Mass in the orphanage here in Ingolstadt2
and reservation of the Most Blessed Sacrament in our chapel,
both of which were kindly arranged by the diocesan ordinariate. We will promptly comply with the diocesan ordinariate’s directives in this regard.
I also have the honor to report that, on April 8, 1842, I
accompanied Sisters Seraphine von Pronath, Benedicta
Hietmann, and Lidwina Heck to Ingolstadt in order to conduct the orphanage for girls, a kindergarten, and a boarding school (if God gives us the latter). Since there are so
1. Carl August von Reisach (1800-69) was ordained in Rome in 1828.
In 1830, he was appointed director of the College of the Propaganda Fide
in Rome where he also taught Canon Law. In 1836, he was appointed
the bishop of Eichstätt and, in 1841, coadjutor with the right of succession
to the archbishop of Munich and Freising. He was the archbishop of Munich and Freising from 1846 until 1856. Shortly after being made a cardinal, he was called to Rome where he was the councilor for
German affairs and a member of various curial congregations. Cardinal
Reisach died on December 22, 1869, two weeks after the opening of the
First Vatican Council.
2. Aloysius Haindl, an elementary teacher in Ingolstadt, raised many
orphaned and neglected children in his own home. In order to secure the
care of these children in the future, he asked the city council to call the
Poor School Sisters to conduct an orphanage in Ingolstadt. He met with
resistance on the part of the city council and the townspeople, but was finally asked to make arrangements for the introduction of the Poor School
Sisters in Ingolstadt. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 197-198.
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many things that still need to be arranged, the institute
will be opened a few days later than scheduled. I will let
you know the exact date.3
Urgently pleading for the episcopal blessing so necessary
for this work of God, which is having such a painful beginning, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
325:

To the Royal Bavarian District Court
Neunburg vorm Wald
J!M!

Munich
May 7, 1842

Royal Bavarian District Court!
Payments Due for the School for Girls in Schwarzhofen
The royal district court is fully aware that, since the
foundation of the institute in Schwarzhofen, the local school
district has been very negligent, not only by paying less than
half the tuition that is due, but also by refusing to provide
the necessary firewood. Even now, no one is making an effort to obtain firewood for the 1842-43 school year.
Divested of all means, the religious institute in
Schwarzhofen can no longer provide seven cords of firewood,
the estimated amount required to heat the school which is
now divided into two classrooms. (Seven cords are insufficient as it is.) Therefore, if firewood is not provided, we cannot begin classes again.
If, despite all the orders from the royal district court, the
local school district does not comply with these orders, which
are only just and right, and provide sufficient firewood at
the proper time each year, the royal government will no
longer allow us to bear this burden either.
3. On April 12, 1842, the orphanage and kindergarten in Ingolstadt
were solemnly opened. The orphanage was the first of eighteen homes for
orphaned and neglected children in Bavaria that were staffed by Poor School
Sisters. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 197-198.
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Repeating my urgent request—which I have made so
many times during the last six years—that the royal district
court would graciously arrange for the regular delivery of
seven cords of natural firewood to the school, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
331:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
May 24, 1842
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Gift of Bonds Worth 12,000 Florin to the Motherhouse of the
Poor School Sisters in Munich from His Excellency, the Most
Reverend Archbishop
Your Excellency graciously presented to our poor motherhouse a gift of 12,000 florin [$4,800] in fixed-interest bonds
from Danube-Main Canal shares,4 for which we are deeply
grateful. In mid-January 1842, we received these bonds, together with the archdiocesan ordinariate’s directive to keep
them in a safe place and the royal instruction in the deed of
gift that no unauthorized change may be made to them.
We are inexperienced in such things, but we were informed by the authorities that the rate of exchange has fallen
during the past year and, if the bonds are not sold to the
state within the month, we will not receive even 74½ florin
4. See Document 310, pp. 72-73. In 793, Charlemagne ordered the
building of a canal to connect the Danube and Main Rivers, but the attempt was unsuccessful. Later attempts were also unsuccessful.
In 1825, King Louis I ordered that plans be drawn up for a canal of
approximately 107 miles (172 km) that would be built between Bamberg
on the Main River and Kelheim on the Danube River. A corporation was
founded in 1835 to secure the financing of the canal, and work on the
canal began in 1836. The Danube-Main Canal with 100 locks was officially opened on July 15, 1846. Due to the developing railroad system in
Bavaria, however, the canal’s volume of cargo began to decline by 1850
and its significance soon diminished. In 1950, it was finally closed.
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[$29.80] in cash for each bond with a face value of 100 florin
[$40].
Brokenhearted over this very significant loss for our
house that is already poor, the respectfully undersigned, authorized by Your Excellency, initiated the sale of these bonds
to the state through the royal district government and, if we
are given gracious consideration, we will receive 8,880 florin
[$3,552] in return.
The deed of gift, however, indicates a sum of 12,000 florin,
which was sovereignly confirmed by His Majesty [Louis I],
and this amount was transferred to us by the royal government with the instruction to invest the capital at a minimum
of four percent interest and to record it in the accounts. Moreover, according to the fourth paragraph in the deed of gift,
Your Excellency named the city fund for the poor people of
Munich as the second owner of the entire amount, which is
given as 12,000 florin.5 Therefore, I ask now what we must
do with regard to the royal government, the city fund for the
poor people of Munich, and the deed of gift so that the matter will be settled for the future.
Repeating the expression of our deep gratitude, I remain
respectfully yours,
Theresa
335:

To the Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate
and Regensburg

J!M!

Munich
June 28, 1842

Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg!
With great sadness, the respectfully undersigned presents to the royal government the enclosed manuscript describing the most recent incident with the girls who are
repeating the third level of instruction at our convent institute in Amberg.6 In her distress, Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann], the superior in Amberg, just gave me this

5.
6.

See Footnote 61, p. 72.
See Document 305, p. 57.
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letter, which was written very hurriedly and in a format not at
all proper for presentation to the royal government. Nevertheless, the original essentially serves as an accurate testimony to the entire incident.
As much as I would have preferred to have dealt with
this unpleasant matter myself, it has already gone too far.
One board member avoids everything out of fear and does
not have the courage to do anything to uphold order, while
another board member, as it came to light from earlier incidents, takes even greater liberty to exert every possible effort to bring down the institute. What consequences this
kind of behavior must have on the parents and children!
Moreover, when the children go to confession, the current substitute teacher of the third class of girls, a former
candidate who was dismissed from our institute years ago—
thus her hostile attitude—has no qualms about tearing
away from the confessional our girls who are repeating the
third class and putting the members of her class in line. It
was even worse during the last Corpus Christi procession
when she publicly reviled the sisters in front of the children
and everyone else who was present.
Therefore, I submit my petition that the royal government will not hold it against me if I ask whether the kingdom of darkness can exercise greater power or take such
liberties anywhere else, or whether, under such circumstances, the education and character formation of the young
people entrusted to us can achieve anything? It would be
enough for anyone to lose courage and joy in his or her calling, to say nothing of the poor, abandoned School Sisters.
If the royal government does not graciously intervene
now while there is still time, what status will we have if and
when the elementary classes in Amberg are entrusted to us?
In closing, I ask that the royal government would graciously allow the annual examination to be held in our institute building again this year, just as it was last year.7
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
7. See Document 202 in Letters, Vol. 1, 191-193.
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Motherhouse in Munich
July 16, 1842
Receipt

Twenty-four Louis Canal bonds8 were given to the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters by Archbishop Lothair
Anselm [von Gebsattel] and cashed by the Royal Bavarian
Central State Treasury at seventy-four and one-half percent
for the sum of 8,940 florin (eight thousand nine hundred
forty gulden) [$3,576], together with an additional 240 florin
(two hundred forty gulden) [$96] as interest which was due
on December 15, 1841. This amount was received in cash,
which is confirmed here by our seal and signature.
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
347:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich

J!M!
Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!

Munich
August 15, 1842

Request for Permission to Receive Candidates of the Poor
School Sisters
The respectfully undersigned submits her request for
permission to receive the following candidates who have
reached the prescribed age and satisfactorily completed
their time of probation in the candidature: (1) Katherine
Tripps, born June 21, 1824, (2) Theresa Hadaller, born June
22, 1824, (3) Josepha Friess, born August 21, 1824, 4)
Maria Forstner, born December 8, 1822, (5) Maria Holzmann, born June 15, 1819, (6) Katherine Hunger, born April

8.

See Footnote 4, p. 79. The Danube-Main Canal was also known as the Louis
Canal or the Old Canal.
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(9, 1815, (7) Barbara Probst, born December 15, 1822,(8)
Katherine Daeger,9 (9) Elizabeth Bauer, born December 16,
1822, (10) Clara Brauneis, born April 18, 1817, (11) Katherine Behrstorfer, (12) Magdalena Manhart, born December
6, 1822, and (13) Amalia Stockinger, born July 6, 1819.
Their baptismal certificates are enclosed.10
Repeating the above petition, I remain respectfully
yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
348:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
August 15, 1842

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
The following novices of the Poor School Sisters have
now completed the time of their novitiate:
1. Perpetua Merxmüller, born on January 15, 18[21],11
and received on September 21, 1841
2. Anselma Knittlmeier, born on July 4, 1815, and received on September 21, 1841
3. Dominica Feiler, born on April 18, 1821, and received on October 28, 1839
4. Gabriela Eder, born on April 3, 1821, and received
on October 28, 1839
5. Stanislaus Zeiler, born on October 13, 1821, and received on October 15, 1840
6. Salesia Stauber, born on November 4, 1821, and received on October 28, 1839
During this time, they proved their good will in striving

9. The birthdates for Katherine Daeger and Katherine Behrstorfer were
not given in the copy of this letter prepared for the beatification process.
10. These candidates were received in the Au Suburb of Munich on
September 8, 1842.
11. Although the year is given as 1822 on the copy prepared for the
beatification process, Document 279, pp. 44-45, gives the year as 1821.
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for perfection and, therefore, the respectfully undersigned
supports their petition for Your Excellency’s permission to
profess their vows for three years.
The first four novices have already reached the legally
prescribed age, and the last two will do so soon. We are including them in this request now so that you will not be burdened soon with another letter.
In deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
354:

To the Royal Commission of the Teachers Seminar
Bamberg
Munich
August 25, 1842
J!M!

Royal Commission of the Teachers Seminar!
Introduction of Poor School Sisters at the Institute for Deaf
Children in Bamberg
It is an honor to reply to the esteemed letter of the royal
commission regarding the above that we Poor School Sisters
would accept the offer with heartfelt joy, but we do not send
one sister alone. We always send at least two sisters and, even
if they would live very poorly, it would probably be too difficult
for the newly founded institute for deaf children to support
two sisters who would most likely not have enough to do.
Furthermore, all our sisters who are available for this
year have already been promised and assigned to missions
that were initiated long ago and will be opened this fall.
If, at a later time, the esteemed commission would be
pleased to call the sisters to care for the poor deaf children
or the neglected orphans, whom the sisters would accept
with motherly love, the respectfully undersigned asks to be
notified early enough so that there will be sufficient time for
careful consideration of the request.12
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
12. Sisters were never sent to Bamberg.
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To the Royal Civil Building Commission of
Upper Bavaria

Au Suburb
August 31, 1842

Royal Civil Building Commission of Upper Bavaria!
Construction of the Poor School Sisters’ Motherhouse by St.
James: Building a Few Small Rooms in the Attic
As you know, when the original plan for the building of our
motherhouse was changed, we had to give up one-half of the
cells.13 Since it is hard for us to do without these, we submit our
petition for permission to arrange some cells under the roof as
shown in the enclosed plans.
Since all the legal measures have been taken and, due to its
height, the attic in the old building is very suitable for these
cells, we hope that this petition will be graciously granted.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
357:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich

Au Suburb
August 31, 1842

J!M!
Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Building of the Poor School Sisters’ Motherhouse by St.
James on the Anger
The respectfully undersigned is honored to reply as follows to the royal government resolution of August 24, 1842,
with regard to the above.
Immediately after the former Poor Clare Convent by St.
James Church on the Anger — that is, the building accom-

13. See Document 243, pp.4-7.
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modating the institute for the employment of poor persons—
was handed over to the Poor School Sisters last fall, the respectfully undersigned submitted her petition that St. James
Church would also be incorporated into the motherhouse of
the Poor School Sisters because the church is just as indispensable for us as it was for the former Poor Clare Convent.14
No resolution in this regard was ever passed, however.
The officiator at St. James Church [Philip Offenbach]
stated that, unless he receives royal directives, he cannot
allow a single stone in the church to be changed, and that he
had presented his thoughts on the subject to the archdiocesan ordinariate.
We are not blaming the officiator for his complaint, but
we venture to submit our statement (1) that we have not
made any changes in the church, (2) that we have not inter fered in his ecclesial rights in the least, (3) that all construction work on the motherhouse was done with royal
approval, and (4) that, using every means at our disposal in
every possible manner, we sincerely tried to prevent the addition to the church, but the royal building commission decided otherwise.15
It is as clear as day how indispensable the incorporation
of St. James Church is to the future motherhouse. Without
the church, the entire, expensive building would be to no
avail. Where could we hold services and do our religious exercises—the soul of our order—if the chapel behind the high
altar would not be set aside and closed off for us? Where could
we accommodate our candidates if the oratories may not be
adapted for this purpose and furnished in the way we recently
submitted in a special petition to the royal government?16
Incorporating the church into the motherhouse would
14. See Document 286 pp. 49-50.
15. According to Document 342, which can be found in the beatification collection, an addition which connected the former Poor Clare Convent with St. James Church also blocked all light from a large section of
the church, one of the upper oratories, and the choir loft and thus made
half the church unusable.
16. The oratories were located above the two side aisles in the nave
of the church. A document with this petition was not included in the beatification collection.
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dissipate every complaint and prevent all the friction that
began before we moved there and that will continue. As
soon as St. James Church is incorporated into the motherhouse, we will do all in our power to put everything into the
best order, both for us and for the general public. Then
surely everyone will be satisfied.
We renew our petition, therefore, that St. James Church on
the Anger be incorporated, with full rights, into the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters. We will also accept the
burden of maintaining the building and conscientiously
have Masses said in accordance with any obligations devolving from Mass foundations.
Unity is conceivable only if the respective convent confessor in the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters is in
charge of the services held at St. James Church and if another of the beneficiaries there is appointed our extraordinary confessor in accordance with the precept of the Catholic
Church and the incontestable need of the order.17
At the same time, the support of the motherhouse confessors would be lovingly provided for and assured. Otherwise, the motherhouse would be unable to do this because it
has no means at its disposal. Without this favor, which is
now respectfully requested from the royal government and
the archdiocesan ordinariate, we could no longer exist.
When the motherhouse was established here, the incorporation of St. James Church was the universally expressed
and declared royal intent. This incorporation was also the
precise reason why this building was chosen for the motherhouse and why St. James Church was not set aside as a
parish church.18
In closing, we also submit our petition that the church
under consideration be handed over to us in good structural
condition.
In deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
17. An ordinary confessor was appointed by the bishop for each convent in the diocese to administer the sacrament of Penance to the sisters
living there. An extraordinary confessor was appointed to administer the
sacrament four times a year during Ember days.
18. See Footnote 46, pp. 25.
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To Bishop Valentine von Riedel
Regensburg
J!M!

Munich
September 19, 1842

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Introduction of the Poor School Sisters in Pleystein
The respectfully undersigned was requested by the royal
district court in Vohenstrauss to state when we will move
into the building in Pleystein and open the institute there.19
Before this question can be answered, however, a significant detail needs to be settled. Some time ago, Fr. [Joseph]
Lehner himself requested permission to build over an isolated side street an archway which would provide the sisters with a very suitable passage directly connecting the
institute building with the parish church.
Due to the empty, contrived objections of one single individual to whom, as everyone knows, the entire institute is
repugnant, the request was dismissed. Fr. Lehner then requested permission to build an underground passage to the
church. Since distinguished persons, who are zealous for
the things of God, encouraged me to repeat my earlier request for the archway.20 I now respectfully submit my petition for Your Excellency’s gracious assistance in this matter.
This archway, which will harm no one, will benefit the sisters. since the observance of enclosure is and always will be
God’s seal for women religious. With each day, enclosure
appears to be increasingly necessary for our isolated young
sisters on the missions—cast out into the world, as it were—
if they are to be kept from becoming completely secuarized,
as experience has taught me.

19. Fr. Joseph Lehner wanted to leave to Pleystein, his place of birth,
“a worthy memorial in the spirit of Bishop Wittmann,” who was also a
native of Pleystein. He used his property, which included a sizeable inheritance, to purchase a building that would serve as a convent school for
girls in Pleystein. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 52.
20. A copy of this initial request was not included in the beatification
collection.
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Moreover, in their frequent concerns and hardships on
the missions, the sisters, unseen by others, should be able to
take refuge with the Most Blessed Sacrament and obtain counsel, help, and strength as often as love urges them to do so, by
day or night. This is our greatest consolation in the mission
recently opened in Hahnbach,21 but when an institute building is separated from the church, it is impossible.
Finally, this petition is submitted in consideration of the one
in whose memory this institute is being founded, that is, the
deceased Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann, who, if
he were still living, would certainly help us with his whole
being. In all his Christian teaching, he so movingly and unforgettably admonished us to keep the enclosure.
Until this very important point is settled, I cannot give a
decisive reply and the mission under discussion cannot be
opened. Therefore, we earnestly plead for your pastoral consideration and gracious handling of our request.22 We hope
21. John Baptist Kotz (1800-72), a native of Hahnbach, was ordained
in 1824. From 1834 until 1845, he taught theology at the Royal Lyceum
in Amberg. Enlisting the help of other priests who were also born in
Hahnbach, Professor Kotz purchased land in 1840 in order to build a convent school for girls in Hahnbach and entrust it to the Poor School Sisters.
On August 28, 1842, a mission was opened in Hahnbach and staffed by
Sisters M. Vincentia Bauer and M. Maximiliana Gregor. See Mai, Selige
Theresia, 51, and Document 355 which can be found in the beatification
collection.
22. In a letter of September 27, 1842, Melchior von Diepenbrock
(1798-1853), Vicar-General of the diocese of Regensburg (1842-44), informed Mother Theresa of the statement by the royal government of the
Upper Palatinate and Regensburg that, in most cases, the observance of
strict enclosure (as proposed in Pleystein) would be an insurmountable
obstacle to the expansion of the congregation. According to Spirit of
the Constitutions by Fr. Job, strict enclosure was not required and, if there
was no chapel in the institute, the sisters were expected to attend services in the parish church.
The diocesan ordinariate, however, stated that the sisters did not
profess their vows according to the Spirit of the Constitutions, which was
not approved by the Holy See, but according to the Notre Dame Rule,
which required strict enclosure. Strict enclosure “appeared to be absolutely necessary for the isolated sisters sent out in twos in order to prevent time-consuming visits with other women, to safeguard the sisters
from men’s wanton and unrefined teasing, and to prevent the complete
secularization of the sisters’ religious spirit.” See Copia Publica, 3751- 53.
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that the same consolation, which was granted to us by our
deceased Bishop [Francis Xavier] von Schwäbl at the mission in Reisbach will also be granted to us in Pleystein.
In deepest respect,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
380:

To a Pastor
Eisenstein in the Bohemian Forest
[After November 9, 1842]
J!M!

Esteemed and Honorable Reverend Pastor!
First of all, I must apologize that, due to my lengthy absence from the motherhouse, my response to your esteemed
letter was delayed so long. Until today, I was traveling for
the purpose of establishing mission houses.
When I read your letter of November 9, I was deeply
moved by your ardent zeal for souls and your sincere interest in both our poor order and the work in which the hand
of God is unmistakable. Would to God that we could immediately offer you a helping hand!
There is no doubt that our good King Louis, the father of
our country, would gladly allow us to send you a few sisters,
but our new motherhouse in Munich is still not finished, and
it will take a few more years before, with God’s help, we can
send fully qualified sisters to open a mission in Eisenstein.23
Since our generation requires great caution, it would be far
too risky to open a mission with candidates. We could put
forth great effort and, in the end, reap only disappointment.
This attempt can be more successful later.
If only it would be just as easy to obtain the approval of
your imperial and royal government!24

23. Eisenstein in the Bohemian Forest (now Železná Ruda in the
Czech Republic) was located in the Austrian Empire and directly across
the border from Bavaria.
24. The Church was not allowed to have any control over schools in
the Austrian Empire until the Austrian Concordat between the Holy See
and the Austrian Empire was signed in 1855.
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According to our Spirit of the Constitutions, we have, in
addition to the three ordinary religious vows, a fourth vow—
to dedicate ourselves to the education and Christian formation of girls and young women. We wear a religious habit,
establish mission houses with a small number of sisters,
and, when necessary, go in twos and threes to small places.
We always have enclosure, and we are satisfied if our income is barely enough to survive.
Our method of education is the same as that which is
currently used in almost all of Bavaria and follows the most
reliable pedagogical principles. When teaching reading, we
use the phonetic method. With regard to the curriculum,
we always adjust to the current sovereign laws regarding
education.
If your devout wish should become a reality, could you
kindly acquaint us with the methods and curriculum prescribed in Austria so that our sisters could also review them?
With the sincere hope that God will bless your steps,25 I
remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
387:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
December 21, 1842

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Adaptation of St. James Church for the Motherhouse of the
Poor School Sisters
Once again—hopefully for the last time—the respectfully undersigned must submit to the royal government her
request regarding the transfer of the choir loft in St. James
Church on the Anger.
This choir loft is now situated directly above the high
altar, and the musicians cannot see the celebrants at the
25.

Sisters were never sent to Eisenstein.
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altar. It is very inappropriate and contrary to all reverence
for a church to have the choir loft situated there because the
musicians must stand directly above the Blessed Sacrament.
In order to reach this choir loft in the future, the musicians
will have to walk through the convent and all its personnel,
a deplorable situation that is contrary to all convent discipline and may not be allowed.
After the architect examined the space, he stated that
there is no room anywhere to build a stairway. According to
the enclosed inspector’s report, the choir loft was built in the
wrong place and the only solution is to move it to the back
of the church.
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition for permission (1) to build the choir loft according to
the enclosed plan and (2) to withdraw from the royally approved reserve fund26 the required amount which, according
to the enclosed estimate, will be 932 florin, 51 kreuzer
[$373.14].
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
1469: To the Royal Bavarian Cabinet Treasury
J!M!

[December 1842]27

Royal Bavarian Cabinet Treasury!
Complying with the request made by the royal cabinet
treasury, the respectfully undersigned submits her response
regarding the candidate, Johanna Meierhofer, who has completed the studies required for a teacher. With the help of
God, she will be able to reach her goal after one year of sec26. According to President Hörmann’s letter of July 1, 1841, the approved maximum sum of 96,000 florin ($38,400) included a reserve building fund of 15,157 florin, 17 kreuzer ($6,062.91), which could be used only
for unforeseen needs in the renovation of the motherhouse. (Typescript,
Generalate)
27. The date of this letter was determined by Document 390, dated
January 3, 1843, which can be found in the beatification collection.
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ular probation in the candidature, followed by one year of
spiritual probation in the novitiate.
Since she brought no money from home, Johanna will
need 200 florin [$80] for board for two years and 150 florin
[$60] for clothing, bedding, books, and similar needs, therefore, 350 florin [$140] in all.
In order to be accepted as a candidate into the religious
institute of the Poor School Sisters, the young woman must
be in good health, be of legitimate birth of respectable parents, and have a good reputation.
She must be between the ages of fifteen and twenty-four.
If she is between fifteen and eighteen, she will be prepared
for teaching in both theory and practice. A postulant who is
over eighteen is required to have completed the required
studies for teaching, and a postulant who is twenty-four is
required to have passed the final legal teaching examination. In
any case, this examination must be passed before profession.
Girls who come between the ages of twelve and fifteen
will join the boarders. A list of requirements for the boarders is respectfully enclosed.
The young woman also needs the necessary textbooks
and school materials for writing, drawing, needlework, and
music, in addition to her bed, linens, clothing, and so forth.
The annual fee for board is 100 florin [$40], which is
payable in advance every six months. This amount does not
cover additional expenses due to illness or any other expenses for personal needs, and she must pay for these until
profession. If a young woman has already completed the required studies for teaching and is of the legally prescribed
age, and if she can reach her goal after one year of secular
probation and one year of spiritual probation, the cost of her
board for two years is 200 florin [$80]. She will also need an
additional 150 florin [$60] for her other needs.
The young woman must have promising talent, a cheerful disposition, motherly love for children, gentleness, and a
spirit of adventure. Her whole outward appearance must
harmonize with these qualities.
She may not take this step out of necessity or force or for
the sake of being cared for in earthly things because then
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she will not persevere. She must have the pure intention of
serving God, especially in the little ones.
She must be resolved to go to the mission houses where
obedience calls her.
She may not have worn another religious habit.
She must acquire the necessary certificates and then
present herself in person at the motherhouse in order to test
her vocation.
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
February 3, 1843
J!M!

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Adaptation of St. James Church on the Anger by the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters: Transfer of the Choir Loft
On December 21, 1842, the respectfully undersigned
submitted her request regarding the above, together with a
plan showing how it could be carried out,1 but we still have
not received a resolution from the royal government.
This would be the most suitable time to make a structural change inside the church for, if it would be done later,
great conflicts and much grumbling about the services
would arise. The holy season of Lent is approaching, when
the Stations of the Cross, Easter confessions, and so forth
are scheduled to take place in St. James Church. During
this extended period of time, no structural changes can be
made in the church, and the completion of the entire building will be held up even more.
Therefore, we submit our request that the royal government would please handle the above petition.
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus

1.

See Document 387, pp. 91-92.
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401:

To King Louis I
Mission Convent in the Au Suburb
February 4, 1843
J!M!

Most Illustrious Monarch!
Most Gracious Majesty, King and Lord!
Royally Approved Sum for the Construction of the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
By virtue of a royal cabinet precept of June 28, 1841, the
sum of 96,000 florin [$38,400] was royally approved for the
construction of the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
by St. James Church on the Anger. This sum, which includes the reserve fund,2 was to cover the cost of the entire
building project.
The administrators of the royal educational foundation—to whom we were directed by the royal government—
indicated to the respectfully undersigned, however, that
they were informed only about the 66,000 florin [$26,400]
which are being raised from the Catholic Church funds.3
However, 88,765 florin [$35,506] have already been royally approved to cover the cost of building the motherhouse,
which will be finished by the end of March 1843. In accordance with a legal agreement, the laborers will then be entitled to demand their money from the superior of the Poor
School Sisters. Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her request that Your Royal Majesty would graciously
transfer to us the difference between the 66,000 florin mentioned above and the royally approved sum.
In deepest respect, I remain,
M. Th. of Jesus

2.
3.

See Footnote 26, p. 92.
See Footnote 36, p. 19.
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To Professor John Baptist Kotz
Amberg (Excerpt)
J!M!
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Munich
March 17, 1843

Esteemed Reverend Professor!4
. . . May God reward you for your kind and consoling
news about the school in Hahnbach! May God have mercy
on us! It is going much too well for the sisters there; your
pastoral kindness is too great.
I think we should definitely wait until after the examination before, with God’s help, we open the kindergarten.
On the first days, the dear little children’s crying, screaming, and noisemaking are very loud until they get used to
not having their mothers or home environment and find a
new way of life in their strange surroundings. After the examination is over, all the sisters will be free to help organize the institute, and, during the summer, they can also be
involved with the children.
We will be content with your kind offer of 60 florin [$24]
and will not ask the parents to pay supervision fees to the
institute, which will make the institute even more welcome.
Nevertheless, we cannot bind ourselves to this forever!
Trusting in God, we gladly open our hands to all good things.
Please continue to tell us very openly how things are
going in both Hahnbach and Amberg, and please continue to
support us with your devout prayer, especially the poor,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

4.

See Footnote 21, pp. 89.
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To the Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate
and Regensburg

J!M!

Munich
March 19, 1843

Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg!
Archway to Connect the Convent Institute of the Poor School
Sisters and the Local Parish Church in Pleystein
In a reply submitted to the royal government of the
Upper Palatinate on October 19, 1842, the respectfully undersigned stated that, trusting in God and in the royal government’s support for the construction of a passageway
connecting the convent institute building with the parish
church, we Poor School Sisters will conduct the school for
girls in Pleystein.5
The institute was opened on November 9, 1842. The
episcopal representative, sent to Pleystein by the diocesan
ordinariate of Regensburg, convincingly refuted the invalid
reasons presented by the local pastor—the sole origin of all
the earlier resistance—and the pastor changed his mind.
He personally signed the protocol of the opening celebration,
which included the statement that he was in complete
agreement with the construction of the connecting passageway under discussion. The signed protocol is now in the
hands of the diocesan ordinariate.
Fr. [Joseph] Lehner of Pleystein has already submitted
to the royal government a very suitable plan. Moreover, Fr.
Lehner, the founder, and not the parish, will pay for the construction. Since we also renounced a part of the meager income that was allotted to us so that God’s work, which is so
necessary in Pleystein, will be realized, the School Sisters
in Pleystein are in a very difficult position in every respect.
5. See Footnote 22, p. 89, and Document 371, which can be found in
the beatification collection. Although the royal government did not favor
the observance of strict enclosure, Mother Theresa still hoped that it
would approve the proposed archway instead of the underground passage
between the church and convent.
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(Even during the school’s opening celebration, there was discord over our income.) Nevertheless, the royal government
always spoke very highly of our institute.
The well-being of the new institute urgently and unconditionally demands, on the one hand, that the two isolated
Poor School Sisters who were sent to Pleystein6 are safeguarded against the men’s malicious insults and rough teasing and, on the other hand, that they do not become
completely secularized and lose their religious spirit, which
would have a harmful effect on the school in precisely the
same measure.
Therefore, we cherish the confident hope that a connecting passageway will be constructed as soon as possible,
which now depends solely on a favorable statement from the
royal government. The founder of the institute intends to
follow another calling7 and, after his departure, the sisters
will have no one to carry out the project.
In this consoling hope, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
420:

To Secretary Carl von Abel
Munich

Au Suburb
March 28, 1843

Noble Royal Councilor and Secretary!
Your Excellency!
We are in such urgent need that we must trouble Your
Excellency in the midst of your countless duties.
With God’s help, the construction of our motherhouse
could be finished very soon if Your Excellency would allow
us to present the enclosed petitions and kindly order that
action be taken in their regard.
6. Sisters Perpetua Merxmüller and Johanna Jochner
7. In 1843, Fr. Joseph Lehner entered the Benedictine Order in Metten, Bavaria, and was given the name Ildephonse. The connecting passage under discussion was never built, and a chapel was arranged in the
convent instead. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 52.
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Since the completion of the building depends on the royal
approval of these petitions, they are submitted once again
with a sincere apology for having taken the liberty to do so.
With deepest respect and gratitude,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister
Your Excellency, please forgive me for also venturing to
ask about the dividing wall8 that should be aligned with the
little gatehouse. Without this alignment, an ugly corner will
obstruct the main entrance to the convent.
[Enclosures]
1. Adaptation of St. James Church for the Motherhouse
of the Poor School Sisters: Moving the Choir Loft, December
21, 18429
2. Incorporation of St. James Church into the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters, January 21, 184310
3. Payment of the Royally Approved Sum for the Construction of the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters, February 4, 184311
4. Construction of a Dividing Wall along the Secondhand Shops12

8. See Document 286, pp. 49-50.
9. See Document 387, pp. 91-92.
10. See Document 357, pp. 85-87 and Document 396, which can be found
in the beatification collection.
11. See Document 401, p. 96.
12. See Document 286, pp. 49-50.
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
[Before April 16, 1843]13

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Transfer of the Choir Loft and High Altar in St. James
Church on the Anger

Two enclosures

Your Excellency will see from the respectfully enclosed
documents that the royal government approved both the
transfer of the choir loft in St. James Church14 and the placement of the high altar against the front wall, as shown in
the diagrams made by our building inspector. The royal directives also state that the work is to be carried out in accordance with these diagrams.
We believed that, by moving the main altar farther
back, the little church would have more space and beauty
and therefore would be substantially enhanced. We did not
expect any objections from the archdiocesan ordinariate
because, some time ago, the royal government communicated
to the archdiocesan ordinariate our request, together with
our reasons for asking to transfer the choir loft and so forth.
The archdiocesan ordinariate itself approved the request
and returned it to the royal government. In any case, if the
choir loft is removed, the high altar and two side altars will
also need to be moved.
If the altar may not be moved back, however, we submit
our petition for permission, when the choir loft is removed,
to dismantle and remove both the high altar and the two
side altars next to it so that they will not be completely destroyed. If the former children’s chapel is to serve from now
on as the convent chapel—which is also being requested be13. The date, April 25, 1843, is written in pencil on the copy prepared
for the beatification process. Easter fell on April 16 in 1843, and the reference to the coming feast days indicates that the letter was written before Holy Week and Easter.
14. See Documents 387, pp. 91-92, and 398, p. 95.
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cause it is the only possibility—the complete removal of the
two side altars mentioned above is absolutely necessary due
to the lack of space and the overall design of the convent.
We respectfully submit our petition that archiepiscopal
approval will be granted soon and that, in the meantime,
services may be held in the former children’s chapel behind
the church. Otherwise, the orders for work to be done within
the agreed amount of time will have to be canceled, and the
workers already hired will have to be discharged, both of
which will entail significant expense. Moreover, the entire
building project—with God’s help, now on the threshold of
being completed—will have to be suspended.
Since these various obstacles will also make it impossible to complete the renovations in time for the coming feast
days, there will be renewed grumbling and complaints by
the public.
Finally, we urgently plead that you will not take it amiss
that, in our painful situation, we, or rather our building inspector, in accordance with business procedures involving
permissions for building and funds, always applied to the
civil government first for all these structural changes. Otherwise, not knowing if the royal government would give its
approval, we would often have to trouble Your Excellency
two or three times about the same question, as was recently
the case with regard to church subsidies from the royal
treasury.
With the confident hope that we will be forgiven if we
have failed unknowingly, and requesting the gracious return of the enclosed, I remain in deepest respect,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
May 24, 1843

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters: Construction of a
Dividing Wall along the Secondhand Shops
The renovation of the motherhouse is rapidly coming to
a close, and the respectfully undersigned is eagerly awaiting
the royal government’s decision regarding the dividing wall
that was proposed to close off the secondhand shops.15 If the
wall really is to be built, now is the time to begin the work
so that the entire building project will not be held up, and we
will finally be rid of the bothersome dealers who still come
into the convent courtyard every single day to sift through
and examine their old, shabby appliances, beds, and so
forth. For many reasons, this absolutely cannot be tolerated
any longer.
Encouraged by many experts and well-disposed people,
the respectfully undersigned ventures to take this opportunity to submit to the royal government another statement
regarding the secondhand shops. These shops are not only
an architectural and commercial eyesore, but are also contrary
to the purpose of an institute which was built for the entire
land through the gracious favor of His Royal Majesty [Louis
I]. (Everyone who sees our building complains about them.)
For the following reasons, these shops are completely out of
place.
Formerly, there was a school in the present convent
building on the Anger,16 but it was moved precisely because
of the secondhand dealers’ noise, demoralizing talk, and bad
influence on the children. These circumstances will be even
more distressing and detrimental for the future convent
15. See Document 286, pp 49-50.
16. See Footnote 44, p. 24.
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school because this new school is to be a model school where
sisters will be prepared to teach the youth of our land.
If these secondhand shops remain, and the dividing wall
is built six feet away from them, the already limited space
in the convent courtyard will be extremely confining for such
a large number of people. At the same time, it will form an
awkward corner at the front entrance. The entrance gate
will have to be moved from the center because, otherwise, it
will be impossible for anyone to enter the building.
A wall will cause pollution for the secondhand dealers
because water and snow will collect behind the shops and
have no place to drain. Since anyone could hide there, this
area could also provide an opportunity for every kind of mischief.
The wall will have to be built high enough to prevent
anyone from climbing over the roofs of the shops and then
over the wall. This will make the wall very expensive for
the council for the guardianship of the poor. For about half
the cost, nine of these secondhand shops could be moved
elsewhere. Surely there would be sufficient room for them,
perhaps behind the theatre by the Isar Gate or at another
place.
If no wall is built behind these secondhand shops, the
annexes to these shops, filled with combustible material,
will be closed off by no more than a lattice fence and be
highly flammable. Anyone could throw in a match and set
them on fire.
Submitting these reasons for the royal government’s gracious consideration, the respectfully undersigned is compelled to express her ardent wish that the royal government
will have the deplorably situated secondhand shops removed
and thus place a crown on the entire work which has been
supported with both effort and wisdom on the part of the
royal government and which is now almost complete.
With this confident hope, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Au Suburb
June 28, 1843

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters: Establishment of an
Elementary School for Girls
Under God’s protection, the construction of the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters by St. James Church on the
Anger has made so much progress that it can and will now
be gradually occupied.
Since it pleased His Majesty [Louis I] to determine that
our motherhouse would be established to meet the educational needs of girls and young women,17 an elementary
school is absolutely necessary so that we will have a workplace and His Majesty’s intent can be realized. Both teaching personnel and space have been designated on a
provisional basis.
Submitting this information to the royal government, together with our petition that this concern will be graciously
handled so that we will be able to open the motherhouse in
the fullest sense, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus

17. See Footnote 51, p. 29.
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To the Royal Civil Building Commission
Munich
Au Suburb
July 25, 1843
J!M!

Royal Civil Building Commission!
Construction of the Poor School Sisters’ Motherhouse: Elevator to the Church Roof
The respectfully undersigned considers it an absolute necessity to present the enclosed plan to the royal civil building commission and to submit her request for permission to
install an elevator to the church roof in the place marked on
the plan.
Until now, many church articles, some still usable, others old and unusable, were stored in the two oratories at St.
James on the Anger. These oratories have now been renovated for convent purposes and can no longer be used for
storage,18 but the church articles could be stored in the spacious and empty church attic.
The only way to reach this loft is by climbing a staircase
that is narrow, steep, and very dangerous—even when one
is climbing empty-handed—and then by going through an
opening in the vaulted ceiling that is just as narrow as the
staircase and cannot be made wider. The masonry equipment needed to repair the roof could not be transported
there and, in case of fire, the attic could not be reached
quickly. On the other hand, there is absolutely no other
place for the large number of old church articles.
The magnificent new church across from the mission
convent in the Au Suburb has an elevator to the attic where
they keep similar things.19 Since the old roof at St. James on
the Anger has been badly damaged and must be repaired,
18. See Footnote 16, p. 86.
19. Between 1831 and 1839, the church, Maria Hilf in der Au, was
built on Mariahilfplatz in the Au Suburb to accommodate the increasing
number of parishioners. King Louis I donated 100,000 florin ($40,000)
and stained-glass windows for the large neo-Gothic church which served as
a parish church, a shrine, and a place of pilgrimage.
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the respectfully undersigned has even greater hope that her
request will be heard. Otherwise, we will not know where to
store the articles, and the church attic will be left empty and
unused.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
442:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Au Suburb
August 21, 1843
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Request for Archiepiscopal Permission to Receive Eighteen
Candidates of the Poor School Sisters in Munich
The respectfully undersigned submits her petition for
permission to receive the following candidates who have satisfactorily completed their time of probation in the candidature and have reached the prescribed age: (1) Anna Borst,
born March 25, 1822, (2) Maria Blattner, born August 6,
1820, (3) Maria Birkmeier, born June 20, 1819, (4) Theresa
Erl, born November 3, 1824, (5) Clara Grundner,born December 20, 1823, (6) Elizabeth Erlmeier, born September 14,
1821, (7) Maria Gerlsbeck, born June 2, 1824, (8) Anna Karl,
born August 6, 1814, (9) Elizabeth Karl, born February 11,
1819, (10) Anna Lachermeier, born August 12, 1819, (11) Johanna Meierhofer, born February 7,
1821, (12) Frances
Nagl, born March 27, 1825, (13) Frederica Köder, born December 1, 1821, (14) Theresa Schenk, born September 8,
1816, (15) Gertrude Schiesser, born October 1, 1823, (16)
Anna Schmettau, born December 14, 1813, (17) Frederica
Starke, born July 29, 1824, and (18) Maria Wittmann, born
July 20, 1823.
Repeating the above petition, I remain in deepest respect,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Au Suburb
August 29, 1843
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Poor School Sisters’ Response to Dr. Sepp’s Complaints
Dr. [John Nepomucene] Sepp, the respectable son of a
tanner from Tölz,20 complained about the Poor School Sisters, and especially about their superior, regarding (a) the
great delay in their opening the mission institute in Tölz21
and (b) internal affairs of our congregation.
In response to Your Excellency’s request for a very detailed and exact explanation, the respectfully undersigned
submits the following reply.
A.
To state it briefly, a suitable place for the convent mission
institute in Tölz could not be found, and there was no desire
to find a suitable place either. This was the main reason for
our great delay in opening the mission there. The files can
document that, for years, the city council in Tölz balked at
the introduction of the Poor School Sisters. It was as if, with
the coming of the Poor School Sisters, the town would be burdened with even more beggars. Finally, urged by the royal
government, the local city council offered the Seidl house (the
former pastor’s house) for the institute on the condition that
the Poor School Sisters would pay the rent. The commis20. Dr. John Nepomucene Sepp (1816-1909) was a German historian, folklorist, and politician who lived in Munich. After the sisters arrived in Tölz in 1843, Dr. Sepp sent to King Louis I a letter of complaint
about the school in Tölz and Mother Theresa’s strictness, especially with
regard to enclosure. The royal government sent a copy of Dr. Sepp’s complaint to Archbishop Gebsattel, and Mother Theresa was asked to respond. See M. Liobgid Ziegler, Mutter Theresia im Kampf um die Regel
ihres Ordens (Typescript, Generalate) 33-34.
21. On July 1, 1843, a mission was opened in Tölz and staffed by Sisters M. Bernarda Hummel, M. Monica Wenzl, and M. Anselma Knittlmeier. Tölz, now known as Bad Tölz, is located thirty-two miles (52 km)
south of Munich.
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sioners,who were ordered to inspect the site, were convinced
that this place was much too small to accommodate the children. Moreover, the city council re- fused to cover the cost of the
significant repairs needed on the building. Finally, the
building was next to a breeding station. Therefore, it is certain that, if the respectfully un dersigned had not already pronounced this place unsuitable for school or convent purposes,
Your Excellency would have done so.
Trusting in Divine Providence, we then wanted to build
an addition to the Mühlfeld Church22 but, once again,
protests were raised that the distance would be too great
and the path too dangerous for the town children, although
the country children had to walk daily along the same path
and much farther to reach the town of Tölz.
To this very day, no place would have been found if we
Poor School Sisters had not finally accepted a building offered for sale at 5,000 florin [$2,000], for which Dr. Sepp’s
father advanced the purchase price at a low rate of interest. We
have never gone into debt before, and we neither could
nor would go into debt anywhere else.
Scarcely recovered from my serious illness this year,23 I
accompanied the sisters to Tölz in order to open a convent
mission there. Despite our many requests and letters, the
people living in the house still had not moved out, the workers were still in the building, and no oratory had been set
aside in the church, even though the dean himself had long
ago designated the most convenient Quidowon Chapel for
us.24 Dr. Sepp was also greatly upset when we asked for our
own entrance into the chapel.
Therefore, I could be justly reproached for coming to Tölz
too soon and not—as Dr. Sepp complained—too late. We
also came during the school year, a time which is difficult
for both children and teachers.
22. A Marian shrine, which was also known as the Mühlfeld Church, is
located a few blocks from the parish church in the city of Bad Tölz.
23. In the spring of 1843, Mother Theresa was seriously ill and hovered between life and death for two weeks. After her recovery, she suffered painful headaches and an eye ailment for the rest of her life. See
Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 160-161.
24. A side chapel in the parish church in Tölz.
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1. We pray the Divine Office during the night. Due to our
strenuous work and very meager nourishment, this practice
causes numerous illnesses.
Dr. Sepp knows more about this than all of us here in the
house; perhaps he heard about it somehow and did not understand correctly. Would to God that we might have an occasional hour of night adoration, which, as Bishop [George
Michael] Wittmann taught us, gives more strength than several hours of sleep! Adoration is a necessity because of our
difficult profession and the times in which we live, but, as Dr.
Sepp himself says, it is impossible due to our strenuous work.
Before presenting his complaint to the royal government, he
should have thoroughly investigated the situation—which, in
any case, one would expect from such a person.
Dr. Sepp says that our food is extremely scanty. He
learned about this only through hearsay, probably from young
women who were dismissed and who, when they were with
us, were unable to indulge their delicate palates sufficiently.
We do not have a great abundance, but we do have sufficient, ordinary, healthful, and nourishing food. In comparison with Jesus’ poor food and, in accordance with the
standard given us through his teaching, it is still far too
good. Even if Dr. Sepp would supply us with the means for
better food, we Poor School Sisters would consider it against
our conscience to indulge our sense of taste. Since our income does not allow us to enjoy the pleasures of life, we rejoice at being able to follow Jesus from afar in this manner.
We are also satisfied with our state of health—thanks be to
God—for, aside from the ailments which are so common to
women everywhere today and which young women bring to the
convent when they enter, we know nothing of illness. On
the contrary, all who visit us are surprised that, with very
simple food, our young people are as healthy and robust as
Daniel and his companions were.25 They even say that our
young people look better than those in other convents.

25. See Daniel 1.
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If this deplorable condition is so disturbing, Dr. Sepp
should count how many young women have already voluntarily left us because of our food. How does it happen that
sickly young women would rather die here than be dismissed?
Therefore, it is incomprehensible what sources, reasons,
or motives caused Dr. Sepp to express such obvious falsehoods and to appear before the royal government as a prosecutor against a religious institute that is already so
maligned and persecuted, even though it has no other task
in this arduous life than to give itself for the well-being of
others.
We really do not know what to do anymore because one
person complains like this and, somehow, it involves how
much support is allocated to the teaching sisters. We are
then immediately told that, as Poor School Sisters, we must
manage with very little, often with so little - as if we could
live on air.
2. Dr. Sepp also accuses us of having dismissed several
sisters—for no reason and contrary to Canon Law—after
they worked in the convent for five years and even after they
professed their vows. The parish of Tölz, he says, can point
to a number of these individuals who are morally and spiritually among the most distinguished daughters of the market town.
Dr. Sepp may be asked to prove this because we know of
only one such individual, Anastasia Stossberger, a carpenter’s daughter from Tölz. After we had supported her with
our poor convent means and instructed her gratis, we had to
dismiss her during her novitiate because of extreme nearsightedness. Experience has shown that we were right in
doing this because now, after scarcely two years, the young
woman’s eyes are so weak that she can no longer see the
closest objects. How could we have given her a teaching position?
As long as we have been in existence, we have never dismissed a sister who has professed her vows, and we neither
could nor would do this without episcopal permission. Incidentally, since we do not have a reserve fund, it is required—if not by prudence then surely by necessity—that
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we dismiss those individuals who proved that they are unsuitable for the classroom or those who, shying away from
work in the world, seek only an easy cushion of leisure in
the convent. They would not be of service to either Church
or state.
We always need and accept many candidates and, since
we cannot predict the future with any of them, we must dismiss those who are unsuitable, which causes the screaming
which perhaps Dr. Sepp also heard. Nevertheless, we would
rather hear the screaming from outside than from within.
3. Dr. Sepp also accuses our present confessor,
[Matthias] Siegert, and the superior of the Poor School Sisters of secretly reforming the institute so that it will change
into a convent with the strictest enclosure. Already now,
there is supposedly a movement to withdraw all the mission
institutes from towns and market towns or to let them die.
There has been much talk about this, and the respectfully
undersigned must repeat her request that Dr. Sepp himself
would provide proof for this serious, defamatory accusation.
We have nothing to say about this except that painful
experience has taught us that, wherever possible, we must
endeavor to have our convent missions connected with the
churches. When our mission sisters went through the
crowds of men at the public entrance to the church, they
were tripped and poked, had obscenities shouted into their
ears, and had their veils torn from them. They were sometimes pelted with snowballs or attacked by drunkards and
other dissolute people on the streets. Malicious parents of
undisciplined children—who need to be sent to school—used
the public appearance of sisters to take them to task on the
open street, to revile them in a loud voice, and so forth.
Under such conditions, if a sister is ill, the others must walk
to church and leave her home alone or, if she becomes ill in
church, strangers must take her out in the middle of services, something which is against all order and propriety.
These and many similar circumstances distract and upset
the sisters—young people who have a tender conscience and,
as women religious, are bound by the vows and are not the
same as lay teachers. It is precisely the most capable and
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devout individuals who are kept from entering the order because of this, or who are moved to leave, saying, with good
reason, “Why have I withdrawn from the world and entered
religious life? What does it profit me to gain the whole world
here but suffer harm to my soul?”26
The diocesan ordinariate in Regensburg also recognized
the reasons stated above when it dealt with a connection between our mission institute in Pleystein and the nearby
parish church and made the statement to the royal government of the Upper Palatinate that enclosure was a great
need for the few isolated sisters who would be sent there.
Enclosure is necessary to prevent time-consuming visits, to
safeguard the sisters from men’s malicious and often crude
teasing, and to prevent their religious spirit from becoming
completely secularized.
For the same reasons, the diocesan ordinariate in Eichstätt also saw to it that the sisters in Ingolstadt27 would
have Holy Mass at the orphanage so that they could observe
enclosure and remain separated from the world.
Even if they had thought otherwise at the beginning,
priests and devout pastors have learned this through their
personal experience, are in agreement with it, and see to it
that our mission houses are connected to the churches. All
of them have testified to the respectfully undersigned that it
is undeniable that, with enclosure, the sisters pray with
greater recollection, live in greater seclusion, and work with
far more blessing in school.
Our sisters recently wrote that the dean from Tölz himself sees how necessary it is for them to be separated from
the world. That was why he personally applied to Your Excellency for the privilege of having Holy Mass in our institute building in Tölz.
If I may add a word here, we are sent for the young people in school. The school is the field which God has called us
to cultivate by teaching the little ones, inspiring them,
changing them for the better, and, through the children, having an effect on the adults. The excellence of this school is
26. See Matthew 16:26.
27. See Document 321, pp. 77-78.
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solely dependent on the sisters’ own moral perfection. God’s
blessing on the schools will subside, however, in the same
measure that the sisters’ spirit of penance and religious
spirit diminish until they become completely secularized.
Even if the Holy Spirit had not already expressed
through the Catholic Church a preference for enclosure, all
the threatening circumstances would demand it. I have already had sufficient opportunity to observe this with our sisters who are in such danger on our missions.
Enclosure not only safeguards the sisters from the circumstances mentioned above, but—given the weakness and
powerlessness of human beings and the many overpowering
dangers—also prevents scandals from quickly developing
and bringing great dishonor to God’s Holy Name and the holy
bride, the Catholic Church, and give rise to malicious remarks from seculars.
I am convinced that, if the divine seal is broken and our
sisters must step out of their seclusion, they will lose the
spiritual energy on which the well-being of our elementary
schools depends, just as an open light that is carried about
is extinguished by the wind.
Dr. Sepp does not seem to have grasped this truth, just as
he knows so little about what we, unfortunately, have already experienced. It can easily happen that the same complaint against the strictness of enclosure will be repeated
whenever visitors are not allowed to run through the convent mission in Tölz or through our motherhouse here whenever they want in order to satisfy their curiosity. The world
can say what it wants but, in order to prevent the most tragic
consequences, this cannot and may not be allowed to
happen at any time or in any place.
I have not been silent about these, my principles, and I
have tried to put them into practice, always and everywhere,
openly and fearlessly, because they originate in the nature
of things, and our experience has made them even more urgent.
Nevertheless, if these principles are pernicious reforms,
as Dr. Sepp calls them, I am willing, at any time, to lay down
the heavy burden of superior, and I urgently submit to Your
Excellency my petition to do this.
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Moreover, reality is the loudest and strongest pronunciation of judgment on Dr. Sepp’s accusation that we are attempting to close our country missions. As the shepherd
and guardian appointed for us by God, Your Excellency
knows this far better than Doctor Sepp does, whose opinion
was not requested. He now regrets his very audacious step,
thus proving himself wrong, and is trying to make up for it
by zealously helping the sisters in Tölz and making it possible for them to keep the enclosure.
Enclosure is the one thing that cannot be begrudged the
poor sisters who teach all day and all year long and who
have so much trouble with the parents. When the sisters
are not in school, enclosure allows them to live in quiet
seclusion and to fulfill their spiritual exercises for the
strengthening of their souls.
We will put aside these written complaints, as well as
the verbal insults which Dr. Sepp gave us, and we will pray
for him. At the same time, we urgently request that Your
Excellency would safeguard us from such unwarranted arrogance on the part of other individuals.
In deepest respect, I remain,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
446:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Au Suburb
August 31, 1843

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Draft of the Statutes of the Poor School Sisters
With regard to Your Excellency’s request that we present a draft of the statutes of our order, we must ask for your
forgiveness because the material construction of our motherhouse demanded all our time, and it was simply impossible for us to describe the spiritual structure.
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As far as possible in our present circumstances, we follow the Notre Dame Rule given us by our founders.28 We
have not ventured to make any changes or additions to this
holy rule because we consider it absolutely necessary for the
rule to be thoroughly tested in the new motherhouse first.
We also wanted to gather the sisters from the missions in
order to consult with them regarding their experiences,
which differ from one new house to the other, but we still
have not been able to do this since, until now, we lacked a
motherhouse.
We ask that Your Excellency would graciously grant us
more time so that we do not bind ourselves too quickly to
something from which we will have to be released later.
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus

28. The Notre Dame Rule referred to here was written by St. Peter
Fourier for the Congrégation Notre-Dame and approved by Pope Innocent
X on August 28, 1645.
Peter Fourier (1565-1640) was a Canon of St. Augustine and the pastor in Mattaincourt in Lorraine. Together with Blessed Alix Le Clerc
(1576-1622), he founded the Congrégation Notre-Dame in 1597. After
1628, the members of this congregation were also known as Canonesses of
St. Augustine in order to assure their recognition as apostolic women
religious.
In 1732, the Congrégation Notre-Dame was called to establish a convent and school in Stadtamhof, Bavaria. As a result of the Secularization,
however, this convent was dissolved in 1809, and Caroline Gerhardinger
began teaching in the school formerly taught by the members of the Congrégation Notre-Dame. When Caroline and her companions expressed an
interest in religious life, Bishop Wittmann instructed them in accordance
with the Notre Dame Rule.
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To the Royal Bavarian District Court
Dingolfing
J!M!

Munich
September 5, 1843

Royal Bavarian District Court!
Expanding the Mission Institute of the Poor School Sisters in
Reisbach
The respectfully undersigned is honored to reply as follows to the royal district court’s esteemed report regarding
the above, which was written on August 18 and received on
August 31.
There have been boarders in Reisbach ever since the convent mission was opened, and a new boarding school is not
being established now.1 Since the limited space in the institute could no longer hold the constantly increasing number of boarders, we applied for the expansion of the building
in Reisbach. Our religious institute provides both the education and character formation of girls and young women
and, therefore, wherever missions are opened, boarders are
also accepted.
Only teachers who have studied pedagogy and are
legally certified are sent to our schools, and no other royal
government has raised objections against the establishment
of boarding schools. On the contrary, these boarding schools
have been fostered everywhere because our institute has
been granted royal approval by His Majesty [Louis I].
1.

See Footnote 29, p. 52.
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Therefore, we cherish the hope that the royal government
of Lower Bavaria will not ban the already existing middleclass boarding school at our mission in Reisbach.
We respectfully enclose the conditions for the acceptance
of boarders. His Majesty has in his possession a copy of
these conditions and has already sent us several poor boarders.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
449:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
September 13, 1843

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Profession of Vows by Eight Novices of the Poor School Sisters at Their Motherhouse by St. James in Munich
The following novices of the Poor School Sisters have
now completed their year of probation in the novitiate: (1)
M. Monica Wenzl, born December 2, 1821, (2) M. Cecilia
Schmid, born August 18, 1822, (3) M. Alphonsa Holzmann,
born June 15, 1815, (4) M. Hieronyma Wittmann, born December 6, 1819, (5) M. Hilaria Hörmann, born March 1,
1815, (6) M. Corbiniana Hintermeier, born January 31,
1815, (7) M. Armella Stockinger, born July 6, 1819, (8) M.
Thecla Brauneis, born April 18, 1817, and (9) M. Aquinata
Amann, born September 22, 1822.
All these novices have reached the prescribed age. The
first four novices are prepared for elementary teaching and
have already passed the examinations prescribed by law.
Before her entrance into our religious institute, [M. Hilaria] Hörmann held a position in Munich as a royal needlework teacher. [M. Corbiniana] Hintermeier teaches music
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to our convent personnel. The other two novices will be
house sisters.2
The certificates for Cecilia Schmid and Monica Wenzl
are respectfully enclosed; those for Alphonsa Holzmann and
Hieronyma Wittmann have recently been issued by the
royal government of Upper Bavaria and show the highest
grade.
Trusting in God that all the requirements have been
met, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition that
the royal government would be pleased to grant permission
for the profession of simple vows for three years by the
novices listed above.
Respectfully yours,
M. Th.
451:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
September 15, 1843

Royal Bavarian Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Introduction of the Poor School Sisters in Freising
The respectfully undersigned is honored to reply as follows to the royal government resolution regarding the above
which was issued on August 22 and received on August 27,
1843, and to the reminder which was issued on September
7 and received September 10.
Since the respectfully undersigned did not want to give a
superficial explanation, it was necessary for her to go first
to Freising—of course, paying for the journey from our poor
resources—in order to inspect and discuss the situation at
2.
The discrepancy in numbers is found on the copy of this letter prepared for the beatification process. M. Armella Stockinger and M. Thecla Brauneis were house sisters. M. Aquinata Amann was a teacher who
passed her teaching examination in 1841.
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the site.3 In Freising, she discovered that the prayer room still
had to be arranged, a place to do the laundry had to be
built, and the small dark kitchen with an open fireplace had
to be made more serviceable. The boys’ classrooms were still
not closed off from the girls’ classrooms, a point we had discussed in detail with the appropriate authorities, who also
emphasized its necessity. Lastly, at least one of the classrooms for the youngest children is too small and cramped.
When there are similar building projects in the future, so
many things of this kind could be done at less cost and for
the greater benefit of the intended project if the royal government would send us the building plan for our examination before construction work is begun.
According to the royal resolution described above, the
royal government is proposing three teaching sisters for the
school for girls in Freising.
Without wanting to influence anyone, we venture to say
that, in its resolution of February 16, 1840, the royal government of the Upper Palatinate [sic] requested five sisters
to teach elementary subjects and needlework to a total of
317 girls in the elementary school. (Since then, nothing further has come to us about the school in Freising.)
Both the school, which we would like to conduct thoroughly to the benefit and satisfaction of all concerned, and
the respectfully undersigned’s obligation in conscience with
regard to the well-being of her sisters, demand the following
statements. Although the number of girls is somewhat
smaller now, according to the catalogue for this year, one
teacher will conduct the preparatory class with sixty-two
girls and the first section of the first class with fifty-two
girls, that is, one hundred sixteen [sic] girls in all. This
would be beyond the human capacity of one teacher and of
little benefit to the young people because the children are
still on various levels with regard to both age and knowledge. Furthermore, wherever the sisters have taught, the
number of children has always increased.
We are content with an annual stipend of 200 florin [$80]
_______________________________
3. Freising is located approximately 25 miles (40 km) northeast of
Munich.
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for each elementary and needlework teacher, and 100 florin
[$40] for the lay person who is needed to keep house for
them.
We must also stipulate that the needlework classes for
girls must also be transferred to us because, in addition to
the male elementary teacher, there is now a needlework
teacher whose pedagogical principles are such that she will
never get along with the proposed new institute. It is already obvious that this will endanger the unity of the whole
institute.
We heard that a caretaker will come to live on the
ground floor in the section of the building that is proposed
for the School Sisters. Since this is also incompatible with
our purposes, we submit our request that he would not live
there. For a small remuneration, we will take over half his
work, that is, in our school for girls.
Finally, we are now moving into our motherhouse and
we can come to conduct the school for girls in Freising at the
beginning of the 1843-44 school year only if we postpone
opening another mission. Therefore, we submit our petition
for a decision soon so that we can make the necessary
arrangements.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa
452:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
September 17, 1843

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Construction of the City Hay Scale4
It is certainly not up to us to decide whether the esteemed city council has the right to build something adja4. See Footnote 40, p. 58.
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cent to the convent wall but, in reality, all the characteristics of the institute within the wall seem to testify against it.
We first wanted to see the situation for ourselves. During the considerable number of days that we have been living here in the motherhouse, we sincerely regret that, on
the two weekdays when there is a hay market, that is, 100
days during the year, the noise and racket is so great that
we can scarcely hear each other when praying in choir in
our convent church. Since the farmers on their hay wagons
can see into our garden, our sisters cannot go there, much to
our regret. We will not even mention the fact that, with the
many hay wagons parked along the wall from the secondhand shops to Sebastian Street, no one can enter or leave
through the convent gates.
This is how the situation affects us and, in conscience,
the respectfully undersigned cannot and may not speak anything but the truth.
1. If the hay scale must be located next to our wall for
the time being, however, we submit our request that the
royal government would not take it amiss if we stipulate
that the hay scale may not tower over the garden wall, as
shown in the enclosed plan. Then no one will be able to see
into the convent yard.
2. We also request the royal government to issue an
order that, in the future, the farmers may not drive their
hay wagons right next to the church and stop there, as has
been done up to now. This is very inappropriate and very
disturbing for services in a church where the windows are so
close to the ground. It also blocks our entrance, which
causes much grumbling and complaining.
3. Finally, we ask that the entrance and exit gates to
the convent and garden remain free and unobstructed.5
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of J.

5.

The hay scale was built adjacent to the convent wall in 1850.
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To King Louis I
J!M!
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Munich
September 20, 1843

Most Illustrious Monarch!
Most Gracious Majesty, King and Lord!
Canonical Enclosure of the Poor School Sisters
Ever since our religious institute began, we lived according to the Notre Dame Rule, which was given to us by our
founders of blessed memory,6 and we professed our vows
according to this holy rule. This rule prescribes enclosure
and, ever since Your Majesty recognized our religious institute, no court has put any obstacle in our way.
One of our novices, Cecilia Schmid, will now be released
from guardianship by the royal district and municipal court
of Munich. The court is demanding that Sister Cecilia either appear in court or submit a statement from the royal
monarch that this may not be done because we observe enclosure.
The state guarantees freedom of conscience to every religious group, and we are bound in conscience to observe enclosure. If we are prevented from observing enclosure, the
foundation of our institute will crumble, and the institute
itself, only recently called to life through Your Royal Majesty’s
gracious favor, will disappear.
Therefore, we submit our petition that Your Royal
Majesty would please see to it that, in our poverty and distress, our right would be established.
In deepest respect,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

6.

See Footnote 28, p. 116.
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459:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
October 6, 1843

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Solemn Opening of the Poor School Sisters’ Motherhouse
For the last few weeks, we have been living in our motherhouse and making every possible effort to have it ready to
be opened with a church celebration.
We ardently desire to begin following our convent daily
order and carrying out our daily tasks in the new motherhouse. We have already summoned the sisters from our
mission houses for this occasion, which will never again
occur in our lifetime.
Your Excellency actually initiated the establishment of
our motherhouse here and, in God’s name, laid its first
blessed cornerstone by means of your generous legacy.7
Therefore, we submit our petition that you would grant us
the favor of personally conducting the solemn ceremony that
will open our new motherhouse.
After a preliminary sermon, we ask that Your Excellency
would offer the most Holy Sacrifice of the Mass on our new,
but still unconsecrated, high altar in St. James Church on
the Anger on October 16. We ask that you would please set
the time and decide if it will be a Solemn High Mass and if
our house will be blessed before or after the Mass.
Our reception and profession ceremonies will be held in
our convent chapel on the previous day, October 15, because,
otherwise, the celebration on October 16 would be too long
and tiring for Your Excellency.8
We have already received approval for these ceremonies
from both church and civil authorities, and we venture to
submit this information to you at this time.
7.
8.

See Footnote 56, p. 33.
Archbishop Gebsattel was 82 at the time.
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In the consoling hope that this great but undeserved
grace will be granted us, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
460:

To President Joseph von Hörmann
Munich

J!M!

Munich
October 9, 1843

Noble President of the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
Solemn Opening of the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
Thanks be to God, the motherhouse of the Poor School
Sisters by St. James Church on the Anger in Munich, which
was brought to life through the gracious favor of His Royal
Majesty [Louis I] and the careful supervision of the royal
government, has been completed to the extent that a solemn
opening can now take place.
Submitting to the royal government her petition for this
great favor, the respectfully undersigned also adds her comment that, since the school year will begin soon, the sisters
coming from our mission houses are pressed for time.
Therefore, this ceremony should take place as soon as possible.
We have already submitted the same petition to the
archbishop9 and, due to the pressing circumstances mentioned above, requested that the ceremony take place on October 16.
In deepest respect,
M. Theresa of J.

9.

See Document 459, pp. 124-125, addressed to Archbishop Gebsattel.
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Protocol

Munich
October 16, 1843
Protocol

Solemn Dedication and Opening of the
Convent and Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
by St. James on the Anger in Munich
October 16, 1843
The following were present: His Excellency, Royal Councilor of State and President [Joseph] von Hörmann; Jacob
Wifling, Royal District School Consultant and Vicar at St.
Cajetan [Munich]; Baron von Gumpenberg, Royal Government Secretary; His Excellency, the Most Reverend Lothair
Anselm [Gebsattel], Archbishop of Munich and Freising; and
Royal Canon and Msgr. George von Oettl.
In accordance with a royal cabinet resolution of October
13, 1843, Royal Councilor of State and President [Joseph]
von Hörmann, accompanied by the two individuals mentioned above, arrived for the civil opening ceremony of the
motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in St. James Convent on the Anger. They were received in the parlors adjoining the main entrance by the head of the royal police force
of Munich, the mayors of Munich and the Au Suburb,
the members of the city councils of these two cities, and the
members of the royal city school commission of Munich.
Since bad weather prevented the group from processing
through the front convent yard to the main entrance of the
church, the archbishop proceeded directly to the church at
9:00 a.m., and the president, followed by the civil officials
mentioned above, walked through the convent corridors and
into the church where they joined the procession of the
clergy. The president, accompanied by the two prominent
individuals named above, took his place in the center of the
body of the church, while the rest of the officials went to the
chairs to the left and the right that had been reserved for
them.
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The church ceremonies were then carried out according to
the enclosed program.10
After Mass, President Hörmann, accompanied by the
two prominent individuals, joined the procession of celebrants and walked to the sisters’ chapel and took his place
on the Gospel side in the sanctuary. The keys to the building were lying on a table in front of him, but they were
picked up by the archbishop’s assistant so that the archbishop could later give the keys to the enclosure to the superior.
After the close of these ceremonies, the procession returned in the same order to the church for the blessing ceremony. The archbishop was immediately followed by
President Hörmann, all the officials, and all the prominent
individuals.
After the closing ritual, the entire group processed in the
same order to the convent community room for the civil
opening and inauguration of the convent.
This ceremony included the enclosed address by the
royal president,11 during which an excerpt from the royal
cabinet resolution of June 28, 1841,12 was read aloud at the
appropriate place by Royal Secretary Baron von Gumpenberg. The keys to the building were then given to the superior, and the ceremony concluded with the introduction of
the superior to the royal officials.
10. A copy of this program was not included in the beatification collection. After the opening prayer and hymn, Fr. Siegert preached a sermon on the purpose of religious life in general and the origin and purpose
of the Poor School Sisters in particular. This sermon was followed by the
celebration of Mass, during which all the sisters received Holy Communion. See Schindlbeck, Vom Orden, 166.
The remainder of the program is described in the protocol.
11. A copy of President Hörmann’s address was not included in the
beatification collection. His address included a review of the history of the
Poor Clare Convent in Munich, the origins and purpose of the Poor School
Sisters, and the transfer of their motherhouse to Munich. President Hörmann referred to Mother Theresa in particular as the person most responsible for carrying out the founders’ plans and bringing them to
fruition. See Schindlbeck, Vom Ordern, 166-169.
12. See Footnote 51, p. 29.
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The entire celebration ended with the singing of an appropriate song by several candidates and boarders. The assembly then dispersed.
This protocol of the event was written and then signed
by the superior of the convent and all those present who
were listed above.
Lothair Anselm [von Gebsattel]
Archbishop
Canon [George von] Oettl
[Joseph] von Hörmann
[Jacob] Wifling
[Baron von] Gumpenberg
Royal Inaugural Commission
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
462:

To President Joseph von Hörmann

J!M!

Munich
October 23, 1843

Noble President of the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
The respectfully undersigned feels deeply obliged to express her profound gratitude for the great undeserved favor
of taking a genuinely fatherly interest in advancing God’s
cause, which Your Excellency granted to the respectfully undersigned during the entire time our motherhouse was being
renovated and at its solemn opening in particular. In our
poverty, we will never forget such loving kindness. If our
human hearts are so moved by this kindness, how greatly
will the heart of God be moved and delighted! How could
God ever forget this or not reward with infinite mercy what
has been done for the honor and glory of God’s holy name
and for the salvation of the immortal souls of so many children? We will bring this intention to God in our daily
prayer.
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Finally, the respectfully undersigned ventures to present
to Your Excellency our great concern regarding the elementary school that is to be established in our motherhouse.13 It has
been said that this could hardly materialize before
Easter. Alas, what will become of our young people if we cannot occupy them until Easter because we do not have a workplace for them for such a long time? We greatly fear that the
good attitude on the part of the people will change if we do
not forge the iron when it is hot and if the general public is
disappointed in its expectations when they see that the opening of the school is being put off day after day.
We ask that Your Excellency would graciously consider
our vital question and bring it to a happy resolution, just as
you have done many times already. With deep respect, we
plead for this because, otherwise, we will not be able to open
any missions for two more years.14
In the consoling hope that our petition will be graciously
heard and approved—for which we will be deeply grateful—
I remain in deepest respect,
M. Theresa of Jesus
463:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
October 24, 1843

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Uniting St. James Church on the Anger with the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich

One Enclosure

We received the respectfully enclosed copy of the resolu-

13. See Document 430, pp. 105.
14. Through a royal cabinet resolution of October 27, 1843, King
Louis I ordered “the closure of the inconveniently located and poorly attended school in the Isar Suburb and, within two weeks at the most, the
opening of a new school for girls in the motherhouse of the Poor
School Sisters on the Anger.” See Glink, Vita I, 32.
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tion from the royal government of Upper Bavaria.15
We now submit our petition that Your Excellency would
graciously grant that our present regular confessor
[Matthias Siegert] would be in charge of what is now the
Convent Church of St. James—as proposed from the beginning. Without this appointment, the purpose of uniting the
church with the convent would remain unfulfilled because,
with this church building, we would not acquire the least
spiritual advantage but only a burden instead.
In the confident hope that our petition will be granted, I
remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
464:

To the Royal Bavarian Post Office

J!M!

Munich
October 24, 1843

Royal Bavarian Central Post Office!
The respectfully undersigned hereby informs the royal
post office that the sisters who were called from the mission
convents to Munich for the solemn opening of the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters must now return to their
missions.
Although we did not want to burden the royal express
coach with their journey here, we must submit our petition
to make use of the royally approved favor of using the express coach without charge for the return journey. For this

15. On October 4, 1843, the archdiocesan ordinariate consented to
uniting St. James Church with the motherhouse. By virtue of a royal
government resolution of October 17, 1843, St. James Church, together
with its assets which included Mass foundations, church and sacristy articles, votive offerings, and proceeds from the collection box, would be
transferred to the administration of the Poor School Sisters as of November 2, 1843. In order to cover expenses, the sisters were promised an
annual subsidy of 800 florin ($320) and the use of church income, but the
church itself remained the property of the state. See Schindlbeck, Vom
Orden, 24, and Document 470, which can be found in the beatification
collection.
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reason, their travel certificates are respectfully enclosed.
The respectfully undersigned scheduled the times in accordance with prevailing circumstances, and submits her petition for your kind forbearance this time because a special
occasion with a gathering of this kind will scarcely be repeated.
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of J.
493:

To Fr. John Baptist Fuchs
Spalt
J!M!

[After October 16, 1843]

Very Reverend Pastor!
By refusing to permit our dear sisters to come here for an
event which will never recur and which would have greatly
benefited their piety,16 you were more hard-hearted than
ever. I obtained the bishop’s permission long ago17 and, because the Poor School Sisters work so hard all year, no pastor at any of our other missions hesitated to allow them to
make this journey.
Circumstances require that, in place of Sister Petra
[Heckl], I send another sister to Spalt, namely, Sister Monica [Wenzl], a good-hearted soul. Wherever she has been,
her work in school has been blessed by God, and this is also
my hope for the school in Spalt. I must ask only that you
would show her your kind forbearance at the beginning and
let her work alone in school because, otherwise, she could
be easily intimidated. Incidentally, she is very acquiescent and
penitent.
As soon as I can leave here, I will travel to Spalt in order
to discuss further details with you in person. Until then, I
ask for your patience.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister
16. The solemn opening of the motherhouse on October 16, 1843
17. Bishop Reisach
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466:

To the Royal City School Commission
Amberg
J!M!

Munich
October 26, 1843

Royal City School Commission!
The Poor School Sisters’ Acceptance of Girls Repeating the
Third Level of Instruction in Amberg
The respectfully undersigned is honored to respond by
return mail to the esteemed communication regarding the
above from the royal city school commission which was written on October 5 and received on October 24, 1843.
1. The royal city school commission is inquiring
“whether the Poor School Sisters would teach the twentyseven girls who are repeating the third elementary level of
instruction in Amberg if the parents of these girls specifically desire this and prefer not to have their children repeat
the third class with lay teachers.”
The same situation occurred in 1841-42,18 with the result that, throughout the school year, from beginning to end,
the children came to the Poor School Sisters and left again,
whenever and as often as they liked, precisely because it
was left up to the arbitrariness of both the children and their
parents. It became very clear that, with this capriciousness,
the way was opened to a lack of all restraint on the part of
the children and their parents, which annulled the authority and effectiveness of the teaching sister and undermined all
discipline and character formation—to say nothing of instruction and many other things. Under such conditions,
we cannot agree to the above request again this year. With
its proper sense of justice, the royal school commission will
also understand our reasons.
2. It will be even more impossible for us to agree with
this request if, in accordance with the royal school commis18. See Documents 305, pp. 57, and 335, pp. 80-81.
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sion’s proposal, the girls who are repeating the third level
are mixed with the girls in our secondary school. In our
opinion, the latter is still a secondary school, and the girls
who attend this school must achieve what is expected of
them at this level. The girls who would repeat the third
level and would be given separate report cards at the end of
the year would still be studying on an elementary level, however, which is obviously a contradiction in itself.
Even if we would agree, and even if those parents from
the upper class in Amberg, who intend to keep their children separate from the other children precisely through attendance at the boarding school for girls, would also agree,
such a proposed mixture could not lead to the desired outcome. If the girls who are repeating the third level are
added to the girls, ages seven to fifteen, who are currently
registered at the institute,19 it would result in having four or
five different class levels.
Moreover, as it was proposed and can be expected, two
different kinds of textbooks would be needed since the girls
repeating the third level would naturally bring along their
ordinary elementary textbooks because, in their last year of
school, their parents could hardly provide them with textbooks for secondary school subjects. This would result in a
state of confusion from which scarcely anyone would emerge
without disgrace and which would not redound to the glory
of God. As much as we would like to acquiesce to the expressed wish of the royal school commission, if these girls
repeating the third level have as little preparation as the
former ones had, a level of instruction that is higher than
that of the third elementary level may not and cannot be expected of them.
3. With such an awkward situation, it is clear that, if
girls are admitted to the secondary school regardless of age
or achievement, if they do not have thorough knowledge of
elementary subjects, if they may come and go as they please,
19. In addition to the secondary school for girls, the institute in Amberg included a small boarding school for children who were taught either elementary or secondary subjects.
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and if they have so much to learn but do not want to study,
Amberg can never expect to have a secondary school for
girls.
Only girls who have successfully completed the third
level and rank in the upper third of the class are admitted
to other secondary schools with a definite curriculum, and,
in accordance with school laws that are consistently followed, they study there for two or three years. There has
never been such a secondary school in Amberg, and there
probably never will be. In spite of all the teachers’ good will
and diligence up to now, it has been impossible to achieve
the intended purpose at the school in Amberg.
After all the previous incidents, we are nevertheless willing to help the royal school commission out of its well-known
predicament. Therefore, we will not refuse to teach the girls
repeating the third class, but only under the expressed
condition that these girls are officially entrusted to us as repeaters and are obligated to attend school. If this is the
case, we will send a teaching sister for this class.
If we send a sister for this class, however, the secondary
school for girls must close, because the royal school commission did not inform us of this request earlier and we do
not have a second sister to send. Since the earlier incidents
give us good reason to be apprehensive, we must also ask
for royal approval from the royal government.
Awaiting the gracious decision of the royal school commission because the further organization of the whole depends on it, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
October 27, 1843

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Fire Insurance Premiums for the Poor School Sisters’ Convent Buildings
The city council of Munich demanded that the respectfully undersigned pay 28 florin, 50 kreuzer [$11.53] to cover
the cost of fire insurance on the former Poor Clare Convent
building for the years 1841 through 1843.
We are well aware that the transfer of the building included the obligation to cover the expenses connected with
it. Nevertheless, the building under discussion was still in
ruins during the years 1841 and 1842 and, with the exception of the four main walls in one small section, it needed to
be completely rebuilt. Since the building still cannot be
reappraised, we venture to appeal for mercy and to submit
our petition that the royal government would graciously see
to it that the fire insurance premium is reduced. Every beginning is difficult, and it is especially difficult for us who
have no foundation fund.
With this confident hope, I remain in deepest respect,
M. Ther. of J.
471:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich

J!M!
Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)

Munich
November 6, 1843

Establishment of an Elementary School for Girls at the
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
Three enclosures
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From the respectfully enclosed copy of the letter from the
royal city school commission to the respectfully undersigned,
it is clear that the royal city school commission is intent
upon placing the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in
Munich in a subordinate position comparable to that of
every individual lay teacher who is employed by the city
school commission.
Our motherhouse has now been opened and declared independent. No young woman can become a member of the
religious institute of the Poor School Sisters without first
passing her legal teaching examination. Since the order
stands as guarantor for each of its members, the sisters are
not like individual lay teachers, each one on her own. If this
were not the case, every outside influence would have a
harmful effect on the entire institute’s interior structure.
It also appears inherently contrary to all order if, after
the royal government has given its royal approval and approbation to our teaching sisters, every single sister—as was
verbally insinuated—must present to the royal city school
commission a very detailed proof of her previous background
so that an examination of her teaching ability and a subsequent report can be made before she takes up her teaching
position.
Therefore, we earnestly plead that the royal government
will keep us under its royal protection and kindly give directives concerning this matter to the royal city school commission.
Since the present case is of vital concern to us, and in
the consoling hope that our plea will be heard, we also venture to do as we have always done and report that the following sisters are qualified for the five elementary teaching
positions: M. Caroline Friess, M. Willibalda Nagl, M. Arsenia Röder, M. Eusebia Starke, and M. Petra Foreria
Schiesser. The certificates for three of these teachers are
enclosed. The other two teachers passed with the highest
qualifying grade the legal examinations given by the royal
government in 1842-43.
M. Hilaria Hörmann and M. Alberta Götzfried will fill
the two needlework teaching positions.
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We have also given this list of personnel to the royal city
school commission, together with the statement that we appealed to the royal government regarding our position,
which is contrary to that of the city school commission,20 and
that we are waiting for further directives.21
Repeating our urgent plea, I remain in deepest respect,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
472:

To the Royal City School Commission
Munich
J!M!

Munich
November 7, 1843

Royal City School Commission!
Establishment of an Elementary School for Girls at the
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
The respectfully undersigned hastens to respond to the
request from the royal city school commission contained in a
letter of November 1, 1843, and received on November 4 to
give the names of the sisters appointed to teach in the school
that we will open here.

20. See Document 472, pp. 137-138.
21. A royal government resolution of November 11, 1843, strictly ordered the royal city school commission to refrain from exercising any influence with regard to the internal and external organization of the
motherhouse because the motherhouse was directly responsible to the
royal government of Upper Bavaria and the archdiocesan ordinariate.
The royal city school commission’s jurisdiction over the elementary
school for girls was restricted to supervision of the curriculum, instruction, and the daily schedule, all of which were expected to meet the same
standards as any other school in Munich.
Since the teachers who were appointed for the elementary school at
the motherhouse had already passed the teaching examination, there was
nothing to prevent them from being employed at the new school, but
Mother Theresa was required to report any personnel changes to the royal
government. (Typescript, Generalate) 41043
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a. The names of the teachers are Sisters M. Petra Foreria
Schiesser, M. Caroline Friess, M. Willibalda Nagl, M. Arsenia
Röder, and M. Eusebia Starke. Their qualifying certificates, all
showing the highest grades, are currently with the royal
government.
b. Sisters M. Alberta Götzfried and M. Hilaria Hörmann
will be in charge of the needlework school.
c. As far as we can judge, the space designated for
classrooms will hold between 400 and 500 children. It has
already been inspected by the royal city school commission.
d. The following sisters are currently teaching at the school
in the Au Suburb: M. Philomena Blattner, II C; M. Salesia
Stauber, III C; M. Aquinata Amann, II; M. Edmunda Tripps, I
A; and M. Augustina Dostler, I B. The latter has such weak
lungs, however, that we must relieve her of her position so that
she can recover, and we will send Sister M. Hortulana Forster
to teach her class.
We are submitting this information in compliance with the
given request.
Due to constantly increasing difficulties, we respectfully
submit our petition that the royal city school commission
will not delay any longer the opening of the school at our
motherhouse and will give us the sure hope that the royal
government resolution dated October 27, 1843, which ordered the opening of the school within fourteen days at the
most, will be heeded.22
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther.
473:

To the Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate
and Regensburg

Munich
November 8, 1843

J!M!
Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg!
(Department of the Interior)

22. See Footnote 14, p. 129.
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Elementary School for Girls in Amberg
The city school commission of Amberg inquired if the
Poor School Sisters would teach the twenty-seven girls who
would come on a voluntary basis to repeat the third level of
instruction.
Our response is respectfully enclosed for examination by
the royal government,23 and we cherish the secure hope that
the royal government will graciously affirm our reasons
against this proposal.
If our experience in Amberg had not already sufficiently
taught us, when considering the entire situation, it can be
foreseen that the achievement of anything good and desirable this time will never exceed the little that was accomplished in 1841-42. Moreover, the sister appointed for this
class is now in such poor health that we dare not send her
there, even if the city school commission would agree to our
conditions, and it is impossible for us to send another sister
there for this year because the city school commission in
Amberg waited until October 24 before it informed us of
its decision regarding voluntary attendance by this class of
girls.
Therefore, we submit our petition that, after years of
great suffering which demanded so many lives and completely exhausted the surviving sisters,24 the royal government would please grant us a year of rest because we cannot
accept this class this year. Moreover, the children did not
object to being excused from further school attendance last
year.25
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
23. See Document 466, pp. 132-134.
24. Since the convent in Amberg was located close to the Vils River,
the entire building was extremely damp and the cellar was often flooded.
During the first two and one-half years that the institute was open, two
sisters, two candidates, and three boarders died as a result of continually
recurring illnesses that affected all who lived there. See Ziegler, Magd
des Herrn, 124-125.
25. According to Document 751, which can be found in the beatification collection, this petition was granted and the sisters did not teach this
class during the 1843-44 school year.
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476:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
November 18, 1843

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Church Services for the Latin School in Munich
The respectfully undersigned would be happy to grant
the request of the royal rector of the Latin school26 to have
its daily weekday Mass at 7:30 a.m. in what will be the convent church at St. James, if the following hindrances would
not stand in the way.
1. During the winter, the daily Mass for our elementary school children may not be held before 8:00 a.m. Nevertheless, the eager girls will always come earlier in order to
be in their assigned places in the church before Mass begins
because, otherwise, the school day will be greatly disrupted.
For this reason, contact between the girls and the boys from
the Latin school would be unavoidable.
2. Our boarders and candidates also attend the same
Mass because we cannot change our daily schedule, especially during the winter.
3. In our convent church with its open oratories, it would
be impossible to supervise and control the young people’s curiosity, since the boys certainly know who lives in
our building. With young people of both sexes, we have good
reason to fear unpleasant and sorrowful occurrences. As a
matter of conscience, therefore, we cannot comply with the
request of the royal rector of the Latin school, and he will
probably be in agreement with this as well.
Presenting this to the royal government for its gracious
consideration, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of J.

26. See Footnote 33, p. 55
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich

Munich
November 26, 1843

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
J!M!
School Inspector for the Elementary School at the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich
The royal city school commission recently announced the
establishment of an elementary school for girls at the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich—as approved
and granted by the royal government long ago—and added
that, until the appointment of an inspector for this school,
the royal school commissioner will carry out the duties of
the inspector.27
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition that, as demanded by both the nature of the situation
and the unity and best interests of the whole, we would be
granted the same favor that the Servites28 and the Mary
Ward Sisters29 were granted, that is, that the respective confessor in our convent would also be appointed our school inspector.
27. The royal city school commission made this announcement to
Mother Theresa in a letter of November 22, 1843. Canon George Lehner
was the royal school commissioner at the time. (Typescript, Generalate)
28. See Footnote 45, p. 24.
29. The congregation formerly known as the Mary Ward Sisters was
founded in the early seventeenth century. In 1627, sisters of this congregation were called to Munich to teach the girls of the nobility and
upper classes. The sisters also taught and cared for forty poor girls in a
separate school. As a result of the Secularization, the congregation in
Bavaria was dissolved in 1808. In 1835, King Louis I allowed the sisters
to return to Munich and gave them the Royal Educational Institute in
Nymphenburg as their school.
This congregation is now divided into two branches. The Irish and
North American Branches are known as the Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary (IBVM), or the Loreto Sisters. The Roman Branch is known as
the Congregation of Jesus (CJ).
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We also venture to request that our petition would be heard
soon because it is precisely at the beginning of a newly
established school that the most conflicts and problems will
arise if this appointment is not made.30
In the consoling hope that our petition will be granted, I
remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
488:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
December 22, 1843

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
On December 12, 1843, the local district and municipal
court summoned the respectfully undersigned to appear in
court on December 16 because of an investigation into the
theft of a suitcase belonging to one of our boarders.
The respectfully undersigned responded that she could
not comply with this summons because, when our motherhouse was opened in Munich, Your Excellency inaugurated
enclosure and instructed the respectfully undersigned to observe it strictly. Moreover, a decision regarding this point
was to be made by the royal government, and we will resubmit our request.
On December 21, 1843, we received the repeated, outrageous demand from the same court, a copy of which is respectfully enclosed. Since we cannot force the royal
government to expedite the process by the date set in accordance with the wish of the royal city court, we submit our

30. According to Document 5028, which can be found in the beatification collection, Fr. Siegert was appointed school inspector by virtue of
a royal government resolution of November 26, 1843.
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plea for Your Excellency’s help and ecclesial protection and
ask how we are to respond to this.31
We would gratefully accept any fine, Your Excellency,
but we ask to be spared from this great penalty which would
have unpredictable, deplorable consequences for us.
In deepest respect, I remain,
M. Ther. of J.
490:

To the Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate
and Regensburg
Munich
December 27, 1843
J!M!

Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg! (Department of the Interior)
Religious Institute of the Poor School Sisters in Amberg
The respectfully undersigned is responding only now to the
royal government resolution regarding the above, which
was issued on December 7, 1843, and received on December
17, because she first wanted to confer with the sisters in Amberg in order to give a thorough explanation of the entire
confused situation.
The royal government is demanding from the respectfully undersigned a report on the following: (1) why we gave
up the kindergarten in Amberg, (2) why the secondary

31. In a letter of December 27, 1843, Canon Oettl stated that, when
the motherhouse was solemnly opened on October 16, 1843, Archbishop
Gebsattel formally and definitively inaugurated canonical enclosure in
the motherhouse and, therefore, the superior and sisters were solemnly
bound to the conscientious observance of enclosure. See Copia Publica,
3787.
In a communication of January 24, 1844, King Louis I confirmed
Archbishop Gebsattel’s statement regarding the Poor School Sisters’ enclosure and directed that all legal transactions in civil matters be conducted by a legal representative in the parlor at the motherhouse. See
Frederick Friess, Life of Reverend Mother Mary Teresa of Jesus Gerhardinger (Baltimore: St. Mary’s Industrial School Press, n. d.) 141.
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school for girls was adjourned, and (3) whether the respectfully undersigned can make a statement regarding the continued existence of the institute in Amberg.
1. As the sisters in Amberg reported several times to
the respectfully undersigned in Munich, the mayor came in
person to the institute building in August 1843 and declared
the kindergarten closed. In October, the sister who formerly
conducted the kindergarten in Amberg was recalled from
her position.
2. In addition to the sister who had conducted the
kindergarten, the superior of the mission in Amberg32 was
also called to Munich for the solemn opening of our motherhouse on October 16. All the superiors from the missions
were called to Munich for this memorable ceremony for our
order which will never occur again.
In accordance with her superior’s request, Sister Margaret first personally notified the school inspector about her
trip to Munich. While she was in Munich, she became ill
with a fever. In the meantime, the city school commission
in Amberg formally inquired whether we would teach the
girls who are repeating the third level of instruction. We
replied affirmatively, but only on the condition that their attendance would not again be left up to the capriciousness of
the children and their parents because, if that would be the
case, nothing good could be achieved. If we would teach this
class, however, the secondary school for girls, which is of little significance as it is, would have to be closed.33
We are still waiting for the city school commission’s response, which will determine if another sister will have to be
sent to Amberg in place of Sister Margaret who is seriously
ill. We waited in vain from one week to the next, and this
also delayed Sister Margaret’s return for several weeks. It
was truly not our fault or the result of any unauthorized action on our part. The secondary school for girls was adjourned, but it was not closed.
With regard to the annual stipend of 520 florin [$208],
which is given to us in Amberg, we must also say that, with
this sum, we also had to conduct the kindergarten and the
32. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann
33. See Document 466, pp. 132-134.
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secondary school for girls. The former always needs three or
four individuals, and the latter, even if small, requires its
own personnel.
From this stipend of 520 florin, we were expected to
maintain four classrooms, to procure expensive firewood and
teaching materials, and to cover the cost of repairs in the
building which, all together, amounted to over 300 florin
[$120] annually.
Even if the kindergarten is conducted by one person, its
upkeep alone costs more than 520 florin. Moreover, it was
very necessary to withdraw the sister who conducted the
kindergarten in Amberg until this year, because her great
effort with such a large number of very small children—especially during the heat of summer—shattered her health
and she was already coughing up blood.
The respectfully undersigned believes that, with this simple presentation of the true facts of the case, she does not
need to give any further explanation, and she will now move
to the third question regarding the continued existence in
the future of the Poor School Sisters’ institute in Amberg.
3. The city school commission in Amberg stated—as
can be seen in the copy of its charges that were communicated to us—that if the 520 florin designated for our support
is to continue coming to us, then the kindergarten and the
secondary school for girls must also continue.
The future of the kindergarten is completely dependent
on the royal ministerial resolution, and we must leave it to
the wise discretion of the royal government to decide what
is to be done in the matter.34 We, on our part, gave no cause
____________________________________________
34. In 1843, King Louis I, concerned about the proper upbringing of
small children, stated that sisters “whose very name indicated that they
were experienced teachers” were not allowed to conduct kindergartens
because they were not schools. The king then ordered the assignment of
the kindergarten in Amberg to other personnel.
The city council in Amberg was unable to find anyone else to conduct
the kindergarten and, after repeated requests and Mother Theresa’s assurance that certified teachers were never sent to conduct kindergartens,
the king revoked his earlier order and supported the Poor School Sisters’
continued endeavors in caring for small children. See M. Liobgid Ziegler,
The Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame: A Contribution to the Bavarian
History of Education (School Sisters of Notre Dame: 1985) 108.
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for this royal decision and, in our opinion, a misunderstanding prevails here which would easily be resolved by the
explanation that, ever since the royal order was given that
forbids instruction in kindergartens that is similar to what
is taught in the elementary schools, we have not sent any
teaching sisters to kindergartens. We have sent only reliable, devout sisters who supervise the little ones, entertain
them in meaningful play, knit with them, sing and pray a
little, and thus seek to awaken their sense for religious and
moral conduct, social behavior, and so forth.
As far as the secondary school for girls is concerned, in
God’s name we must continue to bear the cross until the entire state of affairs changes, perhaps in the future by our
teaching in the elementary school because, as things now
stand, no real secondary school for girls can be expected or
established in Amberg. Nevertheless, we have no thought of
removing any teacher from the elementary school.
With this, we have expressed our views in compliance
with the request made by the royal government.
We are grateful for the recent kind offer to pursue again the
exchange of the trade school building35 for our present
institute building. Nevertheless, we venture to say that if,
in the future, the royal government would be pleased to entrust the elementary school for girls in Amberg to the School
Sisters, the trade school building would have to be vacated.
If this is your intent, then we submit our petition that the
entire cause be initiated and organized in such a manner so that we could remain in our present location, even if
it has been detrimental to the health of those who live there,
until we can conduct at least one or other elementary class.

35. The Royal Agricultural and Trade School was opened in Amberg
on November 1, 1833, and located in the building on Schrannenplatz,
which was vacant after the Visitation Sisters left in 1804. In 1843, approximately sixty-five boys were enrolled in a three-year program which
included scientific and technical subjects. This school was relocated in 1845.
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Otherwise, we will lose much space in the building now accommodating the trade school.36
Leaving the entire cause to God and the wise judgment
of the royal government, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

36. In 1849, the building on Schrannenplatz was purchased by the
congregation, and the institute was moved there on August 28 of the
same year. See Gammel, 150 Jahre in Amberg, 42.
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
January 29, 1844

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Dismissal of Two Novices
It has become necessary for us to dismiss two novices this
year—Arsenia Köder and Willibalda Nagl. Since they
could no longer conceal their hypocrisy, the latter demanded to leave and we immediately told the former, the
bad apple, to go as well. Their departure is welcome because, for both of them, even the teaching of Jesus, the Crucified, was foolishness—to say nothing of its practice
through good works. Their apparent virtue collapsed immediately because the children, who were ordinary, poor,
and unrefined, demanded humility and love.1 Since the
royal city school commission delayed handing the school
over to us, this year we had to take the children that the
other schools did not want to keep.
One of this year’s professed sisters, Hilaria Hörmann,
was in league with the two novices and is now gradually revealing herself, and we would like to inform you about this
now.2

1. These novices were teachers at the elementary school in the motherhouse in Munich.
2. Sister M. Hilaria died as a member of the congregation in Neunburg vorm Wald on April 11, 1865
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What alarming times for Church and state will result from the
mistaken education and formation of our young people!
In deepest respect, I remain,

508:

To a Pastor
Obernburg
J!M!

M. Ther. of J.

Munich
February 27, 1844

Esteemed Reverend City Pastor!
You have been inspired by God to introduce our poor
order into your parish. Since God’s almighty power can and
will call to life whatever God wants, we will pray for this
with great confidence.
You wish to see God’s work carried out by autumn. This
would also be our preference if our attention were not focused primarily on our newly established motherhouse.
With the help of God, we still must appoint capable members of the order to our motherhouse so that we will be able
to send qualified and devout laborers into God’s vineyard.
With grace from above, these sisters will then be able to
achieve solid results with the little ones and glorify the
name of God who is happy to give this grace to those whom
the world considers weak and foolish.
Although we cannot come to Obernburg as quickly as we
would like, it would be good if, in the meantime, you would
continue working energetically toward a firm foundation for
God’s work and endeavor to have the two teaching positions
filled on a provisional basis until our order can send teachers to Obernburg. The royal governments of the Upper
Palatinate, Lower Bavaria, and Upper Bavaria have already
approved this arrangement and, hopefully, the royal government of Lower Franconia will be glad to do the same.3

3. Obernburg was in the royal government district of Lower Franconia
in Bavaria.
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The royal government of Upper Bavaria recently applied for
Freising again and, if God sends no further hindrance, we will
go there in autumn.4
With this in mind, I venture to respond to your questions
as well as I can.
1. All the teachers whom we send to our missions are
legally certified and have completed their practice teaching.
Each of our teaching sisters must be able to teach not just
one class but any class in the school, and it must not make
any difference to her if the children are in preschool or in
the highest class—she must be qualified to teach at any
level. Since our teachers move with the children from one
level to the next, they do not shy away from teaching children between ages nine and twelve.
2. The most important conditions set by the order are that,
if possible, the building where the sisters live and
teach
would be connected with a church in which services
are held at the very least on all Sundays and holy days, and
that there would be a small garden where the sisters could
recreate and move about outdoors.
3. Usually one sister receives 150 florin [$60] but, of
course, there would be a difference between large cities and
country places. Since local circumstances regarding the
price of food and so forth must also be considered, no real
norm can be set. The sisters also need a lay person who can
help them by supervising the children on their outings, by
cleaning the school, and so forth.5
4. The sisters’ household furnishings are very limited,
poor, and simple. A bedstead, small table, chair, washstand,
and prie-dieu of soft, oak-stained wood in each cell and a few
tables with benches in the community room are sufficient.
The sisters share a cabinet for their clothing. They also need
4. See Document 451, pp. 121-123. On November 5, 1844, a mission was
opened in Freising and staffed by Sisters M. Augustina Dostler, M. Alphonsa
Holzmann, M. Richarda Schmettau, M. Raphaela Landthaler, and M. Ottilia
Erl.
5. These services were usually provided by a candidate.
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crucifixes and an alarm clock. As far as their poor kitchen
furnishings are concerned, these are usually collected by
benefactors in the place to which God leads us.
The sisters bring their bedding, clothing, and so forth, but
the parish reimburses their first trip from the motherhouse to their new destination.
5. If a sister becomes incapacitated, the motherhouse will
take care of her and send another sister. We do not receive any pension.
With this, I think that I have answered your questions,
but, if this is not sufficient, I ask that you would please let
me know.
Please allow me to mention a few other things. You did
not say anything about (1) the holiday school,6 (2) the
needlework school, and (3) firewood.
Moreover, at the places where our sisters are, there is
almost always a small, middle-class boarding school for girls
who, for the most part, are from the surrounding area. It
depends on the space available. Do you also intend to propose a boarding school for Obernburg?7
Urgently requesting your prayer for our order, I remain
respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister of Notre Dame

6. A royal resolution issued on September 12, 1803, made obligatory
the conducting of classes on Sundays and holidays for young people between the ages of twelve and eighteen who had already left school. These
classes provided religious instructions and an opportunity to review the
basic knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary school. See Mai,
Selige Theresia, 205.
7. A mission staffed by two candidates was opened in Obernburg on
November 4, 1851. The first professed sisters were sent to Obernburg in
1869.
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
[March 13, 1844]8

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Position of Officiator at St. James
Through a decree regarding the above, which was issued
by the archdiocesan ordinariate on March 1, 1844, and received on March 8, the respectfully undersigned was requested to submit her statement as to whether the position
of officiator at St. James—which you are willing to entrust
to the respective convent confessor—also includes carrying
out the responsibilities of preacher and curate at St. James.9
It is imperative that we submit our request to Your Excellency for this favor once again. In the confident hope that
this would be done, the respectfully undersigned has already
petitioned the city council of Munich to grant the EggerLiebl benefice at St. James to the respective convent confessor, which is very important for us because it would
provide the now painfully lacking means of support for the
ordinary confessor in our poor motherhouse.10
As soon as God provides the means to our convent, we
will gratefully make use of the gracious offer made to us and
submit an application for a second priest so that both priests
could share the work in the future.
Until then, whenever the ordinary confessor is prevented
from carrying out his responsibilities as officiator, the convent will do everything possible so that these pastoral duties
will be covered. We are deeply concerned about the growth
of the spiritual life in the little church, and we do not want
to take away the little it now has.

8. Although the date on the copy of this letter which was prepared for
the beatification process is given as February 20, 1844, both internal evidence and Document 513, which can be found in the beatification collection, verify that this letter was written on March 13, 1844.
9. According to Document 497, which can be found in the beatification collection, Fr. Philip Offenbach, the previous officiator at St. James
Church on the Anger, was assigned to the parish in Ampfing.
10. See Footnote 37, p. 56.
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Since the income and resulting continued existence of
our motherhouse depend on the granting of our petition, we
trust that Your Excellency will not disappoint us because
you personally made it possible for us to transfer our motherhouse to the archdiocese and supported us with such gracious pastoral care ever since. With deep gratitude, we will
never forget this.
In deepest respect,
M. Ther. of J.
514:

To the Royal City Revenue Office
Munich

Royal City Revenue Office!

Munich
April 7, 1844

Adjustment of the Family Tax
The respectfully undersigned is honored to submit her
response to the royal revenue office’s esteemed letter regarding the above, which was dated April 5, 1844, and received on April 6, that the entire annual income of the
motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters by St. James Church
on the Anger in Munich consists of 1,620 florin [$648]. This
income is earned by individual School Sisters.
a. At the elementary school in the motherhouse, five
teachers are employed for an annual sum of 200 florin [$80]
each and two needlework teachers for the annual sum of 150
florin [$60] each. An elderly lay sister from the dissolved
Notre Dame Convent in Stadtamhof11 receives an annual
pension of 320 florin [$128]. This adds up to the above-mentioned sum of 1,620 florin [$648].
11. Sister Walburga Schwarzbauer (1767-1849) was a lay sister at
the Notre Dame Convent in Stadtamhof when it was dissolved in 1809.
She then supported herself by doing needlework in Regensburg. On October 15, 1838, she was received into the congregation in Neunburg vorm
Wald and, in 1841, moved to the Au Suburb with Mother Theresa. Already blind, Sister Walburga spent her days in prayer for the needs of
the congregation. On January 9, 1849, she died at the age of 82. See
Glink, Vita I, 64-65.
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b. In exact compliance with the order given in the honorable decree, the respectfully undersigned also declares the
three and one-half percent interest from the archbishop’s
capital gift to our motherhouse, which yields 312 florin
she
[$124.80] annually.12 At the same time, however,
protests its taxation because this capital was bequeathed as
a gift and alms to our motherhouse.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
530:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
September 14, 1844

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Reception of Eleven Candidates of the Poor School Sisters in
Their Motherhouse by St. James in Munich
The following candidates of the Poor School Sisters in
Munich have petitioned the respectfully undersigned for reception: (1) Corona Fischhold, born October 16, 1825, (2)
Theresa Hauser, born April 15, 1826, (3) Johanna Rieppel,13
(4) Walburga Schmid, born February 28, 1826, (5) Crescentia
Schöpfl, born January 1, 1826, (6) Barbara Völkl, born December 4, 1825, (7) Theresa Meier, born September 28, 1826,
(8) Anna Bauer, born November 11, 1826, (9) Caroline
Götzfried, born June 11, 1826, (10) Frances Käss, and (11)
Theresa Schröfel, born March 4, 1811.
The first eight candidates are prepared to teach, the
ninth and tenth candidates to teach needlework, and the
eleventh candidate to work in the kitchen.
Presenting this petition to Your Excellency, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
12. See Footnote 61, p. 72.
13. Complete information for each candidate was not always given on the
copy of this document which was prepared for the beatification process.
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To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
September 16, 1844

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Profession of Vows by Novices of the Poor School Sisters in
Their Motherhouse by St. James in Munich
The following novices of the Poor School Sisters, (1) M.
Josepha Martin, born January 21, 1822, (2) M. Michaela
Probst, born December 24, 1822, (3) M. Hortulana Forstner,
born December 7, 1822, (4) M. Petra Foreria Schiesser, born
October 1, 1823, (5) M. Richarda Schmettau, born December
14,
1813, (6) M. Clara Lachermeier, born
August 13,
1819, (7) M. Valentina Erlmeier,14 (8) M. Francis Borgia
Borst, born March 25, 1822, (9) M. Sebalda Meierhofer, born
February 7, 1821, (10) M. Luka Karl, born August 6, 1814, (11)
M. Peregrina Manhardt, born December 6, 1822, and (12) M.
Nothburga Birkmeier, born June 30, 1819, were received in the
motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich on October 15,
1843.
All these novices have satisfactorily completed their
novitiate. The first seven novices are prepared to be teachers and have passed the examination prescribed by law, but
their certificates are still with the royal government. These
novices have all reached the age of twenty-one, which is required for profession, and now submit their petition for
permission to profess their vows.
The petition for the profession of temporary vows by
these novices is respectfully presented to Your Excellency,
together with the request that you would send your
archiepiscopal representative to examine the freedom of
their decision with regard to their vocation.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.

14. The date of birth for Sister Valentina Erlmeier was not given on
the copy of this letter that was prepared for the beatification process.
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To the Royal District Court
Au Suburb

Royal District Court!

J!M!
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Munich
December 2, 1844

General Investigation of the Accident at the Millstream and
the Death of Two Children
In compliance with the request regarding the above,15
which was communicated to us in an esteemed letter from
the royal district court on November 30 and received on December 1, 1844, the respectfully undersigned is honored to
respond as follows.
As documented by the sale contract legally concluded at
the royal district court in the Au Suburb on June 25, 1840,
the religious association of the Poor School Sisters is the
owner of the mission house located at Mariahilfstrasse 424
in the Au Suburb.16 Therefore, the Poor School Sisters are
also responsible for the maintenance and supervision of the
building and the footbridge over the Au Millstream, which is
also stated in the bill of sale. The respectfully undersigned
ventures to add here that the entire building is in the best
structural condition.
Two years ago, almost all the bank on our side of the Au
Millstream was restored and the rest of the bank was improved. A short time before the tragic accident, the respectfully undersigned ordered the inspection and repair of the
footbridge by an expert craftsperson. The results of the
inspection indicated that the bridge would be good for several more years. The visible exterior defects were repaired
immediately—before the infamous accident.

15. On September 22, 1844, more than 200 children from the school
in the Au Suburb were singing and playing on the grounds on the opposite side of the Au Millstream. When they were called to the table, the
children ran across the footbridge which collapsed. Forty children fell
into the stream which was four to six feet deep; thirty-eight children
were rescued, but two died. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 176-177, and
“Schweres Unglück in der AU – 22.09.1844,” Sion, no. 118 (1844).
16. See Footnote 20, p. 10.
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Therefore, the respectfully undersigned is of the opinion
that she did her duty. She is deeply affected by the unexpected deaths but, because of the precautionary measures
described above and the good intention of her companion sisters who wanted to give innocent joy to the dear little ones,
she is also interiorly consoled and at peace.
With this, the respectfully undersigned has presented
her statement and, before God and the authorities, she considers herself free of any guilt with regard to this accident.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
546:

To the Royal Bavarian Government
Munich
J!M!

Munich
January 17, 1845

Royal Bavarian Government!
(Department of the Interior)
Use of Income and Property of Various Foundations

Reference to Royal Government Resolution, No. 820, of January 8, 1845

The respectfully undersigned is honored to respond as
follows to the royal government resolution of January 8,
1845, which we received on January 11.
A.
From the time the order began in Bavaria17 until the end
of the 1842-43 fiscal year, forty-four professed their
vows. Since the 1842-43 fiscal year, the number has increased to sixty-three.
B.
Between 1833 and 1842-43, the order began conducting
the following schools and institutes:
1. Neunburg vorm Wald with elementary and needlework classes taught on weekdays and holidays.
2. Schwarzhofen
with elementary and needlework
classes taught on weekdays and holidays. Some of the children board with the sisters.
17. October 24, 1833
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with
elementary
and
needlework
classes taught on weekdays and holidays, as well as a small
boarding school.
4. Amberg with a secondary school for girls, kindergarten, and boarding school.
5. The Au Suburb with elementary and needlework
classes taught on weekdays and holidays. Some of the children board with the sisters.
6. Wolfratshausen with elementary and needlework
classes taught on weekdays and holidays. Some of the children board with the sisters.
7. Spalt with elementary and needlework classes
taught on weekdays and holidays. Some of the children
board with the sisters.
8. Reisbach with elementary and needlework classes
taught on weekdays and holidays, as well as a small boarding
school.
9. Regenstauf with elementary and needlework classes
taught on weekdays and holidays, as well as a small boarding school.
10. Ingolstadt with a kindergarten, an orphanage for
girls, and a small boarding school.
11. Hahnbach with a kindergarten and an elementary
school.
12. Pleystein with an elementary school. Some
of the
children board with the sisters.
13. Tölz with an elementary school. Some of the children board with the sisters.
14. From the opening of the motherhouse in Munich in
1843-44 until now, sisters were sent to mission convents in:
15. Lauterbach with elementary and needlework classes
taught on weekdays and holidays.
16. Freising with elementary and needlework classes
taught on weekdays and holidays.
3. Hohenthann

Beginning with No. 10, Ingolstadt, sisters were sent to these
institutes from the mission convent in the Au Suburb,
and with No. 15, Lauterbach, from the motherhouse in Munich.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich

Munich
January 24, 1845

J!M!
Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Establishment of a Kindergarten in Giesing

Reference to Royal Government Resolution, No. 660, of January 8, 1845

The respectfully undersigned would be in complete
agreement with the statement recorded in the minutes of
the district court commission regarding the suitability of the
building already purchased for the establishment of a
kindergarten in Giesing18 if there were (1) at least one appropriate room with sufficient space for both the number of
small children who will attend and the required furnishings
and (2) wooden archways on the grounds so that, when
weather permits, the children can move about and play outdoors. These two points were also included in the proposal.
A small vegetable garden would also be beneficial for the
entire project.
The small room that already exists on the ground floor of
the proposed building could be used as a quiet place for the
children when they take their naps during the day, and the
small attic rooms could be used by the attendants.
With the above, the undersigned hopes to have complied
with the royal government’s request and remains respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
18. On November 4, 1844, King Louis I approved the establishment of a
kindergarten in Giesing, which was a suburb of Munich until 1854 when it
was incorporated into the city.
The king also gave 1,000 florin
($400) to further the cause but with the express condition that the kindergarten would be conducted by Poor School Sisters who were not certified
teachers. See Footnote 34, p. 145.
On December 3, 1845, a mission staffed by two candidates was
opened in Giesing. Since the parish was too poor to provide a stipend,
the kindergarten was conducted free of charge for five years. See Glink,
Vita I, 48-49.
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To the Royal Bavarian District Court
Freising
[ca. February 4, 1845]19
J!M!

Royal Bavarian District Court!
Arrangement of a Parlor at the Mission Institute of the Poor
School Sisters in Freising
In Royal Government Resolution No. 2355 regarding the
introduction of the Poor School Sisters in Freising, which was
issued on October 23, 1844, and which the respectfully
undersigned received at the same time as the royal district
court of Freising, the royal government of Upper Bavaria expressly determined that “if, after the school for girls in Freising is formally entrusted to the Poor School Sisters,
alterations in the building become necessary in order to establish enclosure, the Poor School Sisters were instructed to
address the royal district court of Freising and the city school
commission. The royal district court would then give
the proper orders.”
Relying on this, the respectfully undersigned ventures
to submit her petition that a grille and windlass be installed in
the central wall that separates the refectory from the
room used by the portress. This could not be done in late
autumn when we began conducting the school in Freising,
but now it is an absolute necessity. Without this grille and
windlass, the wooden partition at the entrance, which is intended to prevent others from entering the interior of the
convent, is of no use because anyone who wishes to speak or
discuss business with the sisters must still be admitted into
the interior of the convent. This robs the sisters of much
time and, as has already happened, leaves them exposed to
the insults and demands of rude and questionable people
who must be admitted if they ask to speak with the sisters.
Since the grille will prevent this from happening, it will also
benefit the school.

19. The date, “before February 4, 1850,” was added to the copy of this
letter that was prepared for the beatification process, but internal evidence indicates that it was written in 1845. See Footnote 4, p. 151.
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Since the royal government had already expressly ordered the establishment of this seclusion, the grille and
windlass were made at our expense last winter. We will also
pay to have them installed into the wall, and therefore they
will cost the esteemed city council nothing. The custodian’s
also instructed the respectfully undersigned to request the
routine will not change. Moreover, the royal government royal
district court to take the proper procedures.
With even greater urgency, therefore, the respectfully
undersigned repeats her petition because of the many calls and
inquiries regarding the coming examination. After the
examination is over, these calls and inquiries will become even
more frequent, with the result that the sisters will be prevented
from keeping their daily schedule in both school
and convent
and therefore suffer harm.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
566:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich (Excerpts)
J!M!

Munich
June 23, 1845

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Adaptation of St. James Church on the Anger in Munich for
Liturgical Use by the Poor School Sisters

Reference to Royal Government Resolution No. 15176, of April 6, 1845
(Enclosures)

Complying with royal directives, the respectfully undersigned submits the enclosed documents regarding the adaptation of St. James Church. Details of restoration work that
was actually completed are included in these documents,
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which were prepared as precisely as possible in the given
situation. 20
For the most part, the work listed in Section III was unforeseeable and, due to the great urgency, had to be completed without previous application for approval and
therefore could not be reported either. Since no one would have
been more concerned about submitting an application
for this work than the respectfully undersigned, she would
have gladly done so, just as she did for all the other items in
the entire building.
With deep sorrow, she personally saw the centuries-old
church cupboards and windows, as well as the altar and
organ that were even older, disintegrate into a thousand
pieces as they were lifted out and removed with the utmost
care. No one was able to fit them together again.
Until then, it was impossible to see that the inside of the
old organ was a total ruin. Since it had been eaten by woodworms and then glued and nailed together, much of it immediately fell to pieces. Moreover, since the organ was
intended to be installed in another place where a large center window provided the necessary light, it would have been
absolutely necessary to rebuild it completely. According to
the organ builder, even if this would have been possible despite the worm-eaten and patched up pipes and bellows, it
would have cost more than the new organ.
The new organ is very economical, artistic, and suitable for
young people’s singing, while the old organ, apart from being a
ruin, howled dreadfully. According to the findings of Royal
Court Musician Aiblinger,21 it was completely useless
for the production of refined liturgical music, that is, for
20. The expenses were divided into three categories: (I) expenses
that were royally approved by December 1843 for work on the church or
the dividing wall, (II) expenses that were royally approved but increased
because of absolute necessity, and (III) expenses for work which was not
included in the original estimates, but which turned out to be absolutely
necessary as the renovation proceeded. Document 566 can be found in
its entirety in the beatification collection.
21. John Caspar Aiblinger (1779-1867), a royal court musician and
composer of numerous works of church music, volunteered his services
as teacher, composer, and organist at the motherhouse in Munich from
1843 until 1863.
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women’s voices, which is our main concern. After we asked
him to try it, he said and I quote, It howls and rattles as if
all the evil spirits were inside.”
As many pieces as possible from the old, crumbling altar
were meticulously reassembled. Since no one really knew what
to do with the old deteriorating altar, and some people
voiced loud criticism of the permission to use such old and
ugly material to build a new altar here in Munich, the selfless Professor Eberhard was asked to arrange for the building of a respectable altar. The new altar had to be higher
and wider than the old one. The art work and frames on the
old altar had deteriorated so much that they had to be restored piece by piece, and the craftspeople had to wait for
one another to complete the work.
The skilled assistant architect also forgot to include in
the estimates the cost of the grills for the oratories and
choir loft.
It became urgently necessary to install an elevator with
a cable so that the building equipment, as well as the old
and unusable church articles which could not be stored anywhere else, could be hoisted to the church attic as soon as
possible.22
New storage cases had to be brought in immediately to
replace the ancient, collapsing vestment cases because, with
every hour’s delay, the vestments were suffering even
greater damage. Like other church property, these vestments were often left lying around and in great danger of
being damaged by the many and various laborers. More
than one party indicated this to the respectfully undersigned
and threatened that she would have to pay compensation
for the goods. Left completely alone, she truly did not know
what to say anymore or where to start first before it would
be too late.
The church windows were in poor condition, deteriorating, or broken, partly by the workers and partly by every
blast of wind. Since the windows were fastened by nails
rather than angular hinges, a blast of wind hurled an entire
window into the church and it was completely shattered.
_________________________________________
22. See Document 435, pp. 106-107.
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All the remaining old windows were carefully put into
new frames, even though the glass was already very dull. It
became extremely difficult when a piece of old glass would
break off or have to be removed and another piece would fall
off with it.
One unforeseen problem after another came up, and all
the craftspeople grew weary of the work that could be done
only in shifts and piece by piece. There was no thought of a
cost estimate or previous notice of what needed to be done.
The entire surface of the church and convent courtyard
was badly damaged during the construction. (Even a horse
lost a hoof because of this.) The damage was visible only
after all the debris had been removed. The courtyard surface had to be restored before the institute, which was already painfully delayed by the work on the building, could
be opened.
Moreover, despite all alacrity, with many laborers working even on Sundays, the people of the surrounding area
grumbled aloud about the church being closed for such a
long time, made horrible threats and accusations, and so
forth. How else could the respectfully undersigned have proceeded? Alas, how many good words, pleas, and tears this
extremely difficult restoration cost us!
With all honesty, the respectfully undersigned can say
that the restoration, which was carried out at the expense of
the royal government, could have cost immeasurably more
than it did. Moreover, in comparison with the whole, the
construction work enumerated in Section III is minor.
The respectfully undersigned is at peace in the knowledge that she acted with all possible thrift and conscientiousness and demanded nothing from the reserve fund23 to
purchase so many other necessary articles still lacking in
the church. Therefore, she confidently resubmits her petition that, after the royal building inspector who was summoned here has determined that all the above information
is correct, the royal government would graciously remit to
the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters the sum of 5,099
florin, 34 kreuzer [$2,039.83] from the remaining royally ap23.

See Footnote 26, p. 92.
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proved reserve fund of 6,303 florin [$2,521.20] to cover the
debt. The work was completed long ago, and the laborers
are often vehement in their demands for their pay.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
576:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
August 11, 1845

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Absence from School

Reference to Royal Government Decree, No. 15790, of August 9, 1845 (Received August 11)

Thanks be to God! The accusation brought before the
royal government and presented to us collapsed due to the
web of lies which was recorded in the copy of the minutes
that is being returned to you. In the minutes of the meeting
with the local school inspector,24 which are also enclosed, the
matter is discussed in even greater detail.

If the respectfully undersigned is allowed to pronounce
a judgment on Sister Mary Caroline [Friess], then, in all
honesty, she must say that the behavior she is accused of in
the minutes is completely contrary to her disposition.
Everyone who knows Sister Caroline will testify to the fact that,
instead of being too strict, she is too mild and sympathetic for
children of this nature.
Incidentally, it has come to the point where a teacher is
called to account by the highest authorities because of the
complaint of one single person whose child has been cared
for with great love and patience in order to keep her from
idleness and to introduce her to order and discipline so that
she will be safeguarded from going astray.

24. Fr. Siegert
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It appears all the more striking that, instead of protecting the teachers, as is done everywhere else in such a fatherly manner, the city council relies on the unfounded
statement of a single mother and, driven by excessive fear,
immediately presents the complaint to the royal government
without having heard or questioned the other side.
Such action could certainly make one adverse to all law
and order, but where would that lead?
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
Minutes
Absence from Elementary School
Meeting Held on August 11, 1845
Present: Matthias Siegert, Local School Inspector; Mary
Theresa of Jesus, Superior of the Poor School Sisters; M.
Caroline Friess, Teacher of the Third Class
In compliance with a royal government request made on
August 9, 1845, and received on August 11, M. Caroline
Friess, accompanied by her superior, appeared in the school
building and made the following statement.
“Throughout the entire school year, the child under discussion, Thecla Schuh, the daughter of a single mother, behaved satisfactorily. This can be proved by her conduct
marks, which were good during the first months and even
somewhat better during the last two months.
“As her teacher, I never had occasion to punish her, and
Thecla Schuh was never given a punishment during the entire year, which the whole class can and, if requested, will
confirm.
“Together with other poor children, Thecla Schuh was
served soup from the convent every day at noon throughout
the winter, spring, and summer because her mother requested it when registering the child. Someone complained
to me, Thecla Schuh’s teacher, about her behavior that was
both unrefined and disorderly and her disrespectful
remarks at table. With loving seriousness, I quietly repri-
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manded her, saying, ‘Thecla, if your behavior at table is so
disorderly and ungrateful, then—as a member of the third
class—you will have only yourself to blame if God withdraws
this favor which your mother pleaded for so earnestly. It is
not nice! You must do better than that!’
“Thecla stayed home from school after this one loving admonition, during which I never laid a finger on the child and
never even threatened to punish her. When her classmates
urged her to come to school, Thecla told them that she was
not going to school anymore because she had to learn sewing
and because Sister Caroline had shaken her. Her classmates themselves immediately repudiated the latter and
called it a lie.
“Earlier, the same girl missed a few days of school.
When I called for her mother, she told me that she had sent
her child to the Anger School this year so that, by repeating
the third level, she would receive a prize. Since she fell so
far behind during the first semester, she did not want to go
to school anymore. (During the 1843-44 school year, Thecla
ranked fifty-second in the class at St. Peter School.25 She
ranked forty-second in the class that she was repeating with
us during the first semester.)
“As soon as Thecla Schuh missed school, I informed her
mother that she ought to send Thecla to school. When the
school inspector also told her this, her mother replied, ‘They
can wait a long time before I send my child back to school. I
must earn my bread.’
“How contradictory all these statements are when compared with the allegations in the city council’s protocol!
With those allegations, Tecla’s mother succeeded in
being allowed to keep her child home from school for the rest
of this year.”
When M. Caroline, the teacher, was asked if she had
anything else to say, she closed her statement very calmly
and repeated, “The entire class will confirm—and the class
can and must affirm—that I never punished Thecla Schuh,
25.

See Footnote 45, p. 24.
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and that, just as her mother repeated it for the protocol, the
ungrateful child told a sheer lie in order to get out of trouble because of missing school.”
Matthias Siegert
Local School Inspector
Ther. of Jesus
Mary Caroline Friess
Teacher of the Third Class
Mary Eusebia [Starke]
Taker of the Minutes
579:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
J!M!

Munich
September 18, 1845

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Profession of Temporary Vows by Five Novices of the Poor
School Sisters
The following novices of the Poor School Sisters have satisfactorily completed their novitiate and now they submit,
through the respectfully undersigned, their petition for permission to profess their vows for three years. All of them
have reached the age prescribed by law.
Their names are (1) Mary Caroline Friess, born on August 21, 1824, (2) Mary Fortunata Gerlsbeck, born on June
2, 1824, (3) Mary Edmunda Tripps, born on June 21, 1824,
(4) Mary Katherine Hadaller, born on June 22, 1824, and (5)
Mary Martha Schröfel, born on March 4, 1811.
Repeating our petition for permission for these novices to
profess temporary vows, I remain in deepest respect,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
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To the City Council
Munich
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich
December 31, 1845
Receipt

240 florin [$96] for forty school benches for the second
and third classes; 41 florin, 36 kreuzer [$16.64] for eight
school benches for the fourth class; 13 florin, 24 kreuzer
[$5.36] for one teacher’s lectern for the fourth class; and 16
florin [$6.40] for four blackboards—a total of 311 florin
[$124.40]—were received in cash from the city council’s education fund and are gratefully acknowledged by,
M. Ther. of J.
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
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To the Royal District Court
Regenstauf

Royal District Court!

J!M!

Munich
January 17, 1846

Poor School Sisters’ Convent Burial Plot in Regenstauf
On January 18, 1843, the respectfully undersigned submitted to the royal district court her petition for permission
to use the northeast corner of the convent garden in Regenstauf as a burial plot,1 and she now ventures to repeat this
petition.
This corner would certainly be the simplest and easiest
to use as a burial plot because it was formerly part of the
general cemetery and, with the few sisters at the mission
convent in Regenstauf, a death will seldom occur.
With even greater urgency, the respectfully undersigned
repeats her earnest petition because Sister M. Ambrosia
[Hössl] is close to death, and the poor, suffering sisters in
Regenstauf will then have the consolation of praying at the
grave of their deceased companion sister.2
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

1. See Document 395 which can be found in the beatification collection.
2. Sister M. Ambrosia Hössl died in Regenstauf on March 16, 1846, at
the age of 28.
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich

Munich
February 6, 1846

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Convent School on the Anger in Munich
Due to the small number of children at the convent
school on the Anger at first, only two needlework teachers
were employed. After the number of children increased, and
especially after a fourth class was established,3 the respectfully
undersigned requested the royal city school commission to
employ a third needlework teacher to meet the need. She
also submitted to the city council in Munich her petition for
compensation for the teacher of the fourth class, but neither
of these two petitions was granted.
During the last two years, the respectfully undersigned
received nothing to cover the cost of cleaning the classrooms,
and it was necessary for her to apply for a reimbursement
for these expenses. She also stated that, with the annual
subsidy of 100 florin [$40] that was initially allocated by the
royal treasury, it was impossible to cover the cost of heating all the classrooms for the weekday and holiday schools.
Since these requests were turned down, and the royal
treasury allocated an annual subsidy of 40 florin [$16] to
cover all the expenses for cleaning and so forth, the respectfully undersigned ventures to present to the royal government for its decision a copy of her two requests (A) and
the original copy of the two refusals by the city council (B
and C).4
The respectfully undersigned also ventures to add that
there are no grounds for the accusation that the fourth class
was established by the convent without any authorization and
3. In December 1844, Sister M. Petra Foreria Schiesser began teaching a class which had advanced to the fourth level at the Anger School in
Munich. See Document 542 which can be found in the beatification collection.
4. These enclosures were not included in the beatification collection.
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against the will of the royal government and the royal city
school commission.This class was established in response to the
directive issued by the royal city school commission on December 22, 1844, and, according to a royal government resolution of February 23, 1845, the teacher of the fourth class
was confirmed by the royal government itself.
We affirm that some of our boarders attend our elementary school. Since they pay tuition and are obliged to go to
school anyway, why should they not be allowed to attend
this school? If they would board somewhere else in the city,
they would also be obliged to attend the nearest school,
which happens often.
If, due to adverse circumstances, the royal government
considers it necessary to waive for this year the stipend for
the third needlework teacher, the respectfully undersigned
would be willing to agree with this despite the hardship it
would cause us.
The respectfully undersigned must pay cash to buy the
firewood for heating the classrooms, to hire the mason,
chimney sweep, and other help needed to maintain the
classrooms, and to cover the cost of the necessary supplies.
Therefore, it lies in the nature of things that these cleaning
expenses cannot be reduced to an arbitrary sum—like the
stipend for the teaching sisters—and an obligation cannot
be imposed on the convent to pay one-half of these expenses.
If the price of firewood goes up even more, what a prohibitively expensive burden this will be!
We are not requesting any more than what the city council provides for other schools by giving them an annual
bonus to cover the rising cost of firewood. We would rather
cut the wood ourselves than ask for more.
In this regard, we can hardly be compared with the royally funded Servite Convent which receives an annual remuneration of 36 florin [$14.40] for each elementary
teacher. For them, remuneration is incidental; for us it is essential.
Such unreasonable demands do not appear to be truly
just because, for two years, we have given up, free of charge,
the nice rooms for the school. We never demanded or even
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mentioned any compensation for wear and tear on the building, for replacing the new stoves and windows that were broken, or for making other significant repairs.
Pleading that the royal government would see to it that
justice is done to the oppressed, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
602:

To the Royal Local School Inspector
Reisbach
J!M!

Munich
February 10, 1846

Royal Local School Inspector!
Convent School for Girls in Reisbach

Reference to the communication from the Royal Local School Inspector
issued on January 10, 1846, and received on January 12

The respectfully undersigned was sorry to learn from the
royal local school inspector’s esteemed report regarding the
above that the well-being of the school in Reisbach is adversely affected by the frequent illness of the teacher, Sister
M. Xaveria [Götzfried]. Help is needed and someone will be
sent from the motherhouse in Munich as soon as possible,
but, until then, the respectfully undersigned must appeal to
the royal local school inspector’s patience.
The respectfully undersigned was surprised to read in
the report, written on the other side of your letter, that the
examination for the school year 1844-45 did not come up to
the expectations placed on the sisters. Unless the undersigned and all who were present were completely deceived,
however, the examination contributed much to the honor
and glory of God.
Perhaps there was dissatisfaction because the sisters
were required to practice with the children tasteless declamatory recitations for the examination. This was done against
our will because our founders expressly disapproved of such
recitations. Instead of leading to the temple of virtue, they
prevent the children from learning and practicing necessary
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and better things. The entire examination may have suffered externally, but this cannot be blamed on the Poor
School Sisters.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
604:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
February 12, 1846

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Introduction of the Poor School Sisters in Pfaffenhofen Reference

to Royal Government Resolution No. 5437 of February 10, 1846

The respectfully undersigned is honored to respond to
the royal government report regarding the above that, if
what was presented (without wanting in the least to set a
standard) in her previous letter of February 1, 1846, is unacceptable to the royal government, under the currently prevailing circumstances,5 it is absolutely impossible for us to
conduct the school in Pfaffenhofen.
However, if the royal government accepts for the time
being what the local parish and school board are also in complete agreement with,6 we ask for permission to begin teach5. The potato crop in northern Europe was destroyed by blight in
1845, and the harvest was very poor in 1846. Due to the resulting shortages of grain and potatoes, food had to be imported and its cost increased
dramatically. Although the fall harvest of 1847 ended the food shortage,
deepening impoverishment in both rural and urban areas resulted in a serious economic crisis and social unrest. See Hajo Holborn, A History of
Modern Germany, 1840-1945 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978) 14-16.
6. See Document 596 which can be found in the beatification collection. Despite the rising prices, Mother Theresa was willing to accept a
stipend of 500 florin ($200) for two teachers at the school for girls in Pfaffenhofen.
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ing in Pfaffenhofen at the beginning of May, since Easter
falls in the middle of April.7
Incidentally, after God increases the number of our professed sisters, we will send professed sisters to Pfaffenhofen
as soon as possible.8 We trust that God will bless the zeal
and love of the very capable teaching candidates and develop
the school in Pfaffenhofen to the satisfaction of the authorities.9
In deepest respect, I remain,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
609:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich

J!M!
Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)

Munich
March 3, 1846

Transfer of the School for Girls into the Poor School Sisters’
Building in the Au Suburb

Reference to Royal Government Resolution No. 8565 of February 25, 1846

The royal government was pleased to inform the respectfully undersigned that, if she does not claim compensation for the use of the building or remuneration for
heating or cleaning the classrooms, the girls’ classrooms in

7. In 1846, Easter fell on April 12. According to Document 596, the
royal government wanted the sisters to begin teaching after Easter, which
was considered the middle of the school year.
8. Pfaffenhofen on the Ilm River is located in the diocese of Augsburg. John Peter von Richarz (1783-1855), Bishop of Augsburg (1836-55),
did not recognize the Poor School Sisters as religious because they did not
have an approved rule. Therefore, sisters were not allowed to teach in the
diocese of Augsburg, but legally certified candidates who had not professed religious vows could teach there. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn,
588-589.
9. A mission staffed by candidates was opened in Pfaffenhofen on
June 3, 1846. Professed sisters were sent to Pfaffenhofen for the first time
in 1861.
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the Au Suburb may remain in the Poor School Sisters’ building10 or, more precisely, the entire school for girls may be
transferred there.
The respectfully undersigned ventures to submit the following response.
a. Although the school administration in the Au Suburb would have profited from our conscientious use of the
money allotted for heating and cleaning the school, the respectfully undersigned is willing to do without this sum during the lifetime of Mr. Schab, who is employed to do this
work in the Au Suburb. According to what we have heard,
this sum constitutes his income, and he reserves for himself
the duties of cleaning and heating the school buildings, including the school for girls, as long as possible.
b. With regard to compensation for the use of the Poor
School Sisters’ rooms for classrooms, the respectfully undersigned already clearly stated in her report of November
28, 1845,11 that she would make no demands whatsoever on
the city council’s school administration in the Au Suburb,
and would not in any way encumber it with a new burden.
She submitted her request only so that, in return, she would
be allowed to use for religious purposes the former classrooms, which otherwise would be standing empty. This
would be to the advantage of both the school for girls and
the owner of the school building in the Au Suburb, that is,
the royal treasury. As the local school inspector in the Au
Suburb12 has already pointed out, when compared with the
former classrooms, the Poor School Sisters’ building is in a
much quieter location and is much more spacious, pleasant,
airy, and beneficial to the health of its inhabitants. More10. By 1844, all the girls of the elementary school in the Au Suburb
had been entrusted to the Poor School Sisters. Property was acquired
and additions to the institute building made it possible for six classes to
move there by the end of November 1845. In early January 1846, the
city council proposed “that the entire school for girls in the Au Suburb
would be transferred back into the old school building at Easter.” See
Document 595, which can be found in the beatification collection.
11. This report was not included in the beatification collection.
12. Msgr. Rabl
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over, it offers the girls the greatly missed opportunity of attending Holy Mass daily in the convent oratory. In view of
the moral well-being of the girls and young women of the infamous Au Suburb in our times, this opportunity may not
be taken lightly.
Furthermore, with this change, the girls and young
women are separated even more from the boys when coming
to school or going home after classes, which is also worthy of
consideration. On the open space in front of the adjoining
school buildings, approximately 1,200 boys and girls gathered in a very disorderly and unedifying manner, chasing
and teasing each other to the great annoyance of passersby.
Even the police could not stop them, especially the unbelievably rough boys who attend holiday classes and, with
them, the girls who are also free to attend holiday classes.
(All of this is brought about by the factory system.)
Now the girls leave the street and go into the nice open
garden in front of the convent for fifteen or even thirty minutes before classes begin. Supervised by our personnel, they
study together, knit, or play innocent games until it is time
for classes to begin. For a change during the hot summer
days, they can have their daily needlework classes outside
under the archways in the convent garden. Since such a
beautifully situated place cannot be found anywhere else,
the girls are not only very happy to go there but, afterwards,
cheerful in mind and heart, they are also glad to return to
the school building for their classes. Even the royal government made urgent recommendations in this regard, but
they could not be carried out in the old school building unless, after each class, the children would be allowed to go out on
the street adjacent to the building for a short time. The girls
themselves ask to be allowed to stay at school during
the
noon hour because their parents are at work and not at home.
Unlike the former school, the school in the institute
building will not be as open to those who come in whenever
they want, especially shameless single mothers (of whom
there are many in the Au Suburb). These latter enter the
public schools and cause great annoyance by scolding and
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slapping their children. They even threaten to do the same
to the sisters if their ill-mannered children do not get the
desired grades on their report cards.
With the exchange of the buildings under discussion, the
royal treasury will gain more than it loses because the former school, which belongs to the royal treasury, will be occupied by a few of our religious personnel who will live there
very quietly.13 The building will not suffer nearly as much
wear and tear as it would if, day after day, between 500 and
600 girls would come, stay all day, and then leave again.
This is now the fate of our institute building.
The old school building, which will not be changed in any
way, will continue to belong to the royal treasury, and the
second smaller building will belong to the city council.
From the above remarks, the royal government will graciously see that our request, submitted with so many convincing reasons speaking for it, and with no just or
conceivable reason speaking against it, is certainly appropriate. Therefore, the respectfully undersigned cherishes
the consoling hope that the royal government will graciously
further the cause that is obviously so good and will be pleased
to approve the above petition for the transfer of the entire
school to the institute building in exchange for the use of the
former school building.
Respectfully yours,

611:

Mary Theresa of Jesus

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich
March 27, 1846

Receipt
Receipt for 2,000 florin [$800] which the respectfully undersigned received from the surplus church funds through
13. According to Document 616, which can be found in the beatification collection, the former school building was intended to serve as living
quarters for the candidates and boarders.
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the royal government of Upper Bavaria as the first partial
payment on the sum of 5,099 florin, 34 kreuzer [$2,039.83]
royally approved for the adaptation of St. James
Church on the Anger in Munich.14
M. Ther. of J.
613:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
April 12, 1846

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich
Two plans enclosed.

The motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters intends to
add a third story to its new building and to install windows
in the front of the adjoining St. James Church.
The first is urgently needed in order to acquire space to
accommodate our convent personnel15 and to remedy a very
deplorable situation because our personnel, who are now
housed at the mission in the Au Suburb, will not have to
come to the motherhouse early in the morning and return to
the mission to sleep, as they have been doing during the past
few years.
Windows in the front of the church are needed to obtain
light and air for the entire building, which is very dark and
damp. More light and air would also prevent all the church
vestments from turning grey and being ruined. It would
also keep those who are attending services during the hot
14. See Document 566, pp. 165-168. According to a letter of March
23, 1846, addressed to Mother Theresa, the royal government could pay
only 2,000 florin ($800) during the 1845-46 budget year and would pay the
remaining 3,099 florin, 34 kreuzer ($1,239.83) during the 1846-47 budget
year. This letter was included in the copy of Document 611 which can be
found in the beatification collection.
15. See Document 243, pp. 4-7.
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summer days, especially the children, from immediately becoming ill, since the vault in the church is so low.
Formerly, windows were located in the same place, but
they were walled up on the outside with brick. The entire
construction is still visible on the inside and has the same
form as the other windows.
As shown in the two enclosed plans, both the motherhouse and the church would be architecturally improved.
The same master builder who carried out the entire renovation of the motherhouse would also do this work. The
motherhouse, supported by benefactors, would be responsible for covering the cost.
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her request that the royal government would be pleased to approve the addition of a third story and the installation of the
church windows.
Respectfully yours,
M. Th. of J.
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
615:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
Munich
April 17, 1846
J!M!

General Administration of the Royal Post Office!
Traveling Free of Charge by Members of the Order

Reference to Royal Communication No. 3500 of April 9, 1846 (received April
11)

In accordance with the request from the general administration of the royal post office regarding the above, the respectfully undersigned is honored to present a list of the
sisters who used the royal express coaches between October
1, 1845, and March 31, 1846.
On October 1, Mary Theresa of Jesus traveled from
Landshut to Munich and, on October 8, from Tölz to Munich.
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On October 8, M. Eusebia [Starke] traveled from Tölz to
Munich.
On October 20, M. Petra [Heckl] traveled from Munich to
Spalt, that is, to Pleinfeld, and M. Martha [Schröfel] traveled from Munich to Ingolstadt.
On October 21, M. Clementina [Hauser] traveled from
Ingolstadt to Spalt.
On October 22, M. Katharine [Hadaller] traveled from
Landshut to Amberg, and Mary Theresa of Jesus traveled
from Landshut to Regenstauf.
On November 5, Mary Theresa of Jesus traveled from
Amberg to Eichstätt and, on November 28, from Munich to
Amberg.
On December 5, Mary Theresa of Jesus, accompanied by
M. Katharine [Hadaller], traveled from Amberg to Munich.
On February 16, 1846, M. Regina [Schmid] traveled from
Munich to Amberg.
On February 16, Mary Theresa of Jesus traveled from
Munich to Neunburg and, on February 22, from Würzburg
to Munich.
On February 18, M. Theodora [Köberle] traveled from
Munich to Tölz.
On March 5, Mary Theresa of Jesus traveled from Munich to Eggenfelden.
On March 6, M. Seraphine [von Pronath] traveled from
Munich to Reisbach.16
The respectfully undersigned is unable to repeat this information for the fourth quarter of 1844-45 because she no
longer has it. Incidentally, it could not be lost entirely nor
could there be any dishonesty because, whenever the sisters
travel with the royal express coach, both the superior’s
handwritten certificates and each sister’s identical lithographic copy—all of which bear the motherhouse’s distinctive religious seal and the superior’s unique signature—
always were and always are submitted.
Nevertheless, if, despite the already submitted certificates, the repetitious quarterly reports of travel by religious
16. See Document 602, pp. 174-175.
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continue to be required in the future, the respectfully undersigned will be honored to present these reports at the
proper time.17
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
620:

To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
May 2, 1846

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Increasing Occurrence of Curvature of the Spine in Women

Reference to Royal Government Resolution No. 19031 issued on April 27, 1846,
and received on May 1

In accordance with the royal government resolution regarding the above, the respectfully undersigned hastens to
respond that, ever since this institute began, no harmful
corsets with straps and so forth have ever been tolerated,
and that only ordinary ones that are necessary for modesty are
worn.
No new boarders have arrived here since the royal government ordered that girls and young women who enter the
institute must have a medical examination. We noticed long
ago that many girls, who were enrolled here by their parents, had already developed a curvature of the spine and, in
order to protect ourselves against hostile reproaches, we
have been following the practice of having new boarders
examined on their arrival.
Respectfully yours,
Ther. of J.
_________________________________

17. The last travel report included in the beatification collection was
made on April 23, 1847. See Document 705, which can be found in the beatification collection.
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634:

Baron Peter Carl von Aretin
Haidenburg Castle by Aidenbach

Munich
August 26, 1846

Baron Peter Carl von Aretin!18
Baronial Patrimonial Court!
Introduction of the Poor School Sisters in the Market Town
of Aidenbach
In response to your esteemed communication of August
11, 1846, the respectfully undersigned is honored to state
that, trusting in God who has command over all means, we
will conduct the school for girls in Aidenbach on a provisional basis for the designated amount of support—247
florin, 36 kreuzer [$99.04], five cords of chopped firewood,
and four bushels of cabbage.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
639:

To the Council for the Guardianship of the Poor
Munich
J!M!

Munich
September 29, 1846

Honorable Council for the Guardianship of the Poor!
Dividing Wall along the Secondhand Shops on the Anger
As the honorable council for the guardianship of the
poor already knows, a dividing wall is to be built between
the secondhand shops and the motherhouse of the Poor
School Sisters.19
18. Baron Peter Carl von Aretin (1814-87) owned extensive properties in Lower Bavaria and Swabia and was a lifelong member of the
Upper House of the Bavarian Parliament. His mother, Baroness Anna
von Aretin, offered to establish a school for girls in Aidenbach and entrust it to the Poor School Sisters.
19. See Document 425, pp. 103-104.
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If the wall under discussion is actually built, it would be
a disadvantage for both the council for the guardianship of
the poor and the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters.
Water and snow would always collect along the wall and
damage the shops. (One after the other, the shop owners
are already leaving and settling elsewhere.) We, on our
part, would be deprived of our entrance and lose even more
of the greatly needed space in both the courtyard and the
area where the firewood is stored.
Furthermore, we painfully miss the large amount of
space in our motherhouse building that is temporarily being
used for six classrooms, and we will not even mention all
that is lacking for a needlework school and so forth.
If there is no other solution, the respectfully undersigned
submits her petition that, in consideration of the urgent circumstances mentioned above, the honorable council for the
guardianship of the poor would sell to the religious institute
of the Poor School Sisters for a fair price the area where the
secondhand shops are located. Then, with God’s help, all
the prevailing obstacles would be removed.
In the confident hope that the honorable council for the
guardianship of the poor will not reject the petition which
has been submitted, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
648:

To the Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate
and Regensburg
Munich
October 6, 1846
J!M!

Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg!
(Department of the Interior)
Retirement of Frances Hebensberger, Elementary Teacher in
Amberg

Reference to Royal Government Resolution No. 24030 of September 25, 1846

Through a royal communication regarding the above
which was written on September 25, 1846, and received on
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October 3, the royal government graciously informed the respectfully undersigned that Frances Hebensberger, an elementary teacher in Amberg, is now incapacitated and must
retire from her position.20 In accordance with a royal cabinet decision, the third class in Amberg will be entrusted
from now on to the Poor School Sisters for (a) an annual
stipend of 240 florin [$96] and (b) two rooms in the school as
living quarters.
The respectfully undersigned is honored to submit the
following response.
a. The respectfully undersigned declares her willingness
at this time to conduct the third class in Amberg during the
1846-47 school year for 240 florin, provided that this class is
entrusted to us as a definite teaching position and not as an
assistant teaching position, as was secretly attempted in varied ways before, and provided that, after the death of Frances
Hebensberger, the retired elementary teacher, we receive her
full salary. The large third class always required two teachers, and, with food so expensive, two sisters cannot survive
on 240 florin under such circumstances.
Since it will be impossible to begin teaching this class
before October 24, the royal government could schedule registration for October 22 and 23 and the actual transfer of
the class for October 24. Registration usually takes place
on October 18 in any case, and, with redoubled zeal, we will
conscientiously endeavor to make up for these few days.
b. The respectfully undersigned also agrees to the proposed living quarters for the time being and asks only that
the royal government would be pleased to state that, in consideration of the sacrifices that the sisters who live there
will make for the sake of the good cause, the door leading to
the oratory in the convent church will be opened, allowing
them access to the church. 21
20. See Footnote 32, p. 54. When Frances Hebensberger became ill,
she asked that her teaching position would be filled by a Poor School Sister. See Glink, Vita I, 19.
21. After the Visitation Convent in Amberg was dissolved in 1804,
the school children attended Mass in the former convent church which
was adjacent to the school.
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In the consoling hope that the above requests will be graciously heard, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther.
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
652:

Protocol
Aidenbach
October 10, 1846

Protocol Recorded in Aidenbach on October 10, 1846

Present: J. S. Kopp, Dean and Pastor from Johanniskirchen and the representative of the bishop22 George
Schöller, Assistant in Beutelsbach and Secretary; all the
members of the School Sisters’ institute in Aidenbach; and
their superior.
The episcopal representative appointed by the diocesan
ordinariate to take the place of Fr. Schneid, the dean from
Aidenbach who was ill, arrived in Aidenbach early in the
morning for the opening celebration. After he dedicated the
new institute building, he led the procession with all the
school children, the School Sisters, and their superior into
the parish church where, in the customary manner, he
called down the grace of the Holy Spirit. He then gave an
address related to the day’s ceremony, celebrated a solemn
High Mass, and closed with the Te Deum.
After this was finished, Fr. Kopp led the procession in
the above order from the church into the institute building,
greeted everyone there in a fitting manner, and handed to
the superior the keys to the enclosure.
After introducing the assistant and extraordinary confessor, Fr. Francis Xavier Pamler, and the schoolchildren to
the sisters, Fr. Kopp recalled the relationships and resulting
obligations which the members of the order had with regard
to the diocese of Passau, the various government bodies, and
the parish in Aidenbach. In the name of the bishop, he then
declared that the opening and installation of

22. Henry von Hofstätter, Bishop of Passau (1839-75)
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the School Sisters’ institute in Aidenbach was completed. The superior promised to respect and carefully fulfill all that was said
on this occasion.
The signatures of the undersigned confirm that all took
place as recorded:
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
M. Celestine [Weinzierl]
M. Ruperta [Winkler]
M. Eduarda [Gensperger]
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
J. S. Kopp
Representative of the Episcopal Commission for the
Introduction of the School Sisters in Aidenbach
G. Schöller
Secretary
666:

To Bishop Valentine von Riedel
Regensburg
J!M!

Munich
November 18, 1846

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Some time ago, Fr. [Francis de Sales] Handwercher, the
pastor in Oberschneiding,23 proposed that the school girls of
his parish would be entrusted to the Poor School Sisters and,
for this purpose, took the initial steps with the respective
royal government.
The building which will accommodate the sisters and the
children was very suitably constructed and is now ready. In

23. When Mother Theresa was in Amberg in early 1840, she contracted typhoid fever and was seriously ill for some time. Her miraculous
cure on March 7, 1840, was attributed to the intercessory prayer of Fr.
Francis de Sales Handwercher (1792-1853), the pastor in Oberschneiding.
Fr. Handwercher later acquired and enlarged a building in Oberschneiding
that would serve as a convent and school for girls under the direction of the
Poor School Sisters. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 55.
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accordance with the pastor’s proposal that the mission convent in Oberschneiding would be opened on November 21,
the respectfully undersigned will send School Sisters there
shortly. The pastor promised to arrange for their spiritual
well-being.
The respectfully undersigned now asks that Your Excellency would give your episcopal blessing to this new
seedbed.24 If it would be acceptable to you, she also asks
that the pastor, Fr. Handwercher, would be appointed the
sisters’ ordinary confessor and that the present assistant,
Fr. Bösl, would be appointed their extraordinary confessor if
illness or some other hindrance would arise.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
672:

To the Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate
and Regensburg

J!M!

Munich
December 1, 1846

Royal Government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg!
(Department of the Interior)
Death of the Teacher, [Frances] Hebensberger, and the
Conducting of the Third Class at the School for Girls in Amberg
by the Poor School Sisters

Reference to Royal Government Resolution No. 4758 of November 11 and
November 21, 1846

In response to the royal government resolution cited
above, the respectfully undersigned submits the following
statement.
Since the royal government did not acknowledge the
valid reasons presented by the respectfully undersigned,25
but granted instead the salary of the one deceased teacher,
24. On January 25, 1847, a mission was opened in Oberschneiding
and staffed by Sister M. Xaveria Götzfried, Sister M. Gertrude Gattinger,
and two candidates.
25. See Document 648, pp. 185-187.
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[Frances] Hebensberger, to the two School Sisters who are
teaching the girls of the third class and the girls who are repeating the third class,26 it is impossible for the respectfully
undersigned to pay annual rent for the living quarters now
occupied by Mr. Hebensberger, the assistant teacher. The
two teachers of the third class have just as much right to living quarters as any other teacher in Amberg.
The two School Sisters who were sent to Amberg have
already reported that it is impossible for both of them to live
in one small room where they must eat, sleep, and meet with
the parents of the school children, especially when one of the
sisters does not feel well and must lie down. The tiny adjoining room must be arranged as living quarters for the extern
because it is absolutely necessary for her to be close to them.
The school commission in Amberg proposed that a wooden leanto addition be built for her on the paved area in the courtyard,
but this is no solution since, in the likely case of illness, she
would also have to stay there, but she is also a human being.
Therefore, would the royal government please determine:
1. That the two teachers, that is, the two School Sisters, would be given the deceased [Frances] Hebensberger’s
entire apartment because they need this space. Other living
quarters can be found for the assistant teacher who was
given two rooms, the same amount of space as was given to
the two sisters who are teaching the third class.
2. In a resolution of November 21, 1846, the royal government ordered that a classroom on the upper floor where
the sisters live would be set aside for those who are repeating the third class. In the meantime, probably shortly before
the arrival of the royal government resolution mentioned
above, the school commission in Amberg took the required
initial steps—for easily understood reasons—to have the
school for boys transferred to the upper floor where the sisters have their living quarters.27 The entire school for girls
26. On October 24, 1846, Mother Theresa accompanied Sisters M.
Philomena Blattner and M. Virgilia Bauer to Amberg to teach these classes.
27. See Footnote 61, p. 36.
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would be moved into the boys’ former classrooms on the first
floor. This move had already been proposed by the school
commission when the School Sisters first came to teach
there, but, for the sake of morality and peace in the building,
both the local school inspector and the respectfully undersigned protested this.
If the classrooms are moved, the sisters would be required, four times a day, to walk through the crowd of teachers, assistant teachers, and boys in order to get to their
classrooms, and the girls would not have a single quiet corner where they would be undisturbed and safeguarded from
meeting with the unruly boys.
As much as the rumor has been actively spread that the
Poor School Sisters themselves are to blame for such irksome procedures, works, and so forth, they did not appoint
themselves to Amberg or force themselves there. They still
have no knowledge of any reason for this proposed move except biased prejudice, which is both unfounded and laughable and will soon disappear on its own. The real reason for
this proposed change has a very different, deeper source,
whereby acquiescence and silence are taunted as mere
weakness and used for new intrigues.
Therefore, we ask that the royal government would put
an end to the enemies’ attacks by graciously implementing
the royal directives regarding the placement of the girls’
classrooms on the upper floor, which were stated in the royal
government resolution of November 21, 1846, and cited several times.
Incidentally, if the royal government would be pleased
to give the command, the respectfully undersigned would be
very willing and even happy to withdraw the School Sisters
from Amberg because they are not in an enviable position
in any earthly consideration. If the School Sisters would
have received permission from the royal government, they
would have gladly shaken the dust from their feet28 long ago
and withdrawn completely from Amberg. 29
28. See Matthew 10:14, Mark, 6:11, and Luke 9:5.
29. Despite the many difficulties in Amberg, by 1860, the education of all
the girls and young women in Amberg had been entrusted to the Poor School
Sisters. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 124.
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Repeating the two requests submitted above and in the
consoling hope that they will be granted, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
673:

To Bishop Henry von Hofstätter
Passau
J!M!

Munich
December 3, 1846

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Poor School Sisters’ Statutes and This Year’s Diocesan
Directory
In accordance with the order from the diocesan ordinariate of Passau regarding the above, the respectfully undersigned submits her response that the statutes of our order
are based on the Notre Dame Rule.30 Due to the establishment of missions and the consequent branching out of the
order, however, our statutes must be submitted again to the
Holy See for approbation. As soon as this happens, we will
not delay in sending Your Excellency the three copies as requested.
We also ask that no mention of the mission in Aidenbach
would be made in the diocesan directory this year, because
we went there only on a trial basis for now.31
Respectfully yours,

M. Ther. of J.

30. See Footnote 28, p. 116.
31. See Documents 634, pp. 188-189, and 652, pp. 192-193. Shortly after
the sisters were installed in Aidenbach, Mother Theresa wrote to Bishop
Hofstätter, “Since the amount designated to support the sisters in Aidenbach is so meager, and the food that must be obtained from Vilshofen is
so expensive, we began conducting the institute there only on a trial
basis.” See Document 653, which can be found in the beatification collection.
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)

Munich
December 17, 1846

Anger Convent School for Girls
The city council has designated an annual subsidy of 100
florin [$40] to cover the cost of heating six classrooms.
The royal government will surely see that, at the current
price of firewood, it is impossible to heat six rooms for the
daily elementary classes and three rooms for the holiday
classes for less than an annual subsidy of 200 florin [$80].
The city council also allotted 40 florin [$16] to cover the
cost of (1) cleaning these classrooms, (2) the services provided by chimney sweeps and masons, and (3) the lime used
for whitewashing the walls. To cover these same expenses,
the convent paid 16 florin [$6.40] in 1843-44 and between
20 and 40 florin [$8 and $16] each year in 1844-45 and 184546. The annual repair of the stoves and the sweeping of the
classrooms must also be mentioned.
The girls should also see and learn cleanliness in school
and, since there is so much dust and dirt, the classrooms
must be swept daily and washed often during the year.
Moreover, cleaning supplies, such as sawdust, brushes,
brooms, dustcloths, and the like, are needed, and someone
must be employed to heat and clean the six classrooms.
It is as clear as day that all these expenses cannot be
covered with an annual subsidy of 40 florin [$16] because
the workers alone require more than 20 florin [$8]. The
minimal annual subsidy is 50 florin [$20]. The expenses
simply cannot be covered for less.
The respectfully undersigned does not know if, as the
city council mentioned, any other school receives a subsidy
of only 40 florin for cleaning or if all the above services are
included in the cleaning expenses. However, it is known
that there are janitors everywhere who each earn an annual
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salary of 300 to 400 florin [$120 to $160]. In places where
this is the case, it is possible to manage with an additional
cleaning subsidy of 40 florin.
In this regard, the Poor School Sisters can hardly be
compared with the royally endowed Servite Convent.
The respectfully undersigned does not even want to mention
the accounts since, for three years, the institute allowed
all the classrooms to be used free of charge. (Otherwise, rent
on the building would have amounted to 1,000 florin [$400].)
Neither wear and tear on the entire building nor repairs on
the windows and stoves were ever calculated or charged.
The respectfully undersigned pleads with the royal government that justice would be done and a decisive statement
would be issued regarding (a) the heating subsidy and (b)
the cleaning subsidy so that this painful matter will finally
be settled.
Respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
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To Princess Melania von Metternich
Königswart

Munich
January 2, 1847

The Office of Her Royal Highness, Princess von Metternich!1
The information requested from the respectfully undersigned is so late in coming because unavoidable business
and travel prevented her from responding earlier to your esteemed letter.
In accordance with directives from Her Highness,
Princess [Melania] von Metternich, you wish to know how
many and what kind of rooms the two School Sisters and
the lay person assisting them will need for living quarters
and the institute.
1. The building, together with its surrounding grounds
and gardens, which Her Highness allowed us to examine, is
suitable for the sisters’ living quarters, the school for girls,
and the desired home and school for poor children. If the institute under discussion comes to life, I will ask for a simple
pencil sketch of the present layout of the building, including its measurements, as well as the number of school girls,
so that I can indicate a practical arrangement for the entire
building.
2. The furnishings for the building may be very simple.
One of the larger rooms can be arranged as a chapel and will
need an altar and a few prie-dieux. The sisters’ community
1. Princess Melania von Metternich (1805-54) was married to Prince
Clement von Metternich (1773-1859), Chancellor of the Austrian Empire
(1821-48). The castle in Königswart (now Lazne Kynzvart in the Czech
Republic) belonged to the Metternich family from 1623 until 1945.
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room will need a few tables, some chairs, a chest of drawers, a crucifix, a holy water font, and a clock. Each bedroom
will need a crucifix, a bedstead, a small table, a chair, and a
nightstand. A wardrobe, with hooks for clothing and shelves
for linens, will also be needed.
The classrooms need benches, a blackboard on a stand,
storage cases, maps, and so forth, as well as the articles required for sewing and spinning.
3. We also request annual cash payments of 150 florin
[$60] for each sister and 100 florin [$40] for the lay person
and payments in kind, that is, the firewood needed to
heat the school and the sisters’ living quarters.
4. It would be good to have a few cows and pigs for the
farm, that is, as many cows as the surrounding grounds can
pasture. For the most part, the pigs are fed with leftovers
from the kitchen. The building under consideration could
easily accommodate a boarding school and, if this is the case,
a farm would be very desirable.
5. For an institute of this kind, Holy Mass in the building is necessary—if not daily, at least a few times during the
week and on all Sundays and holy days. In our schools in
Bavaria, the parish priests usually provide religious instruction and hear the confessions of the sisters. We do not
ask for our own priest, but, if Her Royal Highness sends one
there, it would be a double blessing for the poor parish.
If the above conditions are met, the institute will fulfill
its purpose and, with God’s grace, bring blessing to
Königswart. The undersigned repeats her offer to come2 and
remains respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.

2.

Sisters were never sent to Königswart.
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To King Louis I
Munich
J!M!
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Munich
January 6, 1847

Most Illustrious Monarch!
Most Gracious Majesty, King and Lord!
Compelled by our cramped quarters, both inside and outside the building, the respectfully undersigned seized a favorable opportunity to enter once again into negotiations
with the council for the guardianship of the poor so that we
could (a) obtain more space and (b) rid ourselves of the bothersome secondhand shops.3 This was done before the respectfully undersigned began work on the addition of a third
story to the motherhouse, which had been proposed earlier
for the same reasons.
We scraped together every remaining kreuzer so that we
could purchase the unconventional secondhand shops, together with the land they are standing on, for the sum of
10,000 florin [$4,000]. The council for the guardianship of
the poor also agreed to this, and the proposal was submitted
to the royal government for its approval.
Since Your Majesty’s royal approval for the acquisition of
this property by the Poor School Sisters is required first, the
respectfully undersigned submits her petition that Your
Royal Majesty would be pleased to grant this favor to the
Poor School Sisters so that their motherhouse can become
what it was intended to be from the beginning.4
With deepest respect,
M. Ther. of J.

3. See Document 639, pp. 184-185.
4. The secondhand shops and the land on which they stood were purchased in 1851, but the sale was not complete and some of the shops remained there until 1855 when work began on a new wing to the
motherhouse.
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To Fr. Köberle
Oberreitnau near Lindau
J!M!

January 14, 1847

Very Reverend Dean!
Thank you very much for your kind letter, which we
were very happy to receive, since we had not heard from you
for a very long time.
May God bless your efforts concerning Wasserburg!5 In
the plan of God, whose works always proceed slowly and
painfully, it is not yet time for us to come.
We regret that we cannot give the pastor in Sigmaringen any hope for now either, because a significant number
of sisters will soon be sent to America and to the RhinelandPalatinate.6 This is making great demands on our personnel, but perhaps it will be possible to send sisters to
Sigmaringen a few years from now.7 If God has given the
two candidates who are coming to us a vocation to the religious life, and if they have promising talent for the teaching
profession, it would be very helpful in achieving this purpose.
It would also be desirable if the two candidates have sufficient means to cover the cost of their annual room and
board, clothing, books, and needs in case of illness.
Could you kindly sign their certificates of baptism, education, morals, and health and then send them here?
Recommending our entire order to your prayer and assuring you of ours, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa
Superior
5. See Document 254, pp. 16-17.
6. In 1838, negotiations began for the establishment of a mission in
the Rhineland-Palatinate, an area in southwest Bavaria between Luxembourg and the Rhine River. King Louis I contributed funds, Mother
Theresa visited the area in 1846, and property was acquired, but a mission was never founded in the Rhineland-Palatinate.
7. Sisters were never sent to Sigmaringen, a city located 130 miles
(210 km) west of Munich.
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P.S. Sisters Rosalia Winkler and Josepha Köberle are
already teaching, the former in Aidenbach and the latter in
Tölz.8 Thanks be to God, both are well now!

686:

To Archbishop Carl August von Reisach
Munich
J!M!

Munich
January 20, 1847

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!9
Reception of Eighteen Candidates for the Religious Life as
Poor School Sisters
The respectfully undersigned submits her petition for
permission to receive the following candidates at the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich:
1. Katherine Baier, saddler’s daughter from Neumarkt,
born October 23, 1828
2. Elizabeth Breitenbach, prominent businessman’s
daughter from Würzburg, born May 20, 1824
3. Louise Brulliot, inspector’s daughter from Munich,
born May 3, 1821
4. Crescence Deisenrieder, royal court fisher’s daughter from Munich, born June 16, 1828
5. Magdalena Maier, farmer’s daughter from Jaging,
born June 7, 1827
6. Josepha Nadler, teacher’s daughter from Beutelsbach, born December 24, 1827
7. Rosalia Winkler was received in 1845 and given the name, Sister
M. Ruperta, and Josepha Köberle was received in the same year and
given the name, Sister M. Theodora.
8. On October 1, 1846, Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
died at the age of 85 in Mühldorf on the Inn River where he was on a Confirmation tour. He was immediately succeeded by his coadjutor, Archbishop Carl August von Reisach. See Footnote 1, p. 77.
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7. Katherine Pichner, royal stoker’s daughter from Munich, born April 19, 1828
8. Katherine Rückl, master brewer’s daughter from
Pfreimd, born February 20, 1823
9. Frances Schlecht, carpenter’s daughter from Affing,
born December 9, 1827
10. Frederica Eisenhofer, finance officer’s daughter from
Munich, born July 20, 1816
11. Justina Geiler, merchant’s daughter from Würzburg, born April 4, 1807
12. Magdalena Geiler, merchant’s daughter from Würzburg, born January 21, 1806
13. Frances Gattermann, miller’s daughter from Zeindlmühle, born February 11, 1825
14. Barbara Manseicher, farmer’s daughter from
Kaltenbach, born November 12, 1823
15. Katherine Schlicht, launderer’s daughter from Munich, born November 2, 1815
16. Maria Schmitt, forest ranger’s daughter from Erlbach, born October 24, 1816
17. Theresa Schmid, bricklayer’s daughter from Munich, born September 27, 1822
18. Katherine Weigert, grocer’s daughter from Beratzhausen, born December 21, 1813
The first ten candidates are prepared to teach elementary and needlework classes and have already passed the
examinations prescribed by law. The remaining candidates
are capable of providing necessary services in the kitchen,
the household, the garden, or at the door.
All of them have completed their probation in the candidature in such manner that the respectfully undersigned
supports their petition for reception.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
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To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M!

Munich
February 23, 1847

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
Petition for the Remaining 3,099 Florin, 34 Kreuzer to Cover
the Cost of Adapting St. James Church on the Anger for
Liturgical Use by the Poor School Sisters
According to a decree of March 23, 1846, the royal government deferred until the current budget year the payment
of 3,099 florin, 34 kreuzer [$1,239.83], which are owed to the
respectfully undersigned from the fund for church foundations.10
With even greater urgency, the respectfully undersigned
submits her petition that the amount due would be paid, because she was assured by a royal cabinet precept of July 20,
1841, that the necessary funds would be given to her as the
work was completed and at each request made by the building supervisor. Nevertheless, work still requiring
3,099
florin, 34 kreuzer in pay was already completed in 1843 and
declared as properly done by the royal government commission. The workers have stormed our house countless times
because of the unbelievably long delay in receiving their pay.
After so many promises were made and after they were disappointed so many times, they threatened to take us to court
if they are not finally paid because now, when everything is
so expensive, they are also having hard times.
If the circumstances were not so urgent, the respectfully
undersigned would not bother the royal government so
often, but she must resubmit her request that the 3,099
florin, 34 kreuzer which are still due would be graciously
given to her.11
Respectfully yours,

M. Ther. of J.

10. See Footnote 14, p. 180.
11. A receipt for this amount was not included in the beatification
collection.
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To the City Council
Ingolstadt

Honorable City Council!

J!M!

Munich
March 27, 1847

Combining the Orphanages for Boys and for Girls in the
Same Building in Ingolstadt
The respectfully undersigned is honored to respond as
follows to your esteemed letter of February 12, 1847, which
we received on February 16, and your subsequent letter of
February 19.
The proposed accommodation of the two orphanages in
one building could probably take place without essentially
harming either of them, and the respectfully undersigned
must leave the suitable arrangement of the rooms for the
future kindergarten to the wise judgment of the esteemed
city council.
Although the respectfully undersigned is willing to contribute to the best interests of the institute, she cannot agree
to the condition set later by the esteemed council for the
guardianship of the poor and then accepted by the city council, namely, that room and board for the individual who
cares for the boys would be provided by the religious institute of the School Sisters, who would not be reimbursed. Since the joint administration of the entire institute
could just as easily provide this room and board, she protests
this condition for the following reasons.
1. In 1842, an agreement regarding the orphanage for
girls was made between the esteemed city council and the
motherhouse of the School Sisters and approved by the royal
government as the senior board of trustees. The conditions
set in this agreement make absolutely no reference to this
new project, just as this new project cannot have a retroacttive effect on the former one.
2. The agreement referred to above was concluded in
1842 when food prices, especially that of grain, the principal
staple, were only half as much as they are today. In 1842,
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a bushel of corn was purchased for 9 to 10 florin [$3.60 to
$4.00], and wheat for 12 florin [$4.80]. The price of corn is
now 22 to 24 florin [$8.80 to $9.60] and the price of wheat is
30 florin [$12]. The other food prices have risen proportionately.12 Therefore, considering the very low annual subsidy of 72 florin [$28.80] for one orphaned girl, the institute
would have been justified if it had requested that the sum be
raised, a request that has been made and approved everywhere else. Trusting in God, who wants only the best for
the institute, however, the institute let the matter rest until
now.
3. The same situation prevails with regard to the sisters’ support which is 500 florin [$200] annually and must
cover the expenses for the kindergarten as well. In other
places, it now costs 500 florin, twice as much as formerly, to
conduct the kindergarten.
4. Furthermore, all the other subsidies for the replacement of clothing and so forth are so small that only the sisters’ extreme frugality and diligence made it possible for
them to exist.
5. Finally, out of compassion, the institute cared for
several orphan girls one or two years longer than the designated time so that they would not be cast out too soon into
the world with all its malice.
With everything so expensive now, it is impossible to understand how the esteemed city council or the council for the
guardianship of the poor can draw the conclusion that, by
accepting six or seven additional boys under the same conditions and for the same small contribution that were agreed
upon when the girls were accepted in 1842, the institute still
could and should provide room and board for the individual
who cares for the boys. If he cannot live on the 100 florin
[$40] which the city council grants him, this burden cannot
be justly laid on the poor institute. Only an unmarried
teacher or a childless widower has ever been considered for
the position of caring for these boys, and since such an individual would naturally have other income besides the 100
florin, he could survive with this sum.
12. See Footnote 5, p. 179.
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In grateful recognition, it was understood that the institute would grant the very deserving [Anton] Haindl, the
teacher responsible for establishing and supporting the institute, a little place of rest, if it can be called that, and room
and board in accordance with his special agreement with the
institute. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, if the city
council does not reimburse us, the institute must protest
once and for all against being expected to provide room and
board for every individual who comes to care for the boys in
the future for the clear and simple reason that it is impossible.
Finally, we must also stipulate that, if the esteemed city
council carries out the renovations cited above and combines
the two institutes, the individual who is to care for the boys
will always be employed in accordance with the conditions
set by the School Sisters, as the esteemed city council already mentioned in its letter of February 12, 1847.
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
707: To the Royal Government of Upper Bavaria
Munich
J!M1!

Munich
May 10, 1847

Royal Government of Upper Bavaria!
(Department of the Interior)
Rule of the Institute of the Poor School Sisters

Response to Royal Government Resolution No. 19313, May 5, 1847
Two documents are enclosed.

With the royal cabinet resolution cited above, the royal
government instructed the respectfully undersigned to present the statutes currently used by the religious institute of
the School Sisters because “this religious institute either
does not have a specific rule or has not submitted its rule to
church or civil authorities for inspection and examination.”
From the two respectfully enclosed resolutions, the royal
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government can see that in 1834, shortly after the institute
began, both church and civil authorities not only examined
the rule of the religious institute of the Poor School Sisters
but also confirmed it and made it obligatory.13
Nevertheless, complying with the royal instruction, the
respectfully undersigned submits the following once again:
The internal structure of the religious institute of the
Poor School Sisters is in accordance with the constitutions of
Blessed Peter Fourier, which were approved by the Holy
See.14 During his lifetime, Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann submitted these constitutions to the royal government
in Regensburg.
Changes and adaptations were made in the institute’s
external structure and works, however, so that the religious
institute could become a more flexible body as demanded by
the needs of our times. Without great expense, the religious
institute either conducts or establishes elementary schools
and boarding schools for the teaching and character formation of girls in smaller places.
With his short work, Spirit of the Constitutions, a copy of
which is also enclosed, our founder [Francis Sebastian] Job,
confessor to Her Majesty, the Empress of Austria,15 gave us
an introductory text. Upon its completion, the respectfully
undersigned presented many copies of this work to His
Majesty, our King Louis I, and to all the appropriate church
and civil authorities.
This document determines how the missions that have
already been established are organized and governed. The
respective school authorities are completely satisfied, even in
those places where candidates, who passed the royal government teaching examination, conduct the school that is
located at a distance from the parish church.16
13. See Footnote 17, pp. 10, for the text of the decree by King Louis I.
On March 26, 1834, Bishop Schwäbl confirmed the religious institute and
its way of life in accordance with the Notre Dame Rule. (Typescript, Generalate)
14. See Footnote 28, p. 116.
15. See Footnote 49, p. 63.
16. The missions in Giesing and Pfaffenhofen were staffed by candidates at the time this letter was written.
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Royal decrees necessitated the complete reorganization
of the schools in Bavaria. Since other details were also in
sharp contrast to our times, a few changes and additions to
both the Notre Dame Rule and Job’s outline also became necessary. This was partly due to the relationship between the
missions and the motherhouse and partly in consideration of
the prevailing circumstances. Some of these changes and
additions are already being observed, and the archiepiscopal
ordinariate asked the respectfully undersigned to present
these necessary changes and additions.
On the one hand, the essence of religious life is perfectly
regulated by the Notre Dame Rule. The changes and additions have to do only with nonessential modifications, which
can be expected in the given circumstances. On the other
hand, mature experience must be gathered from all sides so
that the rule can be written with thoroughness and purpose.
Blessed Peter Fourier waited forty years, and our founder
Job emphatically urged the respectfully undersigned to do
the same so that nothing would be bound too soon that
would have to be loosed again later with difficulty. The respectfully undersigned believed she had to follow the same
path for the sake of the good cause.
God has arranged and ordained everything in such a
way that we are now close to our goal. With the grace of
God, we hope to be able to settle the matter completely and
in the best possible manner after the School Sisters have established their mission in America. At the request of bishops and missionaries from America, His Majesty [Louis I]
was pleased to give permission for this mission.
Presenting this sincere statement and requesting the
kind return of the enclosed documents, I remain respectfully
yours,
M. Theresa of J.
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To Archbishop Carl August von Reisach
Munich
J!M!
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Munich
May 25, 1847

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
The respectfully undersigned ventures to present the following petition. Our confessor, Matthias Siegert, whom our
founders, [George Michael] Wittmann and [Francis Sebastian] Job, assigned to us as our spiritual father and guide, has
been initiated into everything regarding our religious
association from its very beginning. He prepared all our sisters for both their religious life and their professional life as
teachers and then provided help and assistance in their concerns and difficulties at all the missions. He also settled all
our external business in the civil courts.
Under the present circumstances, the need for these
services is even more urgent and especially during the absence of the respectfully undersigned. In our turbulent
times, much is expected of the sisters who are still young.
This could have an adverse effect because they are not yet
firmly bound to the order by perpetual vows and not everything may be entrusted to them.17
The respectfully undersigned therefore submits her petition that you would please grant permission for Matthias
Siegert to remain as confessor to the growing order for which
he has given his life until now.
Under your noble protection, there should be that much
less cause for complaint.
___________________________________
17. From 1838 through 1845, novices professed temporary vows for
three years. The Bavarian government then interfered with admission to
profession, and no novices professed their vows in 1846 and 1847. After
an appeal was made to Rome, the Holy See ruled that, in the convents of
Germany, France, and America, novices would profess simple vows of
poverty, chastity, and obedience for life. This practice continued from
1848 until 1859, when the newly approved rule prescribed that novices
profess temporary vows for seven years.
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It is the respectfully undersigned’s very urgent and serious conviction that she must apply for this episcopal approval before her departure so that she can leave with great
peace.18
Respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
715:

The Royal Police Department
Munich

[After June 4, 1847]

Royal Police Department!
Repair of a Lightning Rod at the Anger Convent in Munich

Reference to a Communication from the Royal Police Department on June
4, 1847

In response to the esteemed communication regarding
the above, the respectfully undersigned submits her request
for a judicial inspection in order to refute the false accusation that the necessary repairs on the lightning rod at our
convent have been neglected.
It is not difficult to identify the plaintiff—an individual
who is taking his revenge in this ignoble manner. Since the
royal treasury formerly paid him a few florin to cover the inspection fee, he tried several times to claim this annual fee
from the convent of the Poor School Sisters. His attempts
are in vain, however, because the convent has its own custodian who is an expert in building matters and a very competent worker. The necessary repairs on the lightning rod
can be done much better by our custodian than by the plaintiff through his employees.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
18. In a letter of May 31, 1847, Dr. Frederick Windischmann, the
vicar-general of the archdiocese of Munich and Freising (1846-56), informed Mother Theresa that this request was granted. See Copia Publica, 3801-02.
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To Professor John Baptist Kotz
Hirschau
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Munich
June 5, 1847

J!M!
Reverend City Pastor!19
Some time ago, you kindly gave us the foundation document with an appendix that is to be attached to it.20 You requested from us a statement regarding the document, and
now, after having been delayed by so many hindrances, our
statement is finally ready.
We are in complete agreement with the foundation document and, together with you, praise and thank God who
has command over heaven and earth and who, since the
foundation document was first given to us, placed into your
hands 1,615 florin [$646] in cash to help and strengthen
God’s work even more.
In accordance with your intent, the interest earned from
600 florin [$240] from the above sum will be given in its entirety to Mr. Klein, the elderly teacher, as long as he continues teaching.
With regard to the wishes expressed in § 8 and § 9 of the
foundation document, we think that these wishes regarding
the form of the document should be left as they are for now
so that nothing will be set down which will be impossible to
fulfill later.
We gratefully acknowledge the interest of 40 florin [$16],
which we are receiving for the sisters’ convent in Hahnbach
and which will be raised to approximately 64 florin [$25.60]
after Mr. Klein retires from teaching. Since 1842, however,
the price of food has doubled and tripled so that, even if the
additional sum is included, it is more difficult to live on the
19. In 1845, Professor John Baptist Kotz became the pastor in
Hirschau, which is seven miles (11.3 km) from Hahnbach.
20. See Footnote 21, pp. 89. On June 10, 1844, Professor Kotz drew
up a foundation document whereby the sisters in Hahnbach were expected to teach the elementary and holiday classes and to conduct the
kindergarten free of charge. The interest from the foundation fund was
to provide their livelihood. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 51.
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interest from this foundation fund now than it was at the
beginning when the proceeds from the fund were smaller
and not only food but also manufactured goods were far less
expensive. It is difficult to foresee whether the prices of food
or manufactured goods will ever drop again to what they
were when we began conducting the institute.
Incidentally, you may be assured that, for the sake of the
good cause, we will continue to be as intent as we were formerly on conducting the kindergarten and releasing the
town from paying burdensome tuition, either in its entirety
or partially. With joy, we look forward to the day when God
will make it possible for us to do what is absolutely impossible now under the present and continuing circumstances.
We are returning the three enclosures. The delivery of
the foundation document and its appendix to the institute
would be done best through the diocesan ordinariate in Regensburg, that is, through church channels.
With the sincere wish that God will bless you and all
your endeavors, your charity, and your foundation and will
grant us the grace to continue to conduct the institute in a
way that will win God’s satisfaction and yours, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
720:

To the City Council
Ingolstadt
J!M!

Munich
June 10, 1847

Honorable City Council of Ingolstadt!
Orphanage for Girls in Ingolstadt
The respectfully undersigned is very grateful for the
good news that the royal government of Upper Bavaria approves combining the orphanages for boys and for girls
under one roof and providing the same food for all the chil-
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dren, and that the honorable city council has already begun
the necessary work on the building.21
Nevertheless, she misses a statement on how room and
board for the person in charge of the boys will be provided in
the future. Neither is there mention of the previous budgetary items that he will be entitled to claim from now on—
a condition which the respectfully undersigned asks to have
clearly explained and settled now before she begins her journey to America next week.
The assurance of your complete satisfaction with Sister
M. Magdalena [Steiner], who has been in charge of the girls,
and the recognition of her achievements give me great consolation.
From the very beginning, Sister M. Magdalena was one
of the volunteer sisters for our mission in America. As much
as we would like to comply with your wish, arrangements
have reached the point where it is no longer possible to
make a change. Therefore, we ask that you would not deny
her successor the same good will.
You can be certain that the order that has conducted the
orphanage and the kindergarten up to now will always be
concerned about administering them to your satisfaction.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
739:

To Archbishop Carl August von Reisach
Munich
Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters
Munich
August 31, 1848
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Profession of Vows by Novices of the Poor School Sisters
The novices of the Poor School Sisters whose names are
listed below have humbly begged for permission to profess
simple vows. These novices have made serious endeavors
21. See Document 699, pp. 202-204.
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toward perfection, have completed long ago the time prescribed for the novitiate,22 and will soon begin their special
preparation and retreat. Therefore, trusting in God that
they will become worthy members of the order, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition that Your Excellency
will grant them permission to profess their vows. Their
names are:
1. M. Virgilia Bauer, master brewer’s daughter from
Schönberg, born November 10, 1826
2. M. Athanasia Dangl, tanner’s daughter from Stadtamhof, born May 14, 1827
3. M. Willibalda Deischer, flour trader’s daughter from
Schwandorf, born February 24, 1827
4. M. Ildephonsa Eisenhofer, royal revenue officer’s
daughter from Munich, born July 20, 1816
4. M. Regis Enders, miller’s daughter from Pfreimd,
born August 19, 1824
5. M. Cajetana Finkenzeller, farm manager’s daughter
from Ascheltsried, born October 13, 1824
6. M. Alcantara Geiler, merchant’s daughter from
Würzburg, born January 21, 1806
7. M. Petronilla Geiler, merchant’s daughter from
Würzburg, born April 3, 1807
8. M. Eduarda Gensperger, patrimonial court judge’s
daughter, born July 12, 182323
9. M. Rosalia Kastl, farmer’s daughter from Edelshausen, born November 4, 1825
10. M. Margaretha Käss, royal customs officer’s daughter, born in Munich on June 3, 1813
11. M. Theodora Köberle, winegrower’s daughter from
Mitten near Lindau, born November 11, 1824
12. M. Alphonsa König, lawyer’s daughter from Wallerstein, born June 10, 1821
13. M. Cleophe Königsbauer, coach builder’s daughter
from Lochhausen, born June 4, 1826
14. M. Bonaventura Lutzenberger, gardener’s daughter from
Mindelheim, born May 28, 1826
22. See Footnote 17, pp. 207.
23. Complete information was not always included in the copies of
the letters with these lists that were prepared for the beatification process.
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15. M. Ludovica Pfahler, hops merchant’s daughter
from Spalt, born May 20, 1827
16. M. Magna Rieppel, foundry owner’s daughter from
Hopfau, born May 8, 1824
17. M. Birgitta Schmid, blacksmith’s daughter from
Petersbuch, born February 28, 1826
18. M. Eusebia Starke, valet’s daughter from Munich,
born July 27, 1824
19. M. Norberta Tiroler, laborer’s daughter from the Au
Suburb, born July 7, 1825
20. M. Justa Völkl, butcher’s daughter from Pleystein,
born December 4, 1825
21. M. Ruperta Winkler, farmer’s daughter from Obereitnau, born December 24, 1825
22. M. Radegundis Bruder, locksmith’s daughter from
Munich, born November 30, 1815
23. M. Victoria Fischer, fish dealer’s daughter from
Tutzing, born June 15, 1814
24. M. Killiana Grundner from Passau, born December
20, 1823
25. M. Emmerana Koch, bell maker’s daughter from Lermoos, Judicial District of Reutte in Tyrol, born August 5,
1826
26. M. Constantia Rädlinger, farmer’s daughter from
Walting, born August 11, 1821
27. M. Camilla Schmitt, forester’s daughter from Erlach,
born October 24, 1816
28. M. Martina Schmid, bricklayer’s daughter from Munich, born September 27, 1822
29. M. Paula Schöpfl, salt pounder’s daughter from Ingolstadt, born January 18, 1826
In deepest respect, I remain,

M. Ther. of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
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740:

Nurturing the Seedling, 1841—1848

To Archbishop Carl August von Reisach
Munich
September 5, 1848
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Reception of Candidates for the Poor School Sisters
The candidates listed below have submitted their petition for reception. Their names are:
1. Margaret Amann, small landowner’s daughter from
Pörnbach, born July 7, 1828
2. Barbara Burger, oven maker’s daughter from the Au
Suburb, age nineteen
3. Theresa Brunner, farmer’s daughter from Viehhausen, born November 13, 1830
4. Frances Dörr, parish sexton’s daughter from
Ornbau, born December 27, 1829
5. Magdalena Förster, dairyman’s daughter from
Landshut, born January 8, 1828
6. Katherine Fuchs, miller’s daughter from Herschenhofen, born November 1, 1829
7. Eva Häckl, manager’s daughter from Selingstadt,
born June 8, 1825
8. Theresa Häckl, manager’s daughter from Selingstadt, born May 4, 1829
9. Anna Kreutl, parish sexton’s daughter from Altötting, born November 30, 1829
10. Theresa Pirkl, shoemaker’s daughter from Berching, born February 19, 1830
11. Theresa Rottmaier from Eggenfelden, born October
6, 1828
12. Frances Reichart, manager’s daughter from Frontenhausen, born September 4, 1830
13. Rosa Sittler, teacher’s daughter from Pfaffenhofen,
born May 17, 1830
14. Margaret Meier, blacksmith’s daughter from Grossschönbrunn, born December 20, 1823
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15. Maria Frankenberger, miller’s daughter, age
twenty- one
16. Cresence Bramberger, farmer’s daughter from Hattenhofen, born May 4, 1827
17. Barbara Panzer, gardener’s daughter from Hirschaid, born April 22, 1822
18. Cresence Stöber, businessman’s daughter, born December 18, 1826
19. Ursula Waffler, butcher’s daughter from Dietfurt,
born March 22, 1827
The first thirteen candidates are prepared to teach and
have passed the examination prescribed by law. The next
two candidates are prepared for needlework, and the last
four candidates for household services. All have reached the
required age—eighteen for teachers and twenty-one for
those who will not be teachers.
During their year of probation in the candidature, all of
these candidates, with God’s help, showed promise of becoming capable members of the order in both religious and
pedagogical or household aspects. Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition that Your Excellency
would please allow these candidates to be received into the
order.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of J.
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Amann, Sr. M. Aquinata (Theresa), 43-44, 74, 118-119, 138
Amann, Sr. M. Joseph Calasanctia (Margaret), 214
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Aquinata Amann, Sr. M. See
Amann, Sr. M. Aquinata.
Aquinata Baier, Sr. M. See Baier, Sr. M. Aquinata.
Aretin, Baron Carl Maria von,
184
Aretin, Baroness Anna, 184n
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Armella Stockinger, Sr. M. See
Stockinger, Sr. M. Armella.
Arsenia Köder, Sr. M. See Köder, Sr. M. Arsenia.
Athanasia Dangl, Sr. M. See
Dangl, Sr. M. Athanasia.
Au Suburb: See Munich-Au
(Bavaria).
Augustina Dostler, Sr. M. See
Dostler, Sr. M. Augustina.
Baier, Sr. M. Aquinata (Katherine), 199
Bamberg (Bavaria), 84
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45, 74
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Bonaventura Hartmann, Sr. M.
See Hartmann, Sr. M. Bonaventura.
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Borgia Borst, Sr. M. Francis:
See Borst, Sr. M. Francis
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See Rädlinger, Sr. M. Constantia.
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